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advance;

if

:

held,

:

A little, little space,
A few brief months or years,
Too brief, O soul, for tears:

and

"Be still, poor soul, be still:
He sees the sparrow’s fall ;
Thy woes He knoweth all ;
- Hush, hush, and wait His will.
0-0-0
>

THE GENERAL BAPTISTS OF
ENGLAND. *
D.D.

‘The annual association of the General
Baptists of England has just been held
in the fine old city of Norwich.
As most
of the General Baptist churches lie in the
midland counties and there are very few
“indeed in Norfolk, it was not expected
that the attendance would be large and
some fears were expressed that it might
# be very meager and scanty. Nevertheless a good number both of delegates and
visitors assembled, and the citizens of
Norwich were sufficiently interested in
the meetings of the week to help to fill
the chapels where they were held. The

chairman, or presidént of the year, was
Dawson

Burns,

M. A.,

whose

acquaintance some of your readers made
at Weirs, The inaugural address traced
the progress of the last hundred/years
with especial reference to the religious
life of the nation and the diffusion and
prevalence of the principles General Baptists have ever been forward to maintain,
The England of 1781 was contrasted with
the England of 1881 in its social

and

sketched.

in white every day of the year. This valley is beautiful and its surroundings
grand. The soil is rich and the lack of
rain in summer is supplied by clear
running streams sufficient for city purposes aad for irrigation, rendering fruits
and flowers abundant. The streets of the
city are very wide, many of the buildings
good, the stores well stocked and the

was

HILLSDALE

Se aaa

TO

CALIFORNIA.

"SALT LAKE CITY, June 20.

‘“ Now for the West.” This was the
exclamation of the writer when he first
left N. E. upon the 5th day of June, 1837.
By using all the railroads then built,

twenty-two miles, the canal and the steamboat, the journey to Ohio was completed
in eight days. That was going West in
those days: but thatis now east of -the
middle; and so starting from Hillsdale,
the center of all

creation,

another

eight

days’ work towards the setting sun
undertaken.
With 180 miles’ in about
hours through some of the finest farms
the world, and-over the L. S. & M.S.
R., one of the best iz America,

the eighth

rr

briefly’

All the Institutions of the con-

nection,—College, Home and Foreign
missions, Magazine and the like—have
been founded since 1781, and the old principles of Evangelicalism, Revivalism,
Biblicalism, Congregationalism, and Associationalism are now more than ever in
the ascendant, The address was listened |
to with much interest and was frequently
warmly
applauded.
The
Secretary's
statement showed that a fair measure of
progress had been achieved during the
present year, the roll of church membership reaching the figure of 25,000 at

the country by availing itself of the advantages offered by the branch of University teaching at Nottingham. There
is thus a steady movement in all the

mectional institutions, and a prospect

con-

with

its

of awe and reverence, twenty-four hours
and six hundred miles puts one across the

of

larger extension for the connection itself.
The

favor with

which

the

Hymnal”

was greeted two years ago does not decline, and a * School Hymnal " now goes
»

with it a8 a necessary companion.

country in Kansas, and the soil, especially
in the eastern part of the State, is rich

timber might

seem desfrable, but as there is abundance
of coal

afd no fences

not very serious.

needed, this

loss is

But evidently the lack

of rain, and especially in the western part
of Kansas, is a much more serious difticulty.
;
Thirty miles

Mountains

from

Denver

:
i
the Rocky

with their snowy robes are

. The Foreign Missionavy meeting was seen stretched from north to south in cold
enlivened by a brief address from Presi- . grandeur fora 1dhg distance. Pike’sPeak
dent Durgin who arrived at Norwich in
the course of the afternoon of the day on
which it was
held.
The
President's

formal reception took place next morning
and it was anything but formal,

After a

few words - of introduction’ from Mr.
Dawson Burns, the whole assembly rose
and with hearty greeting welcomed the
trans-Atlantic deputy. Dr. Durgin spoke
for: aboutethree-quarters:6f an hour and
was listened to with unabated interest.

upon the south and Long’s Peak upon the
north stand out as sentinels forbidding the
farther progress of the victorious engine.
We stopped at Denver long enough to pay

the most money, for the least attention and
breakfast since a-little war experience
Chatanooga;

from

and

their daily

der-hearted

long

enough

quietly in the

in

to learn

‘papers that the ten-

police, officers

streets

and

could

stand

see a human

brute bruise his wife so that her face

The references to the. spécial Wolk:
orf Ws hardly recognized by her friends,
Freewill Baptists in America and to the and then kindly advise her to hide her: Value | and usefulness of friendly inter- self. Thus bleeding and alone she pass. Change of thought and counsel with Gen- ed the night undera (ree while the
“eral

Baptists of England ‘were . warmly

drunken

husband

and

Beer

shops.” And yet it is a fact that there is
less drinking and swearing, less rowdyism and work for police courts,apparently,
than I ever saw before in a city of equal

size.

The quiet and good order Upon the

Sabbath, and especially for Western

mining towns, was

and

rather remarkable.

The ¢* Gentiles” of course show less religious interest than the Mormons and
their churches are not crowded. But the

Mormons,
the ‘Latter Day saints”,embracing 21,000 in the city and probably about
100,000 members in Utah and adjoining
territories, are Saints(?) still, as firm and

confident as ever, Their children are
“blest”
(?) when eight days old by the
Bishop or
Priest, and
when
eight
years of age baptized and thus regenerated
(?) —at least into the church of the
Saints, and made a positive and permanent part of the body accepting Mormon
revelations as sacred as the Bible. With
reference to this faith everything in busi-

wandered

raving

tions and duties are changed

by

Bible,

‘it is

about

time

and

for

such

changes to be effected as will justify a new
or modified revelation and corresponding
practices. Such is the only hope for the
solution of this vexed question. If consistent with Christian philosophy or their
own ideas of revelations for new emergencies, they will hear a voice leading
them out of this Egyptian darkness and
So may it be.

deed.

*

of the buffalo,

balanced

a little frame,

over the axle-tree, and shafts to fasten to
the horse or pony.‘ Sometimes they don’t
is

the

I asked

journeys.

their

on

heard

noise

a

and

said,

is

if

them,

grease

« half breeds” how they got their bread.
The women”
is bought by

«“Q, sell a pony or cow.”
folks make butter, which
even

whites,

many

settlers.

the

nice

A

potato and garden patch was fenced up
near by; some being cleared from the
brush, and their little crops were a credit
to them. The men are said not to be very
fond of tilling the soil yet, but they will be
no doubt in the future.
These had good log

a fire-

cabins, with

place to use (no stoves),bunks on the sides

was laid in ten-acre lots in 1847 by Brigham Young and one lot especially consecrated to temple purposes. Upon this

of the

Assembly Rooms;

and the great

being built, 186 1-2 feet by

temple

99 feet, with

There are Ward Assembly
meeting houses, in different

houses,
parts

or

of the

city for Sunday morning services and Sabbath-schools, but the great congregation
of thousands is in the Tabernacle at 2
o'clock, r. M.
Generally two “or three
speak, but in a kind of exhortation or

platform speech without a text er form of
a sermon. The first upon the 19th inst.
was almost exactly as repeated forty years
ago,urging immersion as necessary to salvation, the laying on of hands for the gift

and rude

for sleeping, a floor

house

seats. They manufacture mats of bulrushes,
by weaving them with strong cords. - Some
were hung around the beds, and one nice
‘one was used for the table, being laid in
the

middle

the

of

dishes

the

fioor, and

They
with food being placed thereon.
gave me a little box for a table, for
which I was glad, for as they squat around
the mat, my long legs would have troubled
their room, I fear. Their clothes were
quite neat. One of the oldest squaws, as

in ‘silent

down

we went to bed, kneeled

prayer for a long time. The Roman Catholics have this reserve assigned to them,
and I am glad to note they have done
some good

things, especially, com-

moral

There were
pelling them to 'be married.
two or three Methodists among the Sioux
some

15

up

miles

the

river,

I

was

told,

who hung to their profession steadfastly.
In the mean time, the old hunting ground
is about

‘played out,” and

Chippewa

the

(And

« half breeds” are negotiating at Washington to sell the most of it and go to Turtle

yet we hear but little of Mormon miracles

mountain, where some 20 families have al-

recently. Is the power departing?) The
second speech urged morality and purity (!)
and defended polygamy. With an organ

ready gone, and thus let the whites settle it.

of the Spirit, and the working of miracles

by the followers as by the apostles.

said to be the largest but one upon the
continent, and a large choir, there was

pretty good music, but the quality was
not equal to the quantity, There are better organs. To complete the glance at
this strange spot of earth, a pleasant and
interesting interview. was enjoyed with
President Taylor, Young's successor, and
the head of the church.
He is an affable

old gentleman and in spite of official rank
and surroundjngs/is within reach of any
respectable callers. Qf the several subjects of conversation there were two questions to which I eculd get no direct reply.
Is polygamy the normal condition of society, adapted to man as man and desirable for all men, or is it a church institution adapted to these religiously qualified
for the practice? To this the President
did say that the world would be better
with it than at present—and that without
pretending to deeide the question for
Joseph
others the revelation through
could
they
authority
was
Smith to them
not deny or ignore; but a direct answer I
‘could not secure. The other question
left unanswered was this : Is this revelation
mandatory or permissive: are persons
commanded, or permitted to enter upon
they
these relations? If commanded
against
sin
or
must continue the practice
| God, but if only permitted then circumstances—such perhaps as the United

States government could institute—might
justify even the faithful in omitting. Presi-

dent Taylor did say that no law was binding upon their members and that all

could do as they pleased, and that they
expected to abide the consequence, suffering such penalties as might ‘be. Bio

and ‘* that they could afford to be

Already they are squatting by

the

ing ground, and all become more civilized,
both Indian and land, it may be far better.

Instead of the cart trail will be thé RR.
track;

instead of the wild game, the farm-

er's stock anda tilled soil support the
greater amount, while instead of the prairie grasses and weeds there may be beautiful fields of grain, while the cry of the cur-

lew will give place to the church-going

bell. So mote it be; and yet there is room.
At Stump Lake, some 4 miles northeast of
here, I stopped with the Post Master’s
family. There were a few families here
squatted on unsurveyed land, and several
young men with some half breeds, one of
whom was born here 44 years ago. There
are several groves of timber about this
lake, one on the east side being some 100
The lake is some 12 miles
rods through.
long, 1 or 2 wide, with bogs, and like
many others here has a brackish tasting
water." Saturday, I had a good time in a
strawberry patch, on the bank, which was
several rods wide and running high above
the water. The half breeds say there were
many shallow places, where once they
could wade, but the bottom of the lake fell
in, and the water is deep (perhaps 100 ft.)

and much lower with numerous logs and
stumps

at

the

water's

edge;

hence

grass is
out. Its
death of
working
bodies.
here, but
so lived

sank and became still. As the rod draws
the electricity from the air, and conducts
it safely to the ground, so this man had
drawn the fury from the frantic” crowd
and guided it to more tranquil thoughts®
than vengeance. It was as 1f some divinity had spoken through him. It was a
triumph of eloquence, a flash of inspiration such as seldom

its

name. Sanday I tried to hold forth, and
if any good was done here God may have
all the glory. The third Monday in Juae,
I took the stage road between Ft. Tattew
and Grand Forks, in company with 3 or 4
Canadians who had been to Devil's Lake
looking for claims, and didn't like it for
the timber was all gone. The plateau has

Webster, nor Choate,

ITS LESSON.

unexpected

and

unac-

: Ocean.

Some said, * Why did'nt God paralyze

crime to be committed,

unpro-

voked and without even the semblance of
a cause?” ‘How easy to have prostrated
the criminal with disease or death,

soil,

and.

hills, arable

land

and

ner

:

Since Guiteau

with our
an awful

wholly

Everett,

THE WOULD-BE ASSASSIN.

the hand that aimed the deadly blow?
Why did the infinite Father, who had in
keeping the beloved President,
national interests, suffer such

nor

Seward ever reached it. Demosthenes
never equaled'it. The man for the crisis
had come, and his words were more
tent that Napoleon's
guns at Paris.”
For such a man and ruler the whele
Nation may well bow in sorrow to-day,
scarcely less deep than when standing
beneath the
mourning emblems
that
everywhere floated as an expression .of
grief upon the murder of Lincoln
.— Inler-

ere he

struck the blow.”—-God suffers
many
things inexplicable to us.
That he has
left man a free moral agent, seems plain.
Several of the ministers in our city, in
a very earneStable and touching manner,

came

into notoriety as the

would-be murderer of the President lie: has
been traced in every important city in the Union, where he has appeared as a lawyer, lecturer or writer, always very pious and always
decamping without paying his bills. His star
lecture latterly has been on the ¢‘ Second Com~

ing of Christ.” The following is the letter
which he harded to the policeman who ecaptured him after he bad shot the President:
iS
July 2, 1881.
To the White House:—
The President’s tragic death was a sad necessi-

ty, but it will unite the Republican party and
save the Republic. Life is a flimsy dream, and it.

directed their congregations to God, in
prayer for the recovery of the President,
and divine grace for the deeply afflicted

matters little when one goes. A human life is of
small value. During
the war thousands of brave

family; “that

her husband this way than by natural death.

God would in some way
the

and

glory,

overrule the eventto his

We apprehighest good of the nation.
hend that it was not so much the President
and

his

Government

as the

household,

and people generally who needed the chasof fire,

‘and out of this furnace

tening!

there might come a purer life, and a profounder consciousness of respousibility to
God. Is not this terrible act of the ‘‘frenGarfield,

zied wretch,” on the life of Mr.

the

legitimate

spirit,

and

of a partisan

culmination

bitterness

of feeling

engen-

a

by

discussion

heated

dgred by once

portion of the press, political demagogues
and partisan zealots ? Are not such awful
results to be expected, rather than surprises, when we realize the many ignorant, excitable and superstitious people
among us? It seems to us, that fanaticism

even of the wildest characters is but a step
removed from an intense spiritualism ; and
at the very doors of our largest and most
glorious liberties, stand our greatest perils.

>

Ol

Shall not the lesson of the hour, so very

painful to all of us, teach us ¢‘ moderation” in all things, a juster criticism,
a larger charity, and a greater care
and watchfulness over tongue and pen?
Has

not

partisan. zeal run

mad, tramp-

ling reason and judgment in the mire?
If such a spirit is continued much longer,
can we reasonably expect that our Government

and

institutions

half-century ?
-

—e

will, outlive

a

J.S. BURGESS.
eee

in the history of the United
April 14, 1865, when the

day

States

people

and were told Abraham Lincoln

was
awoke

was

as-

sassinated. Next to it will forever stand
memorable the events of July 2, 1881.
How" President Garfield, now bleeding
and suffering from the assassin’s wounds,

spoke and acted upon that sad occasion,
are given by Mr. Thayer in his book, by
relating an incident. He says:
¢ Morning came, und found

thsusands

of placards posted up in New York,
Brooklyn, and Jersey City, calling upon
all loyal citizens to meet around Wall
Street Exchange at 11 o'clock. Thousands came, armed with revolvers’ and
knives, ready to avenge the death of the
martyred President, Fifty thousand men
gathered there, their blood

boiling

with

the fires of patriotism. There were few in
thé multitude who would not strike down
the rebel sympathizer who should dare to
speak a word against Lincoln. One such
‘Lincoln ought
remarked to another:
ago.” He was
long
shot
been
to have
not suffered to repeat it. A portable gallows was carried through the crowd, lift-

ed above their heads, the bearers mutter-

The

ing «Vengeance !’~as they went.

prospect was that the office of the

World,

prominent
would be

.a disloyal journal, and some
sympathizers with the South,

boys went down without a tear.

I presume

swallowed up in the raging sea of pasgion. In the midst of it a telegram was

‘Seward is
received from Washington:
dying.’ For an instant vengeance and

that

the President was a Christian, and that he will be

happier in Paradife
worse

for

than here.

Mrs. Garfield, dear

is liable to

It

will be

soul, to

part

go at any time, anyway.

I had

no

with

He

no

ill-

will toward the President. Ris ath was a political necessity. I am a lawyer, a theologian and

a politician; 1 am a stalwart of the stalwarts; I
was with General Grant and the rest of our men

in New York during the canvass. I have some
papers for the press, which I shall leave with By-

ron Andrews

and

York. avenue,

them.

.

his co-journalists-at

where

all the reporters

1402,

New

can

see

I am going to the jail.

CHARLES GUITEAU.

The papers directed to Andrews and referred to above amount to nothing.
It is the
general belief that he is more wicked than insane. He was known in Chicago years ago as
a“ shyster” lawyer of much pretension and
without corresponding ability.
He earned a
precarious living, and from police-court practice dropped to a hand-to-mouth livelihood.
At times he would seem under considerable
business pressure, and at others would be
without work and a frequenter of saloons. Hewas a dead-beat on his boarding-houses, and:
made himself odious by forcing his attentions.
upon young women.
He wrote a pamphlet om.
the second coming of Christ,—probably the
same as referred to elsewhere.
He went to
New York, and lived in an attic on crackers-.
and water, and announced as a discovery that
such diet was all that was necessary for the
preservation of perfect health.
Back to Chicago again, and he settled down to a collection
business, and went round from store to store

soliciting

collections.

He

would

agres

to-

take them on shares.
He would then hound
the debtor until be got half, which he wowidi
pocket, and say that, according to agreement,
he was to have half of the amount he collected.
He was exposed in the newspapers, and got
into court so often that he again went to Neva
York.
There he went on with the same sort.
of business, was shown up by the Herald,.
and sued that paper for $50,000, which was not
awarded by the courts.
Similar
suits he
brought against one or two Chicago papers.
with like failure of suceess. Returning to Chi--

cago he claimed that he had met

THE MAN AND THE HOUR.
The saddest and most memorable

death upon every paper and every man
Stopped,
intermipgled.
well
sloughs are
opposed to Lincoln seemed to move the
telegram
‘Another
crowd.
for dinner at the stage ranche, where I ‘mighty
was courteously treated. Passed two pretty from Washington!’—and the silence of
good

comes from any man,

and to not more than oneman in a century.

consolable grief!

groves,

and even some spots of prairie on the hilWell, if civilization wants
ly plateau.
their land, and pays them for their hunt-

some strong wind

beats it down, so the tumultof the people

countable, filled the day with the deepest
gloom and sadness, and quite
overwhelmed all our hearts with fear and in-

elk, etc., are yet seen. Old cart trails to
St. Joe, Pembina and Winnipeg are still in
use, which were made long years ago as
they were going to and from their hunts
to lay up their winter's store. The Red
river cart is quite a vebicle for a rude one;
all of wood, with a hub and spokes, and

felloes;

_ *¢ As the boiling wave subsides and set-

‘Waterbury, Ct., July 5.

dent, so strange,

R. Dunn.

«The speaker was General Garfield.”
The writer continues:

tles to the sea whén

in

The 4th has beena day of ‘‘mourning,”
rather than ¢ feasting”,at Waterbury, Ct.
The attempted assassination of the Presi-

CAVALIER, DAKOTA, June 30.
The ‘ half breeds” have a large reserve
here, running from their settlement at the
big bend of the Cheyenne to the British
lines. This was on their old hunting

strong

|

Davi.

THE DEED AND

DESULTORY CORRESPONDENCE.

the bones

shall go before His
I Fellow citizens, God
Jeigns, and the government at Washington still
ives
:

+040

0-0-0

ground, where

are abundant

:

andthick clouds of the skies |Justice and judgment
are the babitation of His throne.
Mercy and truth

at this grove, which was a beautiful one in-_

bondage without going through the red
sea of blood.

They

the Red River region.
The arrow
abundant, too, and just heading
sharp pointed oats caused the
some
sheep here
last
year,
through their wool into their
There had been meetings near
only two women with five men or

change

of relations, as taught by philosophy
the

coming this way.

ness, family and State is planned. The city

walls 8 feet thick. (Were they intended to
be proof against artillery ?)

the world,

little more

* Saloons

Chicago, the.

three miles farther from its center than
when I first entered what was theh a little
town in. a mudhole. From thenté over
the grand rolling prairies of Illinois,
Iowa and Missouri, whichia spite of all
the wonderful works of man within thirty
years still inspires the soul with feelings

enough. , A

* French fashions”,

stands the noted Tabernacle, 250 feet by
150, and a new and splendid building for

Missouri river, and the track, the cars,
the officers and all the arrangements of
the Rock Island & Pacific R. R. render
that day a real luxury. Kansas City is
only six hundred miles from Chicago and
hardly far enough to be considered ‘‘Out
West,” and yet for convenience of expreshome,
1073 in Orissa with
a native sion and association, as I am here just
Christian community of 2882, The Mag- | forty-four years from the day first seen in
azine flourishes under ‘the able editor- Ohio, this will be considered the starting
ship of the Rev. John Clifford ; the Home point for the West.
And so wpon the 15th inst. the splendid
Missionary Society is winning its way in
cars
of the Kansas division of the Union
its new ‘unified organization to its
proper place in the regard of the churches ; Pacific R. R. were entered with the hope
the Foreign Missionary Society continues of seeing California. The track and cars
are in fine condition, the employes and
to retain its firm hold upon the love and
liberality of the connection ; and the col- officers obliging, and the contrast between
lege looks forward to new life and in- this and the old canal boats needs no decreased efficiency by ‘transference to the ‘scription. No well balanced mind can
town of Nottingham and something like suggest any change for the’ face of the

affiliation with the University system of

ho-

tels, specially the ¢ Valley House", cheap
and comfortable. Indeed it is areal city
in fact and in style, with 25,000 people
and ‘modern improvements,” including

is
six
in
R.

and at least
re- | 500,000-population is entered,

ligious condition, and the growth of the
denomination in the century

valley itself, a thousand feet higher than
the highest peak of the Green mountains,
and surrounded with. mountains dressed

discussing the work of the college,

:

waste,

field of barren mountains is the Salt Lake

and phil-

and there should be, as such opportunity
was much needed. Speaking with friends
at home on the subject, it appeared others
had come to the same conclusion without
visiting Weirs, and so the matter was soonsettled. This new public meeting, together with the connection of the
institution with Nottingham University College,
will give a new start and impulse to our
work in training men for the ministry.
The other important matter was the formation ona somewhat larger and more
efficient basis of a board of reference for
pastors and churches in order to furnish
reliable information respecting ministers
seeking pastorates and churches seeking
ministers and the like.
FROM

ative could I learn whether thé" Mormonscould under any circumstances relinquish
their practice in -this respeet. This is
evidently the focal point of the whole controversy. The government of the United
States must surrender or a new or modified
revelation must be given. And if obliga-

. The

and the idea of-drawing the rains here by
tree-planting illustrates the power of imagination. But in the midst of this vast

This is one of the results of the

ha.
aa

mountains,

but upon the whole it is a dreary

be

eral Baptist Association there was no
public opportunity of urging the claiias

O wherefore art thou stirred
With weak and idle rage
To bent against thy cage
Like to a captured bird ?

Rev.

should

speak, it occurred to me that in the Gen-

Then to thy resting-place.

the

life now out-

there

visit to Weirs in part. At the Educational meeting,at which it was my privilege to

1

GOADBY,

should. be

anthropic element permeating the spirit
and work of the churches.
In matters of business two were of some
{ importance. The meetings of the Asso,
ciation were so rearranged that a public
‘meeting for the college is henceforth to be

A LITTLE WHILE. -

BY PRESIDENT THOMAS

church

churches and a greater social

soul, a little while

To frown for thee or smile.

the

desert

snow-capped hills and rail-road stations
furnish some ‘relief from the monotony,

mong
of mutual help in the church, a
laredr use of evangelistic agencies, more
consideration of poorer by the wealthier

WEDNESDAY, JULY 183, 1881.

And thou shalt be released,
- And Fortupe-shall have ceased

entrance into

side incorporated, that

days, and $2.50 if not.

The Horning Star,

O

sage brush and occasionally a little withered grass and dwarfed shrubbery, the

widened and the Christian

the

within

paid

gested that some of our popular theology
might need revising to harmonize with the
the

Terms 1—$3.00 per year, if paid strictly
in

first thirty

sweep over the

course of modern scientific thought, that

or \ T he Morning Star,

;

to the wants of the times.” The writer sug-

ery reminded me of the Ill prairies.
At
Tartle river I bid farewell to my Canadian
friends, and going up the valley north a
few miles, stopped at a large grove, some
400 acres or more, for the night, tired
enough, having come some 35 miles that
day and talking much of the time. Saw an
orange lily on the plateau; the first I saw

in the change of relations, and revelations
to one class for specific purposes be modified respecting those in other conditions
and relations, were answered in the affirm-

mountains upon the west, brings Cheyenne to view. And now for more than 1200
miles, upon an elevation nearly as high,
and some of the time higher than Mount
Washington of New Hampshire, the cars

ter " was by the Rev. E. W. Cantrell on the

a

we

Liban

freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
To whom

The Rev.

W. Bishop preached ome of them, and
Rev. W. Sharman the other. The ‘‘ Let-
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FELLOW CITIZENS : Clouds and darkness are
round abont Him! ‘' His pogition is the darkwaters

with a great

change of heart, and he became an usher at the,
Moody and Sankey revival meetings.
Then it: was he styled himself¢‘ lawyer, theologian andi
lecturer.” He added to this, soliciting work
for a life-insurance company—the Northwestern, In this he was fairly successful in-making money, but he spent all he got in promuls
gating his hobbies.
Then he came to Boston,
and sought desk room at the Congregational
House, explaining that he was a theologian,
the author of a book'called “ The Truth,” for
the publication of which he wished to make
arrangements in-Boston. ‘The story he told
was so plausible, and his manner so insinuat-

ing, that

the

Rev.

C. H.

Dunham,

of the

American Peace Society, consented to
him into his room, No. 6, in the building.

take
But

his book did not sell when it appeared and he
again deserted the city leaving

his

board

bill

unpaid, and since that time he has figured

in

politics always displaying the utmost impudence. The following stories of the assassin’s

conduct in jail are told: Some one asked anotherin his hearing: “What did the President do when the first shot was

eau said,¢ I'll show you”;

fired!”

Guit-

and throwing up

his right elbow and his hand hanging, remarked, ‘* That’s the way he did; but the next one
got*him.
When he was struck first he sort of
turned and looked scared.” In a few hours.
after his confinement he appeared to take it
somewhat philosophically, having been on his
He did not lie
first arrival somewhat excited.
down to rest until pretty late in the night, but
in the latter part of the night he slept very
soundly. Before going to bed he frequently
asked the officers, ** What is the news from the

‘White House?”

And they would

reply that

the, last news they heard from there wus worse
or better as the case might be.
To this he
would make no response except when the answer was ‘‘ better,” he would put on a despondent look, and when the answer was
‘“ worse,” he appeared to smile.
On his aerival at the in Guiteau was directed to take his . .
. shoes off, t being the custom that the prisonthe hot
ers should go in barefoot durin

weather, to which he demurred, saying: “If I °

perseDr. Durgin’s presence added through the town until shot by one of his
catch my death of cold.” A prisoner re
muchto the interest of the association at’ Swi iva the next day, twenty hours be- cutedif the government, could .afford to little ponds (Twin kes), in the after- death followed it—and it seemed as if marked: * You'll have a rope around your
than you’ll ever catch cold in bare
Norwich, and it is hoped that the worthy fore I left that interesting town,—and yet persecute them” ; but a distinct answer to noon, with-no timber. Towards evening I every listener held his breath to hear. neck sooner
Guiteau looked at him scowling, but
Dr, will be able to visit some of the Gen- they say the city is improving. A roman- my question was not.granted. Not even came to the almost level Red River Valley Lifting his right arm toward heaven, in a feet.”
made no reply. He will not be brought 10 tris running
until the results of the President’s injuries

applauded.

eral Baptist churches of the midland dis- tic ride of a hundred miles" north, with

trio and of London before his return,

broad plains upon the east and the Rocky

when the questions, whether

’

3

duties

re-

quired at one lime might not be changed
.

region, with its skirts

of

tithber

along the banks of the streams.

The scen-

clear, distinct voice, the speaker said :
5

bl

go in naked

wl
are knewn.

feet

over

‘

those

stone

floors

I'll

,
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GLEANINGS

Sunday-School Lesson.-July 24.
see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

MOSES

AND AARON.

Exodus

instructions.

authority.
Proofofs
Moses’s difidence.
Christ and + Moses.

God's promise.
Promise fulfilled.

3: 15-22.

Exodus 4: 1-9.
Exodus 4: 10-17.
Heb. 3: 1-19.

Exodus 6: 1—8.
Ps. 1056: 1—45.

a

GOLDEN

TEXT: —*

He sent

“want, and Aaron whom

his

Moses

he had

tion!

went

and

Esq.)

met

him

ser-

chosen”’—

Ps. 105: 26.
Exodus
4: 24—31;5: 1-4.

Notes and Hints.
The events of this lesson occurred,
winter and
probably, in the autumn,
to
according
or
¢.,
B.
1492-93
of
spring
Brugsch, about B. ¢. 1300. Daring the
summer the Arabs resort to the Sinaitic
valleys with their flocks; if,{as inferred,
ithe jjourney of Moses was made at that
season, his return to Egypt was probably
"in the autumn. The winter was spent in
making the acquaintance of the Israelites,
and instructing and organizing them for
their expected departtire. The first interview with Pharaoh took place in the
spring, and just a year later the Hebrews Ss

left Egypt.—I.. Johnson.
I. Aaron sent to Moses. Aaron, whose
name means, “a teacher,” is first men-

power

was

really

the

unobserved

in the -administration of public

:affairs. He gave to his brother a full account of what God had made known to
him concerning the work to which he was
called, and in the execution of which they
were to be associated.
He present~ed proof of his commission by a repeti‘tion of the signs given him for use by.
~Jehovah.
II. The elders gathered. Moses had
““peen greatly troubled lest the people
would net receige him and acknowledge
him as their leader. He returned to them,
however, in company with Aaron, whom
they knew, who was the head of one of
the tribes, and one of the elders.
They

knew him

and

he

knew Moses,

as

- did others, no doubt, who were still living among the Hebrews. Many changes
-had taken place in Egypt during Moses's
absence. Cities had been built and public works constructed, but the condition
of his people was in no respect better.
It was, indeed, worse. The burdens
were heavier. His spirit was thoroughly

mwoused and he

applied himself

to the

BY REV. O. E. BAKER.

In a previous article we gave several
statements by authors of different denomwere there which made fraternal inter- inations all “agreeing substantially in
course beautiful. They not only had love this: that sanctification is the same new
for each other, but love for God, the first lifeas is imparted in regeneration, debeing ‘strengthened by the latter. There veloped in the subject from stage to stage,
is little real fraternal affection where
“ strength ‘to strength,” producing fullthere is no adoration of God the Father.
grown manhood in Christ Jesus. We quote
The message of cheer came in the here at more length, a beautiful statemidst of Israel's deepest dejection. In ment of Dr. John Dick: In regenerathe midstof their deepest night came this tion there isan infusionof spiritual life
ray of light that was the promise of the into the soul, in which life all the graces
coming of the merning.
It came just at or all the holy tempers of ‘the Christian
the right time—when the people by their are virtually included; in. sanctification
afflictions were prepared to hear it, and those graces are unfolded and matured,
were ready to leave the land, which had and exert their native influence upon the
become to them a synonym for suffering. conduct. ~ In regeneration the living
In some such way, oftentimes, God has to seed is sown and begins to germinate
loosen the hold of his children upon this and show itself above ground; in sanctiworld, in order to make them willing to fication it grows up and yields fruit, acgo to a better!— National S. S. Teacher. cording to the parable, in some, thirty
brother.

The

two

elements

fold, in some, sixty, and in some

————
A
Ap Apres
SUNDAY-SCHOOL

NEWS

AND NOTES.

The American Sunday-sc hoo} Union
held its 57th Anniversary in Chicago, addresses being made by Daniel R. Noyes,
of St. Paul, and by Rev. F. A. Noble, of
Chicago, and Rev.
John Hall, D. D., of

New York.

The summary of the year's

work then presented shows a gain in
activity over last year.
New schools
organized, 1,415 ; teachers enrolled, 6,295 ;
scholars enrolled, 52,438.
The occasion

was one of great interest, and the Society
by reason of it will be strengthened for its
work for the coming year.
A ‘flower service” was one of the
features of the anniversary exercises of
the New York Sunday School Association.

tioned in the 14th verse of this chapter.
He was two years older than Moses, and
they, with their sister Miriam, were the
children of Amram and Jochebed. Each
one of them was largely endowed by There was a large choir of children, each
nature with the high qualities necessary one of whom brought a bouquet, and,
for successful leadership. At the death after the exercises were over, the floral
of his father Aaron became the head of offerings, under the direction of the
his family, and of the tribe of Levi as Flower Mission, were sent to the hospital
well. The brothers had been parted for to cheer the sick and suffering. They, at
about forty years: and both were now least, have occasion gratefully to rememmore than eighty years of age. Notwith- ber the anniversary exercises of that exstanding this long separation, they quick- cellent society.—/NVational S. S. Teacher.
ly recognized each other and their meetA worker in Africa gives the tollowing
ing was cordial and affectionate. From numbers as the approximate Sundaythis time they are united in the feadership I school attendance on that continent: In
of their people, until separated by death. Senegal, 200 ; Gambia, 400 ; Sierra Leone,
Aaron was usually the foremost in action, 2,000
; Liberia, 1,500 ; at the Basle Misand apparently the leader, but Moses, the sion, Dahomey, 2,000; at the Wesleyan
one ** slow of speech,” and of modest and Mission, Guinea, 4,000; in the schools in
retiring disposition, distinguished for his the Church Missionary Society, 2,000; in
meekness,

SANOTIFIOATION.

in the

way—Aaron

They met in a good

kissed his

READINGS.
Moses and Aaron. Exodus 4:27-31;5:1—4.
Moses's

he

miscellaneous missions, 3,800; South Africa, 150,000; East Africa, 500; ‘Central

Africa, 200; Egypt, 500.
At the recent annual meeting of the
General Assembly of the Churen of Scot-"
land a considerable increase of attendance
in the Sunday-schools of the denomination
was reported. The number of schools is
now 1,952, with an attendance of

children,
teachers.

187,418

who are taught
by
The number of persons

tendance on adult

classes

17,436
in at-

is 44,885.

A

similar increase in Sunday-school attendance was reported in the General Assembly of the Free Church.
How sower and reaper may rejoice
together is shown in a letter of a Sundayschool missionary who tells of a recent
pleasing experience of his: * On my way
to my appointment on a Sunday morning,
I fell in with a stranger who took me for
a Kentucky horse-trader. It proved that
we were both going to the meeting of a
union Sunday-school; and when we arrived, and were introduced, he

was

sur-

prised to find in me the missionary of the
American Sunday-school Union, who organized it eight years ago, while he proved to be the new pastor of a church grown
out of it.”
Here is a pleasdnt incident in the work

a hun-

dred fold.
In regeneration the new
creature is formed, but although no
members or features are wanting they
are diminutive and feeble; in sanctification the body grows in all its parts, acquires vigor and activity, and advances
toward the full stature of a perfect man

in Christ.

In short it is the same

work

which.is carried on in regeneration and
sanctification according to the words of
an apostle: ‘He which hath begun a
good work in you will perform it until the
day of Jesus Christ.’ ”
:

ig

7

A pure life rounded out with love and

Doctrine is not our point here, but

du-

pictures, wins admiration without being set
in gilded frames. That subtile life whose
adornmentis its

There

preserved blameless.”

:

time

for

translation

to

heaven.

Job,

“perfect and upright, one that feareth
God and escheweth evil.” Zacharias and

Elizabeth, * righteous before God, walking in all the commandments
nances of the Lord blameless.”

and

ordi-

Stephen,

‘a man fall of faith and the Holy Ghost.”
The apostles, ‘‘ not of the

world,” and a

host of others.
We ask again, Is it possible that

these

nence béyond the vision of the worldly
and compromising.
May it not be that many religious’
fanatical, per-

of every man.

Bat this implies

cation begun, begun

at

the duty

sanctifi-

conversion.

(2)

Willing the right and the best possible,
implies, equally, that every passion, appelite, propensity, antagonistic to such
willing shall be subdued, and every virtue cherished, and every “means and
measure employed which may subserve
such high and noble end. But this is
sanctification extended into the disposition and the life. (3) The duty of a

Since this subject has been opened in
the Star, I have thought much about it.

Though there may be differences of opinis fair

opposite extreme and failed to teach

vance the cause of God

to

assume,

that

all

desire

that

policy to be adopted, which will best adand

secure

the

urge Scriptural holiness to the Lord?
The standard of recognized character and
duty is by far too low throughout the

greatest amount of spiritual good.
The
plan, so strongly advocated by Bro. Per-

churches, and all along the lire ‘ holi-

presents the importance of planting and
sustaining churches in important centers
ofinfluence, giving aid even to the extent of

kins, has its claims so far at

ness to the Lord” should be emphasized.

We close with giving a case of excellent Christian strength quickly acquired,
under our own observation: ' A young lady of sixteen was burdened with a sense
of sin and deeply anxious to become a
Christian.
But a great problem must
first be solved. Left at six years of age
by the death of her mother, and soon after assigned to the post of mistress over
the younger members of the family by an
over-doting father, she early acquired a

domineering

and insubordinate

spirit.

Possessed of fascinating beauty, brilliant
and

precocious,
she

was

flattered

and

hurried into society and inticed into the
various popular amusements.” All these
had conspired to produce in her young

worst,

and

she

succeeded.

We

knew

her during most of the next fifteen years
and until the struggle of life ended in-her
victory over death, and during all these

least, as

but would it not be doubtful whether the
H. M.
Society could consistently use
their funds in that way unless they were
given expressly for that purpose.
No
such object should be undertaken, without a reasonable ground of belief that. it
would be a success, which might be difficult to decide.
Ifwe had a building
fand, it would

be

different.

To

pel in America.
portant mission.

It had a wide and

and

mother,

passing through providential dispensations enough to test any ordinary faith,
not

once

did

she

waver,

nor

fall

into

doubt of the presence of divine approval.
At last, death was ‘met with a resignation, her family committed to God with a
confidence, and her departure announced
with a deliberation and cheerfulness, cor-

faith, and of the knowledge of God, unto
a perfect man, unto the measure of the

stature of the fullness of Christ.”
other are fearful words:
without which no man
Lord.”
;
———

er

THE BEAUTY

Those

*‘‘ And holiness,
shall see the

Ore

OF BENEVOLENCE.

BY REV. B. A. SHERWOOD.

feeble churches, planting churches in eit-

has sometimes helped a church to support
its pastor, while they built their house of
worship, thus indirectly aiding in building the church.

No cne has

objected

to

it

fades and shames the wearer; let the
storms beat upon it, and it shrinks and is
rent and soon becomes a garment of filthy rags. «
Benevolence is the only reliable clothling at home or abroad.
It is durable,
beams

and wears

smooth.

But,

like

the best garments, it mugt be made by
hand. There'is no substitute for benevolence, not easy road to usefulness and
worth. God gives the material; but in

general policy has been to aid struggling
churches, something like giving a life
preserver to a drowning man, ‘and thus
enable him to swim to the shore.
We
have many instances of this kind.
Au
the first they were struggling hard for

life;-and apparently must have sunk, had
shore. Now
porting, but
aid to all our
nomination.
There are

them to

a

* life

reach

the

these are not only self-supour most reliable sources of
benevolent work in the decertain principles that should

guide, in the disbursement of
raised for works of benevolence:

money,

|. 1. Money should never be diverted,
from the object for which it was given,

and appropriated to’another object, with{uk the consent of the donor.

“9.”

Great care should be exercised

in

making the appropriations, to aid those
who give reasonable promise that with
a “life preserver”they can reach the
shore.
3. Preference should be given
to
places that give the best assurance of a
salutary. influence
upon
neighboring
churches, and the surrounding country.
‘Christ directed his disciples to begin their
riissionary work at Jerusalem. Centers of
influence should not be overlooked. I am

1. oO

adam

|

5

wl

dys

v

every two weeks.
Within a few months Wesiésai Metho.
dism has had to mourn the loss of four
of its most distinguished ministers, nameMorley

Punshen,

and

the Rev. Mr. Simpson.
The Presbyterian Board ot Foreign/ *
Missions closed its last financial year with
a balance of between nine and

ten thou-

sand dollars in its treasury.

The lega-

receipts from the
Woman's Board, $170,304, and the total,
$580,255.
:
The town of Hampden, Mass. +» has
given the land for a cemetery, dividing it
equally between Protestants and Roman
Catholics. This is said to be the first
time that any public property has ever

been given to Roman Catholi)

in New

England.
Rev. Dr. J. H. Vincent tells ofa church
in Boston whose minister boasted to him

that its quartette choir costs $2,500 a
year. He sarcastically remarks: “They
sang an anthgm and I could not make it
out, but he told me it was

very fine

and

that the choir cost $2,500 a year.”

Mr. Moody,

the Evangelist,

proposes...

to gather about him, at Northfield, Mass.,
in the month of August,

those

who

ure

interested in Bible study.
Only a fey
hours each day will be given to these
meetings. Mr. Moody expects, that Dr.
Andrew Bonar, of Glasgow, Scotland,
will be with him to take charge of the
meetings.
At the recent annual convention of the

_ who

allow

to wear
transgressors and

members

of their

hats, be considered
their course
con-

demned.”

Some Baptist missionaries having established themselves in San Salvador and

With the small sums at their disposal,

it

a gunboat in the Congo, and dazzled

King's eyes and shook

the

his new faith by

magnificent presents, including a crown
of gold or gilt,
Mr. Hammond the evangelist has been
laboring for nearly two months in the
city of Toronto, Canada. A *‘ covenant,”
which simply expresses the conviction of

the person signing it that he

or she has

become a Christian, and

promise .to

the

be faithful, was signed by about 2,400 in
Toronto.
At = Peterboro,
where Mr.
Hammond labored for several weeks previous to going to Toronto, the work was
very powerful, pervading and moving
the whole population.
A missionary of the American Sunday-

school Union, working among

the Indi-

ans in Kansas, says: ** Salvation through
the children is the moral necessity for the
Indian, if it comes at all. Everything
the white missionary does is suspected.
The whites who rent lands of the Indians
are poor and illiterate.
Yesterday I
went to a settlement of ten families of
whites on the South Canadian River, to
‘organize a Sunday-school. They rent
lands of a Creek Indian. His was a
frame house, painted white, elegantly
furnished ; their houses were miserable
clay-daubed cabins.”
Rev. J. Roberts, English Methodist mis‘sionary to Jamaica, recently reported that
the population of Jamaica was 570,000, of
whom
450,000
were
blacks, 18,000
whites, and the rest of various shades of
color. His work had lain among the Negroes, whom he regarded as brothers
and sisters. True, they were low in in-

is impossible to help all, and they may
sometimes have
made mistakes.
It
would be a marvel if they have not.
Instead of finding fault, let us double our
contribution, and pray more fervently,
that they may be guided: by: the wisdom
telligence, in social habits, and in morthat is profitable to direct in all things.
| als; but the Negro was rising, in spite of
ror
the scant sympathy he met with from the
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
white man. In their day schools in JaA Roman Catholic bishop confirmed maica they had 60,000 scholars. He had
1620 persons in Philadelphia on a recent in oiie sméll church under his care eight
young blacks, any of whom could in an
Sunday.
There is to be held a great assembly of emergency take the service and preach,
Shinto priests in Japan to decide how to to the profit of his hearers. When be
went to Jamaica, ten years ago, their
counteract
m{gsionary success.

Mission work."
There are 36,000 stated ministers of all

denominations in Great Britain, and an
average Sunday attendance upon public

worship of 10,000,000 persons.

stated that a Roman Catholic ConIt is
gress will be held in Madrid, in _Qctober,
which will be attended by the notabilities
.
from every part of the world.

The Internatiofial Convention of ‘the

it was

membership was 1,941, and now

2,444.

From statistics published in The Harvard Daily Echo, it appears that of 1,009
students in the college proper and in the
law and scientific schools, 28.8 per cent.
are Episcopalians, 22.5 per cent. Unitarians, 17.6 per cent. Congregationalists, 4.3 per cent. Baptists, 3.4 per cent. Ro-

man Catholics, 3 per cent. Presbyterians,
2 per cent, Swedenborgians, and 1.6 per

cent. Methodists.

The agnostics, athe-

ists, and non-sectarians number only 13
per cent. and the remaining 8.8 per cent.
includes the Lutherans, Spiritualists,

Dutch Reformers and a few other sects.
Of the 198 members of the

senior class

which is graduated. this year, sixty-one.

are Episcopalians’ and thirty-seven only
are Unitarians, while fifteen doubters
have become atheists or agnostics. The
proportion in the’ other three classes is
not so largely in favor of the Episcopalian Church.

.

/

>

A-good brother in a. Baptist church of

Miami County, Ind., while giving his ex-

| Young Men's Christian Association will perience not long ago, said:

the national organization of and makes them up into small scrap books, irregularities, omissions, commissions in- the looms of skillful labor and patient be held in Exeter Hall, London, from
The
was kept or. during the for the use of chlldren in homes and deed, which gtuot their spiritual growth, discipline we must weave garments for July 80 to August 6 inclusive.
ws
hospitals, and poor, childrer in the me- limit or destroy their usefulness; and for- the skies, and these shall be made white . American delegates are expected to sail
a July 16.
bid any satisfactory enjoyment.
But in the blood of the Lamb.
tropolis.”
© nfm

and

building a church about

that, at least I know of none.
In a few baptized the King of Congo, a force of
cases large sums have been appropriated Jesuit priests arrived, escorted by “an.
{o plant churches in“the cities, but the | armed band of Portugese marines, from

Rev. J." Hazard, Hartzell, D. D., a leadunless the spiritual vision is impaired, a ing Universalist preacher in Buffalo,
benevolent life attracts the soul and pro- has- applied for holy orders in the Epis| copal church.
duces pleasure.
The moving motive among the masses
The Presbyterian church at Irwin, Colis selfishness. Sometimes it shows itself orado, is 10,5600 feet above tide-water,
in its savage, naked form with scarcely a and so is probably the highest Presbyteblush of shame or a fig leaf to cover itself, rian church in the world.
and this in the broadest light of gospel
The subscription fund for the Boston
truth. At other times it seeks adornment
Young Men's Christian Association buildand weaves a garment to imitate that of ing has nearly reached the desired sum
the saint, and some of the elect are de- of $175,000.
ceived. * Skillfully done,” says the tried
Experience isi the title of a quarterly
Christian as the eye of genuine. benevo- journal published in London and * delence scans the polished garb of modern
signed to revive the testimony of Engselfishness ; ** but it’s nothing but shoddy:
land's chief Evangelists and to promote
after all!” Let truth shine upon it, and

bership of about 80,000 in that State

that they are

Mission Society never
contemplated officials,
building houses of worship.
I think it churches

not finding fault with the H. M. Board.

The old definition of beauty as given
by the Romans was ‘‘ multitude in unity,”
and if metaphorically applied, this definition well serves the purpose of this article. All of the spiritual graces radiate
from benevolence.
These go out like
the'rays from the sun and give light to
those who sit in darkness. And in these
Christian graces there is power unseen
by the casual observer. Bring these to a
focus and they will burn the skeptic and
remove doubt.
Benevolence is round and symieirieat
so to speak, and it rests upon God.
On
every side of it virtue grows with fragrant
flowers and the ambrosial fruit, and the
moral sense is dull that fails to discover
this. The love of beauty is inborn and

that the

ies and other important places, especial. Dunkards, in Ashland, Ohio, the following resolution was adopted: ¢‘ Whereas,
ly in the West.
For these objects the churches were this committee has decided that it is
asked to contribute, and money was wrong for sisters in the church to wear
raised for’ those purposes.
The Home. hats, we decide that elders and other

preserver,” enabling

and tests of her life as wife

im-

It contemplated aiding

not the II. M. Soc. thrown them

varied : responsibilities

decide

what the policy in the future shall be, we
should consider two things, viz. The
primary object of the Society,and the experiences of the past. The object,
as set forth
in the constitutions, was to preach the gos-

through

the

it

furnishing a convenient house of worship,

were former passions indulged ; not once,

all

says

ion as to what may be the true policy, it cies were $111,365;

verted, sectarian preaching of sanctification by a class of men, have gone to the
and

Towa

ly, the Rev. 8. Coley, the Rev. Dr. Job-

, BY A FRIEND OF THE CAUSE,

which a man may’ be raised to an emi-

of

son, the Rev, W.

HOME MISSION POLICY.

injunctions and examples can be fully responding to the illustrious life she had
met by Christians in common?
And maintained. ‘I must go to my Heavenly |
again,—Why not? (1) Purposing su- Father; He calls”, and all was over.
premely the right always, in every thing Those are inspiring words of the apostle :
the best possible for all concerned, is at «Till we all come in the unity of the
once, intuitively, recognized as

the

Then go to heaven and wear it there.”

Numerous examples of such attain- years she was never known to neglect
ments are furnished us in the Scriptures: |. any duty, however arduous; not eneé

Enoch ¢¢ walked with God,” ready at any

is

is

of mind many a temper and disposition
God’s people.
Strong,+ strong things averse to a godly life. Now came the
are said in God's Word of Christian pos- struggle. Can 1,” she said; ‘ subdue
sibilities. Are they not exaggerations, rhe- the evil dispositions I have indulged and
torical byperbole, poetic license?
Can grown into such strength? Can I hope to
they be literally true?
Let us read: rise above those many professors of re‘“ Be ye perfect even as your Father in ligion whose imperfections have disgustheaven is perfect.” ‘Be ye holy, for I ed me and made me doubtful of the realam holy.”
¢ Perfecting holiness in the ity of religion or of the genuineness of
fear of God.” ¢ Having all sufliciency in their profession? May I hope for grace
all things may abound to every good sufficientto make me to begin aright and
work.”
“Perfect and entire, wanting so to continue to the end of life? Thus
nothing.” “Filled with all the fullness much or nothing.” With such views of
of God.” ¢ Bringing into captivity ev- self-denial, and Christian consistency,
ery thought to the obedience of Christ.” and trusting God’s great grace, she gave
herself to the Saviour. She had antici¢ May comprehend what is the breadth,
pated
the worst and planned for the
and length, and depth and hight, and to
know the love of Christ which passeth
knowledge.”
¢ Sanctify
you
wholly,
your whole spirit and soul and body be

worth,

“4 In this on earth ought man appear,

power in God and in men, the one next
to invincible and the other almighty, by

teachers, disgusted by the

intrinsic

most valuable and beautiful,—

the sufficiency of God's grace to readjust,
lost men.

Bishop Hurst

Methodist Church has at present a mem-

upon.

Untarnished character, like unblemished

sion of propensity which may not be subdued, not a weakness which may not be
made strong, not a virtue which may not
be acquired, to a degree manifestly
evincing the genuineness of the personal
profession, the excellency of religion and

restore and save

i

untiring labor is beautiful to look

ty, the possible strength and efficiency

‘work given him with earnestness and
«discretion. The Hebrews seem to have
had a national organization among themsinless life is self-evident, since sin is do- selves during these years of servitude.
ing what ought not to be done, or refusand
The elders were first called together
ing
to
hat ought to be done, in
of
a
missionary
of
the
American
Sundayknown
made
Moses
to
message
- “the divine
of
In Scripture” language, *‘ transgression
“to thein ; his claims were fully established school Union, told in his own words:
the
law,”
Of
course,
then,
sin
is
needa
recent
missionary
townI
met
an
aged
before them, and he was prepared to go
before the people with their endorsement. minister who, for thirty years, has preach- less and can be avoided. But not to sin
“This ought to secure him a favorable re- ed once a month, in four different congre- RENTS be holy. (4) Again, evil disposiception. And soit did. The people be- gations and gathered into Christ's church tions, passions and propensities are, in
lieved, and believing they rejoiced and | over 2,000 members, of whom 1,900 were most part, contracted, are matters of eduThey weré converted,’ he cation; and manifestly, the virtues opdevoutly worshipped Jehovah who had mere youths.
sent unto them the deliverer for whom said, ‘ not by my preaching mainly, but posed to them could be educated instead.
through Sunday-school teaching and train- Some evils are indeed inherited, ¢¢ bred
they long had waited.
III. Pharaoh visited. That which had ing.! “Do you visit your Sunday-schools in the bones,” but the worst of men have
seemed to Moses the chief obstacle in his often? ‘No: Ilive in them ; they are all become the best of men, and multitudes
way being thus readily removed, the next my big family’, was the striking reply.” of men habitually hold in check, deny,
step to be taken by the brothers was to
Concerning two kindly missions now conceal the vilest and strongest of temapproach Pharaoh and open their proposi- being carried on in an unostentatious pers, from motives of self-interest alone.
tion to him. The reigning king, com- way by some English Sunday-school chil- The coarsest of natures have been edumonly believed to be Thutmes II, was a dren, the London Sunday-school Chronicle cated into the finest culture, tastes and
harshand cruel monarch. He refused to ac- has this to say: *‘ The resources of Chris- sensibilities into the most exquisite deliknowledge the claim of the Lord upon him tian thoughtfulness are boundless, ' and cacy, for purposes of personal pride, am. —regarding Him, perhaps, as no more when one is impressed with the duty of bition, - gain. These improvements are
than one of the many gods worshipped in contributing to the happiness of others, made, in most cases, we presume to say,
~that age of the world. Moses and Aaron some ways of doing so are sure to present by dint of mere human exertion and unthen plead that they might be allowed to themselves. In 1879 it occurred to some der the influence. of interests limited to
lead the people out into the wilderness to kind heart that shells gathered on the sea- self alone. And we ask, What degrees
hold a religious festival, lest Jehovah fall shore by boys and girls enjoying their of reform, what hights of moral and inupon them in punishment for their sin in holidays, might be made to give pleasure tellectual refinement may not be reached,
-neglecting his worship as they had “done. to the tens of thousands of less favored by the aid ot divine power, and by hu“The king would not yield, and the broth- children who never go to the sea, and man exertion, inspired by objects and in“ers were compelled to retire from their ‘who have but few materials for play- terests no less good to self, and besides
first interview with him, leaving their re- things ; and especially to those who may involving the good of other men, of all
quest ungranted,
be confined in hospitals, when there is so men, and the glory of the blessed God?
‘That is a pitiable tale which we tell,
40+
much need to have their minds diverted
and
have to listen to daily, ‘“ Can’t help
‘THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
in any pessible way. The Sea-shell Misit.
It
is natural for me to be mirthfal,
I. God calls to his service men of dif- sion is very unpretentious in its organizadespondent,
fretful, jealous, envious, or
_| tion ; it seeks to collect money to pur“ferent gifts and training.
worldly-minded.
Ty can’t do anything,
chase
boxes
which
cost
about.
threepence
reto
God prepares men's hearts
IL
dare
.not
assume
any responsibility, do
each, and it@nlists the service of boys and
ceive. his-word.
1
any
body
any
good.
T must be excused.”
III. Use of unlimited authority often girls to collect and forward shells and
Tea
So
say
many;
a
fearful
percentage of
Another
feature
is
the
Scrapsea-weeds.
fi hardens men’s hearts.
beok Mission,which collects all kinds of those who profess to be the disciples of
~ 70PICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.
small pictures, both plain and colored, Christ making apology for imperfections,

x How

$v

doubtless there is not a natural depravity
which may not be corrected, not a pas-

~ Communications,

{mo t of God.” That isa good place
for Brothers to meet after a long separa-

DAILY

,

THE NOTEFROM
MAKERS.

(From M.C. Hazard,

«« And

-

T
°

(For Questions
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I've been a-tryin’

years to serve

this

nigh

¢* Brethren,

onto forty

the Lord and. get rich at

onet, and I tell yer its mighty hard
din'!"

pled-

mei

gis

THE MORNING STAR, JULY 18, 1881.
THE COLLEGES.
* Every reader of the Siar must have
been greatly gratified by the reports recently given concerning the condition of

our Colleges at Hillsdale and Lewiston.

To know that an addition of more than
$30,000 has been made to the productive
of

sidesithis, $1,000 has

been

immense-

ly, and the boiling point of enthusiasm is
fairly reached when it is announced that
the venerable old resolution for a.‘ cut-

performed, and always welcome.

God will bless us.
;

weight of years, is-actually thrown overboard, and in its placea- brand-new one,
clean and fresh, sparkling with the dew
of youth upon it, providing for a substantial increase in the salaries of several
members of the faculty, is adopted. Let

synagogue, if possible, was by the side of
a stream;

=
T

sun” will become a standing rule of the
Board of Trustees, and that the good
work so well begun will go on until the
reap
burden-bearing Professors shall
of
years
these
all
after
golden harvests
patient seed-sowing. No doubt the Trus-

make it possible for them to do so.

Of course we do not overlook the other
important facts of a fine graduating class
sent out to do, let us hope, valiant service

for society and the church,and the strengthening of the faculty and Board of Trustees.
So much depends upon the financial condition of a college that we can not rejoice
very heartily over any thing so long as
that is unsatisfactory. That secure, everything else is sure to come right in
course of time, if there be reasonably

sand Lutherans, and ten thousand of oth-

now seemed to have met with its fit purpose. It was the one river of Palestine—
sacred in its recollections—abundant in its

so unlike those of other Eastern

waters; and yet at the same
river, not of cities, but of the

Genesareth on the north;

their

sixteen

years

Spain.

The recent change in the cubi-

of

diligent

of Bates, and that means-all of us, can, at

least, breathe freely, and that is of no
small account when there is heavy Ilifting to be done. It will hardly do to fold
our hands and wait to see how the suit
with the Bates estate is coming out. If
the much-needed work on. the campus

few

streams,

time, the
wilderness

from

the soldiers

Damascus

to

on

Petra,

children of Abraham ;’ at their feet rushed
the refreshing stream of the never-failing

labor.——

freedom,

tation of the full stream

Christians at Pradejon

ing River.”
No. XVI.
The life
burgh.

Part III.

CALVIN.— Presbyterian.

Calvin’s Commentaries, John’s Gospel.

Vol.

dends of” beauty on the investment.

in Pedo-baptist lamps”, and were origi- No, XVIII. ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA.
nally selected and arranged by Rev. D.
Eighth Edition.
O. Parker for The Christian Messenger, a
An examination of the whole article on Bap-

If a suitable Observatory could be
built on the Mountain, if that is the place
for it, and furnished with a good telescope and some other apparatus, a foundation would be laid for a valuable addi-

periodical

worth $200,000, an endowment of $150,000, a just claim for $120,000 on a sol-

the University of Halle.
tion, 1850.

all our people, and, above all, a history
which, as we- believe, makes it dear to

sprinkling or affusion.

Western

Conferences, have voted in favor of such
to

ask

them

how they expect the Home Mission Socity to do its work? If every Q.M., or'Y.
M., is to constitute itself a ITome Mission
Society, and is to disburse all the funds

to do, and, its occupation being

has no occasion to live any longer. Its
funeral oughtto be appointed. But we
are sure that is not what

mean,

these

They believe that circumstances

baptism found

would not advise other like bodies to d
Perhaps

they

No. XIV,

in the New Testament;

time;

and

also

baptized

because

at the same

the

manner

of

as

Kidney-Wort moves the bowels regularly,
cleanses the blood, and radically cures kidney
disease, gravel, piles, bilious headache, and
pains which are caused by
disordered liver
and kidneys.
Thousands
have been cured—
why ‘should you not try it # Your druggist
will tell you that it is one of the most successIt is sold in both |
ful medicines ever known.

CLARK.— Methodist.

Colossians xi, 12.

¢ Buried with him

in baptism.] Alluding to the immersions
practiced in the case of adults, wherein
the person appeared to be buried under
the

water, as Christ

was

buried

in

Dry and Liquid form, and its action is positive
and sure in either.—Dallas Tex. Herald.

the

heart of the earth. His rising again the
third day, and their immerging from the

do through its various incorporated societies, Every member ought to feel
according

multitudes to be

Clark’s Commentary.

are

It seems to us that, in all these matters, we owe a definite duty to the denomination in its organized capacity. It
has a work to do. This it undertakes to
bound to help in that work

places

baptism was administered by sprinkling,
they thought they could not do the Church
of England a greater piece of service than
by introducing a practice dictated by so
great an authority as Calvin, This, together with the coldness of any northern
climate, was what contributed to banish
entirely the practice of immersing infants
in the font.”
Article: Baptistery.—** Those
baptisteries were anciently very capacious, because the stated times of baptism returning but seldom, there were usually great

There

Morns (p. 25, 8. 12) justly concludes.”

—that it is, just now, necessary for them
this course.

observed that at Geneva and othe?

by immersion,as dipping under
is baptizing
made it necessary to have a large
therefore no express command for infant Palen
ont.”

iii. 5, and Markx. 14, 16.

brethren

make it proper for them to do what the
to take
right.

become

baptized. From the passage Mat. xviii.
19, it does not necessarily follow that
Christ commanded infant baptism; (the
matheteyein is neither for nor against;)
nor does this follow any more from John

gone, it

water, was an'emblem of the resurrection of the body, and, in them of a total

change of life.”
Rom. vi. 4. “ We are buried with him
by baptisn) into death.] It is probable
that the apostle here alludes to the mode
of administering
baptism by immersion,
the whole body Mow put under the wa-

to

his ability, and having done that is then

at liberty to do for other interests as
much as he pleases. When we say ¢ gc.
cording
to his ability” we do not mean
~absolutely, but relatively ; that is, * ac.

ter, ‘which

seemed

to

say,

the

man

resurrectionto life ;

again;

he is alive!

the. man ts - risen |
He was, therefore,

to throw off his old Geniile
work of the denomination through its so- Supposed
8
he threw 6ff his clothes, and to |
cieties, and give all he has to give, to. ass
i new character, as the baptized
other, local or special, interests; we gene
.put on new, or fresh gar-

mean that he should first give to the
causes in which the denomination is di-

No. XV.

rectly engaged, and this’ he should do

SrANLEY.—Church of England.

~ Binai and Palestine, in connection with their
x

didn

ie

kind, for

Lung and Throat Affections.

:

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
GENERAL AGENTS.
Dr.S. HARDYS SONS, Cornish Flat, N.H.

PEAANSHI

\

' ppecial ' Instructions
given at the New HampB
n Commercial College

N. H. Send for circulars

year,

if

paid strict]

paid within

the same size, but the LITTLE

Packages of

ten or more to one ad-

dress, each, =
85 cents
Payment always in advance, discontinued when
hme expires, and no commission allowed on monnt.
£ample copies sent free.
8. 8. Quarterly.
This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the Inter.

national lessons

for three months,

dictionary,

maps and various other helps. Itis intended
be equal toy1ne best.
TERMS: 20 cents per copy in
packages for the
year, or 25 cents to single SAL
6 cents for
one copy.
Kesson
Papers

of the

International Series, for both adults

and children, are printed monthly,
100 copiesto

one

address

in advance. Discontinued
Sample copies sent free.
The Psalmody
:
isthe
denominational

at

the rate of

for $5.00.

Payment

when

time expires.

Hymn

Book, extens

sively used.
Large boek, in
ce,
90; Morocco Gilt, 1,25;
Postage 9 cents each. Small,

Sheep,
£0; Morocs
Turkey Gilt, 1.50,
Morocco, 65 cts;

of study.

Seminary
and English Course.
address the Principal.

CURES

DYSPEPSIA,
LIVER
COMPLAINTS,
4

he

ALL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKIN,
L

HEART DISEASE =>
;

CURES

BLOOD.

(TRADE MARK.)

diveda-rs
zac: Rheum
Ague,

tism, Dropsy, Heart Disease, Bil-

tousness,

Nervous debility, etc.

The Best REMEDY

KNOWN

to Man!

SOLD

SINCE

This Syrup possesses

1870.

Varied Properties.

It Stimulates
the Ptyaline in the
Saliva, which converts the Starch and
Sugar of the food into glucose.
A deficiency
in Ptyaline causes Wind and
Soaring of the food in the stomach. If
themedicine is taken immediately after
eati
the fermentation of food is preven!

.

It
It
It
It
Ie
xe
It
It
It

mots upon the Liver.
acts upon the Kidneys.
Regulates the Bowels.
Purifies Ihe. Bleed,
Pints the erveus System.
motes Digestion,
Now
Str
ns and Invigorates.
carriesoff the
Blood
and makes new
tic
ies 9f the skin and induces
erspiration.
’
It nestralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
in the blood, which generates Scrofula, Erysipelas,
and all manner of skin
and
internal
humors.
ba
.Thereare no spirits eniployed in its manu.
facture, and Aean be taken 2% the most delicate’
, or by the aged
and feeble, care only
being required
in attention to directions.
DRUGGISTS
SELL IT.

Laboratory,
o

77

West

8d St.,

WEW YORK CITY.

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my Breast, and
being 70 years old, I was entire
prostrated,

with no

appetite.

I concluded

to try

Dr.

Clark Johns=on’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon made a great change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since. I

cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying the Blood.

EPHRIAM

:

Mrs: H. KNOWLTON.
Rockingham Cp,, Portsmouth, N. I.

JOSEPH

WAINE.

‘

Manchester, N. H,
’
y
This is to/certify that I huve used Dr. Clark
Johnson's Indian Blood Syrup in my family
for the past two

family medicine

years, and consider it the best

known.

Wheh

the children

get a slight cold, and are threatened with mfea few doses will set them right. In

CENTRAL

The

Classical,

For full catalogue.

IRVING B. SMITH.

in churches.

TERMS; $1,50 for single copy, $1,20 for the supply of churches. Abridged book, 75 and 60 cents.
The Sacred Melod
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
30
cents;

postage, 2 cents.

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century

from 1780 to 1830.

of

our existence,

It describes with

censiderable

detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
1.00, including postage.

The Memorials of the Free Baptists
give the rise and progress of this body
Christians

in

New

York,

till

the

time

June

16, 1881.

Aa For

Catalogue

INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

address

K.

M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell,
Pittefield, Me., Aug. 2, 1880.

OCHESTER

are fitted for teaching and
course
sexes.

Bachelder,

for

A.

Secretary.

SEMINARY.

of teachers and course

Full

of study.

board

Students

college.

Business

complete and practical.
Admits both
Secures good influences.
For funther in-

“formation address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.
ARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.
-Parsonsfield
Me. Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with
competent assistants. College Preparatory, Nor-.
mal, Classical and Scientific courses of Sly for
both sexes.
Beard, $2.50 per week. Total
exenses per year, $125. Rooms. for self boarding,
HS to $4 per term.
Training department for teachers free, Spring term begins Feb. 8, 1881. Sum-

mer term begins May
dress the Principal.
\

ORTHWOOD

2, 1881.

SEMINARY

For catalogue ad-

—Northwood

Ridge

N.H. Three terms per year, commencing on
e first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
J.
H. Hutchins,

A.

M.,

Principal,

with

a complete

board
of assistants. Students fitted for business
or college,
Kor further particulars address the
Principal, or E. S. TASKER, Secretary.
EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Ham
.
ton, N.
H. Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
coursesof study
for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Telography a Specialty,
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
EXpenses
less.than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each.
Summer Term beging Apr. 18, 1881,
* Summer

Term

closes June

Re

GRANDE

93. Send

for Catalogue to

.

REV. A: B.MESERVEY, Principal.

of every session, and the

bound volumes embrace

the proceedings. of the first sixteen sessions.
$1.00, including postage.
The Treatise
contains a brief statement of the doctrines
held by the denomination,
and our general
usages in church-building. It 18 published by authorny of the General Conference.

25 cents;

tage, 1 cent.

COLLEGE.—Rio

Grande, Gallia

WILLIAM McPHERSON.

Butler's

Commentary

tains

volumes, one

17.

J
J. Butler, cone
Gospels, and the

—Prof.

two

ptist Minis

J.

on the

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians,
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family,
$1.00 per vol.; postage, 12 cents,

Sermon by
REV.
BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1803; _
at the death of a child, and printed by request.

he

only

published sermon

by

Randall.

z

Golden Shealf by
Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindo life.
and Christian experiences of Bai, a converted
heathen, Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
Butler's Theology
discusses btiefly, but clearly, all the questiong ,
of dectrinal

theology,

and

the

author’s

particulars,

BATS
—For

$1.60 postage, 12 cents,

.

Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE;
lent book for all who would ‘search
tures”? Twenty-two lectures
portant points of Bible study,
cts.
wh

an excel
the Serip-

on the most im.
1.00; postage, 8:
»

Minister’s

Manual,
designed especially for ministers...
but useful for all chfirch members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty diflerent
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings;

Formulas

and

Suggestions.

Tke Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet:
very concise and well aizanged; stating in fifteen
Jages all the important, parliamentary rules of de.
iberaiive bodies.
Price,
Flexible Leather, 75

cents.

The Church Member's Book

is a valuable little work, and every Christian
would be benefited by reading it. 25 cis; postage
|-8 cts.

Rules of Order.
are the

same

:
as

those

in

the

Manual,

COLLEGE
further

THEOLOGICAL

information

address

SCHOOL.
the

D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE,

I0HOLS

LATIN

Pres.

D.D., or Prof. JOHN FUL.
Sec.

SCHOOL.—The special work

of the school is to prepare thé students for col

lege. The course of study extends over three
years, of three terug gach. Expenses are moder
ate.

For Catalogue
hi

address,

ty

Loh

A. M.

JONES,

bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident

This institution is
EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
under management of Rev. D. Powell,
Wo

with Prof. O. G. Augir, A.M., principal. Prof.
Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale College. Those
wishingto attend this Institution will address
Rev. D., POWELL, Flemington, W. Va.

GREEN MOTUTADY SENTUARY,
WATERBURY,

CENTER,

$3,00, including postage.

Altogranhies or
Geo.
T.Day, - william Burr, - Daniel Jackson,
John Stevens,
-

Jb
-.70

the

present,

-
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-

.
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.
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¢ 84
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”

Baptism

55.
B54

are for adults and

175

postaged

children.

LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,18, posiage ,02,
STORY of Jesus,
19,
tt
U8
WONDERFUL

_Thongis

Works of Jesus,

wpe diifmall

book

for

young

02

men.

Price 5 cents, |
Sr
a

describes it,
Tracts
were not

The

title

lasy

few

,

;

stereotyped
till within the

years, and we can
ots.

15,

upon Thoughl.

furnish only the following

per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
on Denomination, which contains

a

of our

and a brief notice

histor«

doe.

trinal basis,church polily and institutions,
On Faith & Covenant is a confession of 17 ar
ticles of faith and a desirable church covenant.

Printing

statement,

Establishment

&c.

Published

is

a brief

historical

by order of the

Gen.

: eral Conference, and for gratuitous distribution.
Blanks

Marriage
Certificates,
9
10 cts, doz.
Ll
9, M. ber, Mbsscn ers’ R Certificates, 6 " .

Members’

Certificates,

Of Dr. &, T, Day,
$_% J, L, Phillips,

the

”

-.50
+ B50

Engravings

LIZZIE COLLEY, = = = = = Principal,
Fall Term begins August 20, 1881.
Preparatory,
Courses of Study.—College
Classical, Englich, Commercial. Special atten.
Extion given to those preparing to teach,
The best
Advantages excellent.’
_penges low,

Church,at Waterbury, or, for
Principal, at Hill, N. H,

-

Close or Open Communion.
An
Experience, and an Argument.
Price 20 cents.

Church’

VT.

and Non.

Resident Members, and about 200 pages of very
nice paper, for the records of the church, Price

jcal statement,

Sec.,

_ Lewiston, Me.

thick

paper covers, 10 cents,
Church Records
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
for Pastors, Deacons, Clerks Treasurers, Sab-

ELIHU HAYES, See. Trustees.

ident, 0. B. CHENEY,
LONTON,

address the principal,

views

are those generally accepted by the denomination.

~a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.;
cents.
:
Sabbath School
estion Books

further

Price.

cents.

The

EBANON ACADEMY.—Pupils fitted for busi
J ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B. Principal.

ver,
own case I use it, and think it the best medi- Commercial Department in the Stute. Students
and
the
cine I ever took for bronchial difficulty.
will be conveyed, free of sharge, to and from
constipation, which has become chronic and depot at Waterbury at the beginning and close of
finally
D.
8.
Address Rev.
each term on. applieation:
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will

cure me,

twenty-thres

A volume of 300 pages, containin,
sermons, by as many different F.
ters.
Price $1.25 including postage.

pages.

For

pose

Views

Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
The courses
of study
are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory
and two College
P
0
viz. : €lassical and Scientific, (Including room rent) $2,15 per week.
For further information apply to A. A. MouULTON, A.M., Rio Grande,
Gallia Co., Ohio.

or

ot

of their

union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close

reading.

Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Spring term, April 11, 1881; Summer term,

P. PICKERING.

Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr; Clark Johnson’s Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver . Complaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since. I never knew a well day before I took your medicine.

-

AINE

= °

postage 4 cents,
Spiritual Songs.
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
flered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public.
The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half ofthe hymns
and more than halt of the tunes found in the
larger book, and is designed more particularly
for the vestry and social worship,but is often used

is a small book in Raper covers, embracing
the first 44 pages of the
Treatise.
Price 6 ceats,
or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.

PX SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New"
York. This schoel was never in better condltion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruc| tion. No primary instruction. With three care.
courses

the

if not,

Sermons.

y

ae

if

and $2.50

STAR is for an older class of readers thant
MYRTLE.
he
Terms : Smale copy, each, = . 385 cents,

Dectrine

«Educational,

j

@ Ee : hy

Price $1.00 a bottle.

PROPRIETORS.

Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recommend it to be a reliable remedy,
J

a0

12,1881.

Cases of Cures by Woman’s

fully

-

one should be aq

per

days,

Both papers are of

women.
It is put up by Dr. 8. Hardy’s Sons,
roprietors, Cornish Flat, N. H., and for sale
po druggists generally.
Price $1.00 a bott.e.

I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attend to my work, a8 I could not eat to
strength. I purchased some of
keep up m

is

commupicatio

The Little Star and Myrtle

Dr. 8. Hardy's “ Woman’s Friend” is the
best remedy known for diseases peculiar to

The astonishing success or this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the

J

/

drowned, is dead ; and when he came up
out of the water, he seemed fo have a |

cording to his ability” considering. all
claims upon him; we -mean that he
should not utterly ignore the definite

Whooping Cough,
And other Lung Affections. 5

exthe

flying into Germany and Switzerland
during the bloody reign of Queen Mary,
and returning home when Queen Elizabeth came to the crown, brought back
with them a great zeal for the Protestant
churches beyond the sea where they had
been sheltered and received ; and having

were any children in these families, and
if there were, whether they were then

raised by it for that object, of course
there is nothing for the General Society

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

filth,

bashfulness

.

are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully illustrate

NorTH RUSSELL, N. Y., Feb. 7, 1881.
S. HARDY’S SONS :—There is a lady in Wisconsin that used your Woman’s Friend after
using many other remedies, and it proved to
be the best of all. Also one in Macomb, N.Y.,
after suffering a long time she was relieved by
your Woman’s Friend.
Another, who was
discouraged because she had used many things
which did no good. I persuaded her to give
the Woman’s Friend a trial; she did so, and
was perfectly cured. In my case it proved a
perfect remedy and effected a cure.
I gladly
send these, hoping they may benefit those who
are suffering.
MARY A. D. LEAVITT.

the

in case of sickness

Ve.

Postage is paid by the publisher.

her. sound health. She isnow teaching by the
year in North Carolina. Others have tried it
in our community with similar results.
.
Respectfully yours,
A. J.KNIGHT.
Dr. S. Hardy’s ¢ Woman’s Friend” is the
best. remedy known for diseases peculiar to
women.
It is put up by S. Hardy’s Sons, proprietors, Cornish Flat, N. H., and
for sale by

was, that several of our Protestant divines

universal until the commencement of the
fourteenth century.”
Page 494. The author is writing on
Infant Baptism; he says: * There 18 no
decisive example of this practice in the
New Testament; for it may be objected
against those passages where the baptism of whole families is mentioned—
viz., Acts x. 42, 48; xvi. 15,83,; 1 Cor.
i. 16—that it is doubtful whether there

the limits of that body, and who, in their

or the

The Moruing Star.
is a large religious paper of eight
es, i
fnyind yolume,
It is able, Fila) hi
Terms ;—$2.00

Friend
Restores
to
Health
where
the
Physicians Failed
to Give Relief.

EAST RUMFORD, ME., Feb.

ceremony of baptism, the usual custom,
except in clinical cases, or where there
was a scarcity of water, was to immerse
the whole body.
Thus St. Barnabas, deand

*

Freewill Baptist Publications.

firgt thirty

Dr. S. HARDY’S Sons:—Dear Sirs:—1 am
more than pleased to givein my testimony in
favor of your valuable renieas: the Woman’s
Friend.
My daughter Rosalia had very delicate
health,especially after the age of 12 or 13 years
not being able to goa full term at school, and
sometimes would commence a school and have
to give 35 teachin on account of poor health.
‘We had the best physicians in the community,
but found no relief until we. were induced to
try Dr. Hardy’s Woman's Friend, which gave

IR

scribing a baptized person, says, * We go

:

v

Send Stamp and address
EPHRAIM BROWN; Lowell, Mass,

dressedto Dover, NH.

8S. C. BUZZELL.

Woman’s
Sound
Best

the

stead of;dipping themin the fonts, which
at first was allowed in case of the weakness or sickness of the infant, has so far
prevailed that immersion is now quite excluded. What principally tended to confirm the practice of affusion or sprinkling

Cyprian first defended

not

In treating on ancient baptism
writer says:
Art. Baptism. ‘In performing

or disability.”
* The custom of sprinkling children in-

Still some would

church, but it did

whole

:

;

tenderness of infants

much limitation. By degrees, however,
this mode of baptism became more customary, probably because it was found
more convenient; especially was this the
case after the seventh century, and in the

ing, or Yearly Meeting, for Home Mission purposes should be expended within

the

advocate of pedobaptism.

of the other sex,unless

baptism by sprinkling, when necessity
called for it, but cautiously and with

money raised in their Quarterly Meet-’

plunging

body was so general that we find no
ception made from respect either to

a controversy arose concerning it, so unheard of was it at that time to baptize by

simple affusion.

we

:

LITERARY
INSPITUTE.—J.
A.M., Principal, with competent =

In advances; $2.80

== FOR —

but we ascend'bearing fruit in our hearts.’
And this practice of immersing the whole

not acknowledge this to be true baptism,

have

by

words

Christ’ adminis-

down into the water full of sin

perhaps earlier, the baptism of the sick
(baptisma clinicorum) was performed by

LIMITS,”

wish

Kdi-

after ; except that in the third century, or

We do not propose to censure any of
our brethren who believe that all the

do

Sec. American

A

tism will show that it was written by an ardent

S.

and so even John baptized, and immersion remained common for a long time

and givers will rally to their support as
ngyer before, and that the next year will

a course, but we

N.

‘From these

body beneath the water.”

Page 486. Immersion is peculiarly
agreeable to the institution of Christ, and
to the practice of the apostolical church,

the heart of God, the outlook for Bates College is certainly far from discouraging.
We have abundant reason for devout
gratitude to God in view of the condition
and prospects of our two oldest and
largest colleges.
There are great in; ducements to work and to give for them,
and we most earnestly hope that workers

ITS OWN

Halifax,

tered baptism

oil

Lectures on Christian Theology by George
Christian Knapp, D. D., Prof, of Theology in

vent estate, a warm place in the hearts of

““ WITHIN

in

John iii." 23..

may infer that John and

“But do not ye after their work; for
they say and do not.” ¢ Their rock is
not as our rock, even our enemies being
judges” :
No. XIII. K~Narr.—Lutheran.

tion to the course of instruction.
With no floating debt, solid property

be one of .such prosperity as they
never yet known.

published

¢ Baptist

1. Calvin Translation Soc.

Woman's

It saved my. daugh-

one summer.

aS i

The following quotations are from eminent Pedo-baptist writers who
care
more for scholarship than creeds. They
styled

ommended in the world.

DR. N. G: WHITE'S
BHI.LIX

hor

time, $30,

"A first-class school.
'hree
mpiete course
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ Enghian and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
4
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas,
:
Lyndonville, Vt.

ter’s life after the doctors said she was liable to
die at any time.
Mrs. Russell, of Waterbury Centre, Vt., says
one bottle saved her the price of a hired girl

PULMONARY

add much to the present attractiveness
and value of the grounds, but trees and
grass and shrubbery would begin to
grow immediately and to return divi-

properly

COMPOUND.

death

XVII.

YNDON
Lsxow,

Friend.

Edin-

ted

$12 a term.

Hillsdale, Mich.

en one bottle could walk one-fourth of a mile
to church.
When she commenced taking it
she could not speak loud, nor sit up half the
time; six bottles cured her, and
now she
works in the telegraph office.
Her name is
Lois Pine.
I have sold Dr. Hardy’s Woman’s Friend for
the last fifteen years, and can positively say I
know it is the best medicine for what it is rec-

Four

Descend-

40 10 75 cents & Week.

consumption. I saw her and persuaded her
‘to try Wonian’s Friend,
and when she had tak-

druggists generally.

Sec. iv. page 25. ¢‘Jesushad immersed Himself by the prayer of the heart in
abyss of Deity, even while he was being
immersed in the stream. Baptism was
his slemn consecration to God and to
No.

sold some

Room.

p

.

pl
5
Xn
North esl heap.ition: incident!
:
only
Board, $2 to

Friend to a lady from New York, who came to
Waterbury.
The doctors said she must die of

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

are

Vol. 2.

$2.25
a week.

Pre-

En

For Catalogue hie
ve
+ D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

STOWE, VT., Feb. 11, 1881.

S. HARDY’S SONS :—I

Thoro

in fous,
the

Music $12 and Painting

Her Daughter’s Life After

man’s Friend.

LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousneag,
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
0&~ Sold by all Druggists. “&8

LANGE.— Lutheran.

of Christ—Lange.

Printing

sumption by Wo-

That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
d
is unsurp
Compound
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COM233 and 235 Western Avenue,
at
prepared
is
POUND
Lynn, Mass, Price $1. Six bottlesfor $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper,

sole represen-

of the

Hand

G. A. HARPER &
4t19%eow

A Woman Cured of Con-

southern and Oriental churches, gradually
dwindling to the little fonts of north and
west; the plunges beneath the water diminishing to the few drops which, by a
wise exercise of Christian

free.

fluences.
buildings
and lib

the Doctors Had Given Her Up.

world, through the vast baptistries of the,

bikin
A
OHRISTIAN BAPTISM.
BY REV.
B. MINARD.

have been

Saved

river. ‘Theié began that sacred
rite
which has since spread throughout the

now in most churches the

to’ sell our Rubber

Commercial,

td + Jule gud ax

13t15e0w

Stamps.
Circnlars
RO., Cleveland, O.

:

gestion,

ILLSDALK GOLLEG] — Michigan. CollegiScientific, Theo!
=

HH

on, 10¢., or 40 all GILT & BEVEL EDGE
10c. U.S. Card Factory, Clintonville, Ct.

T PAYS

for all those Painful Complaints and Weaknesses
socommon to our best female population,
'1t will cure entirely the worst form af Female Com
d Ulcera
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation
tion, Falling and Displacements, and the Pe Ssequent
° Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
to cantendency
t. The
develop
of
an early stage
cerous humors thereis checked very speedily by its use,
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

through the opening of the plain of Esdraelon. The tall ‘reeds’ or canes in the
jungle waved, ‘shaken by the wind;
the pebbles of the bare clay hills lay
around, to which the Baptist pointed as
capable of being
transformed into ‘the

propose to purchase a house in which to
hold their public services.——In
the
finest shops in Madrid the Bible is now
exposed for sale in the windows.——
Bapt. Miss. Magazine.

only

{VEGETABLE

through the Ghor, in the war with the
Arab chief Hareth; the peasants from
Galilee,
with
ONE
from
Nazareth,

do all that is possible to obstruct their action.———The

way

?

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

—the scene of the preaching of those who
dwelt not in king's. palaces, ner wore soft
clothing.” On the banks of the rushing
stream
the multitudes
gathered—the
priests and scribes from Jerusalem, down
the pass of Adummin: the publicans from
Jericho on the south, and the Luke of

pet was compelled, against the wishes
of the king, by a fear that, if the old poligood management.
.
cy was continued, another revolution
The report from Lewiston is scarcely | would be provoked, which would overless gratifying. It is glory enough for turn the throne; and, while the present
one year to have loosened from its neck ministry is progressive, the priests will

have cast it forever into the sea of annihilation, out of which it can by no possibility ever be fished up again. ‘The friends

No
the

gion round about Jordan, came to him
confessing their sins.” The Jordan by
the very peculiarity of its position, which,
as before observed, renders its functions

use of Protestants, to which he has given

to

here

EvuroPE.— France.
There are now
supposed to be in Paris seventy-five thousand Protestants, among whom are thirty-five thousand Reformed, thirty thou-

McAll has opened a mission at Lille, and
Dr. Burroughs is commencing a medical
mission at Saint Etienne.——The Salvation Army is holding meetings which are
numerously attended at Paris, the earnestness and simplicity manifested seem
to impress the people favorably.——The
Committee for the evangelization of Nice
and vicinity has decided to attach itself
to the *¢ Mission Intérieure Evangelique.”
——This society was to held its ninth
general assembly at Nimes April 5.——
Dr. Louis Segond has issued his new
translation of the Bible designed for the

line, if, only, the friends of the College

not

a

necessitiesof the multitudes. ¢ who, from
Jerusalem and all Jud=ea, and all the re-

News.

the Protestant population.——Rev. R. W.

tees will be glad to continue on the same

could be done at once, it would

every mosque, still, requires

common spring or tank would meet

Missionary

About seventy-five
er denominations.
us hope that this ** new -thing under the pastors attend to the spiritual wants of

debt, and

of

Every

not only to handfuls of men
enough to lift it. ance,
and there, but to the whole nation.

pluck and strength

decrepit by

that millstone of a floating

reason

fountain or basin “for lustrations in its
pendent of church collections and sub- court. But John needed more than this.
scriptions. The needs are great. The _He taught; not under roof or shelter of
calls are urgent. The burden is im- sacred buildings, but far from the natural
He proclaimed repentmense, and let us show that we have haunts of ‘men.

is an actual cash balance of over $500 in

down” all round, long ago

the

John’s selection is at once explained. He
came *¢ baptizing,” that is, signifying to
those who came to him, as he plunged
them under the rapid torrent, the forgive- | .
ness and forsaking of their former sins.
It was in itself no new ceremony. Ablutions, in the East, have always been more
or less a part of religious worship—easily

Mission Society by personal gifts, inde-

permanent improvements, and that there
the treasury, raises our spirits

cality of the river banks,

in their associated capacity, to come up
as individuals to the help of the Home

in

expended

Page 806 and following. * If from the
general scene we turn to the special lo-

We earnestly beseech these brethren,

enough to justify special thanksgiving ;
and to be told in plain English that, be-

:

Woman

endowment

is now Dean of Westminster Abbey.

now that they are committed to this policy

itself

of

is

HAS, LYDIA E. PINKRAN, OF LYNN, MASS.,
Woman isthe Hope of the Race.

CONDUCTED BY REV. G.C. WATERMAN.

Hillsdale

to

which he belongs, by the use of the cards
for such work made and provided. This
he owes to the denomination because of
his membership in it; this isdue it by the
spirit of loyalty.. This done, he may do
whatsoever he pleases with the® rest of
his property, giving account thereof only
to God, whose steward he is.
:

:
ene
NEW STYLE CHROMO CARDS. Name

02

Health of

through the agency of the church

can Sympathize with Woman.

MISSION WORK.

history, by ‘Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, M. A.,
Canon of Canterbury. N. Y., 1857. Stanley

MAP OF ORISSA.

size, showing

the

=

6

*

¢

25 ots.
25 and35 ots,

On cloth, 26 by 86 inches in

field and all the stations of the

Free Baptist Mission in India, with much of the
adjacent country.Price 75 cents.
the dozen,
The above named books are sold b
the order,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash wit
or on receiving

the books.

‘ Send yourordersto

LD. STEWART, Dover, N, H,

For sale also by

& Co., Hillsdale,
Mich.

v
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strangled in his palace in 1801. The Czar

The Wlorming Star.
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6. F. MOSHER,

Ivan was

ers are incapable
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D.D.,
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aa All communications designed for publication
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addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

to

the

to the problem.

:

thought

Certainly, rulers are less
in

‘can not be

centuries.”

preceding

shown

that

the

number of these attempts

upon

a

two
the

of

June,

1840.

Less

which.

he

by

stabbed

any

self-

of

its most

his

prise everywhere,—in physical, mental,
and moral pursuits. The way to-eminence
is open to all, the requisites accessible and
plain. It is not meant that all have the
same native endowments,

or can

expect

like favorable circumstances; but a faithful use of what one has is sure to secure
him a useful and reputable position.
None need to fail.
Now mental and moral culture is essential to success, and the earlier this work

there is but one way—Dby patient, earnest,

well directed application. It is not always acquired in school, though greatly
facilitated thereby to most.
In this age of schools, books, ands general intelligence, it is surprising that so
many grow up in ignorance and imbecil-

ity.

Early life i$’ spent aimlessly, idly,

foul deed.

tunities, with

The universal sympathy that has been
manifested has compelled attention. In
telegrams, letters and resolutions which

If they study, it is more in form

White

House

in

by the

spirit.

no

suitable

improvement.

If they read, it is

light

than
trash

in
for

amusement and low gratification, rather
than what is adapted to mental discipline
and furnishing. Their -associations are
debasing rather than elevating.
1f the proper course 1s pursued every

thousand; in the prayers, both private
and by public appointment, for his recovery, all regardless of political affiliation or of church relationship ; and in the young gentleman and lady on coming ineagerness with which men have watched, to society may be prepared to béar a usedrawn asunder by four horses.
Those
were the days when the dogma of the di- almost day and night, for the reports of ful and honorable part. With a mind
vine authority of kings was fully ac- any change in his condition, this sympa- furnished from the fountains of knowl~cepted, it was such applications of thy has found marked expression. The edge, and a heart ruled by moral princithe dogma as this that led'to the French South has vied with the North in this re- ple, each may be blessed and a blessing
-| spect. Such an experience is uniting the to all. To have such’ a position is not
‘Revolution.
the prerogative of a few, but open to all
But this murder of Henry, like that of hearts of the people as they have rarely
been united before, and so suggesting on the same conditions. And the way ' is
the Prince of (Jrange a century before,
was more a religious than a political as- another public blessing that is to come a plain and practical one. Begin and
-sassination. This latter ruler was the from the great calamity. But these ex- persevere in a faithful use of the good,the
‘founder of the. independence of the Ne- pressions are not confined to America. usefal, the elevating. Shun evil in every
therlands, and
Catholicism
may
be They have come from India, China, Ja- form, and every appearance of evil.
It is a life work. Education in school
pan and all the nations of Europe. The
-charged with his death.
In 1792 Gustavus 1II of Sweden was President was shot at 9. 20 on Saturday and elsewhere should ever contemplate
shot and survived thirteen days. The morning, and before sun-set the Queen of those objects, impressing’ upon every
; great Napoleon was shot at in his garden England nad sent him a message of con- youth that his'destiny is in his own
hands.
3
-and also at Dresden, just after he had es- dolence.
sR
eS
The country itself has withstood the
wcaped from the explosion of an infernal
THE STAR QUARTERLY.
CORRECTION.
shock
with
great
steadiness.
Values
machine in 1800. The late Napoleon III
The
text
of
the
lesson
for
July 24 is
had his life attempted through an infernal have not depreciated, and while business
made
up
of
the
last
five
verses
of the 4th
machine at Marseilles in 1852, was shot was temporarily stopped, since people
chapter of Exodus and the first four verses
could
think
cf
nothing
but
the
great
crime,
at on the steps of the Grand Opera House
of the 5th chapter. In the ‘Quarterly
iin Paris the next year, and again by an yet it was not seriously disturbed. Much
these passages
are transposed. The
{talian fanatic in 1855. Three years later of this is due to the settled belief that the
verses in the second column come first in
villain
Guiteau
represented
only
himself’;
culminated the Orsini plol, in which a
order, as will be readily seen by refermine was explodedin Paris with the pur- that there was no conspiracy, and that the
pose of killing the Emperor. He escap- attempt on the President's life had no po- ence to the Bible.
ed, but many innocent victims were kill- litical significance . whatever. But there
BRIEF NOTES.
is a growing feeling that there should be
ed.
A petition signed by # majority of the graduIn 1861 the king of Prussia was fired at some legislation to regulate the manner ating class of ’81 of Dartmouth College has
twice by a student named Becker.. The of appointment to office underan Admin- been presented to the Trustees of that instituistration, so that no individual -shall ap- tion, expressing a ‘firm conviction that a
same person, as the prince of Prussia,
had been shot at in 1848, and the later pear as the target for enraged or disap- . change of its executive would be for the best
attempts upon his life since :he has been pointed applicants. Certainly here is an interest of the College.”
Notwithstanding all the observatories and
Emperor of Germany are well known. opportunity to use this insane deed to
astronomers in the world, it seems to be 'set' Two of these. attempts were made in great public advantage.
1878, by one of which

the

Emperor

was

seriously wounded. The attempt of Carl
"Blind ‘in 1860 and of Dr. Kullman in 1874

|.

Meanwhile let unfailing prayeXbe offer-

ed for the President's

ultimate

recovery.

We can not doubt that prayer has been

a

look

up when
vi

soff of Russia, of Mehemet Ali of Turkey,

but

of General Pardo, ex-president of Peru,
-and the attempts to kill the King of Spain,

the King
Emperor
Louis
nineteen

of Italy, Queen Victoria and the
Francis Joseph of Austria. = |
Philippe of France was shot at
times between 1830 and ‘1848.

in France

in

treacherous
assassination of Marshal
Prim in Spainin 1871, show what fatal

in

the

President's

Christian

faith,

calming and steadying him, and in the
prayers of faithful Christians, every believer will recognize the most powerful of
all the influences in his favor. Shall not
these have their effect upon the unbeliev-

er, also? ™~
EE Rh

:
a

————_— , oor]

i THE following authentic story
told of President Garfield's boyhood :

is

When he was a boy he worked for some
time on a canal-boat. One dark night
he fell ‘into the water while assist-

to take the boat through a .dock. Ad]
results the persons sought who shot at ing
he went down he caught hold of a rope,

had its, counterpart in the
the.Nihilists

.murder of his father, Paul I, who wae

It is believed that Thomas Jefferson was the
only skeptic in the line of American presi-

Harrison,

Polk

and

Grant

were

all Metho-

dists, and the rest belonged to different denominations.
:

Among the many telegrams of affection and
sympathy sent to the Executive Mansion one
dated ut Edenton, N. C., was very signiricant.

It was signed by F. W. Bond and read

as fol-

lows :—

Hebos,

It is far from satisfying fo ‘the hatural

man

to read that the punishment of Guiteau, if the

President recovers, and

the criminal

is con-

.¥icted, will only be imprisonment at hard labar for aterm of not less than two nor more

thin eight years.

But it is doubtless well that

the Jaw comes in between eriminals and the
feelings of an indignantor enraged public.

Zion's Herald corrects a statement made in

and

holding

of a

Minister's Conference ateach one in rotation. A programme was prepared and
subjects assigned for the next Q. M., to

be held with

the Londéh

trust this new departure

church.
will

We

add inter-

est.

;

June, 1882.

:
Clerk.

ARTHUR C. WEBBER,

Maine Western Yearly Meeting.
Maine Western Yearly Meeting

Steep Falls June 14, 81. It was organized by the choice of Rev. E. Blake, moderator.

;

Q. M. was represented by four.
ters and one layman,

ministers

minis-

and Parsonsfield

by

neither minister,layman nor letter ; never-"
theless we had a good meeting. The busi
ness was done with harmony and dispatch, the preaching was able and interesting, and the social meetings were spiritual and profitable.
Cor. delegates were received from Penobscot Yearly Meeting and the Methodist Conference; and N. H. Yearly Meeting was reported by letter. J. W. Par-

sons was appointed Cor. Del.

to Maine

Central Y. M., J. M. Lowden

to

N.

H.,

to’ proceed with his installation in the
evening, which was attended to as follows: Mik by Rev. Mr. Ladd of the

Methodist church; Sermon by Rev. I. M,
Lowden from Gen. 11: 4 ; Installing prayer

by Rev. P. Smith ; Charge to the pastor hy
Rev. C. E. Blake, father of the candidate ;

Hand of feliowship hy Rev. W. J. Twart;
Address to the people by Rev. L.. W. Raymond ; Benediction by the pastor.

The following

resolutions

were

ted :
:
Le
‘Resolved,
1. That we
our churches to settle their

adop-

recommend
pastors by

council and installatipn-service
to dismiss them by council.

and

also

DEAR BRETHREN,—I wish to say
things

brother, Theodore Stevens, from labor to
reward, therefore,
Resolved,
1. That while with sad

hearts we
vine

bow

will,

in submissionto the Di-

we

recognize

in

his

long

life-work of eminent integrity, and fidelity to the duties of the Christian ministrye and
to the interests of our beloved Zion, an example worthy the emu-

lation of all.

ow

¢“2. That we hereby
express
our
heart-felt sympathy for the family in

their deep affliction. =

:

:

¢¢ 3. That a copy of the above be sent
to the family, and to the Star for publicatien.”
Also adopted the following :
‘ Realizing the pressing need for Howe
Mission wor! throughout our denomination and believing that a mutual plan for
prosecuting it is essential to its highest
success, therefore ;
* Resolved, That we request our Parent and State societies to make arrangements for concert of action.”

Next session with the Otisfield Q. M.
J. M. BAILEY,

Clerk.

Association

Board, which is entrusted with

of Freewill

Thursday, June 23. A large delegation
was present from many of the churches
in the Y. M. and nearly all of them were

well

represented
(ne

by

visiting brethren |

unpleasant

feature

of

the Free Baptist cause in Ontario is, that
its churches are so much scattered, thus

necessitating much travel to attend our
Quarterly and Yearly Meetings.
Notwithstanding

this

feature

however,

the

session just closed has been one of unus-

represéntation.
Purthase Yearly Meeting

sent us a very efficient

delegate

the man-

agement of the funds for Home Mission
work in the Y. M.—the collecting and ap-

propriating of funds as they may

deem

best. The Secretary and Treasurer of
this Board is Rev. E. D. Lewis, of Oak
Center, Fond dua Lac Co., Wis., to whom
all funds for Home Missions in the Y.M.

should be sent, and he will see thai they
are duly credited in the Morning Star.
And in regard to the notes taken by me, as
agent, they will be in the hands of Joseph
Miller, of Monroe, Green Co., Wis., who is
Treasurer of the corporate Board of the Y.
M. They are for the permanent fund;

and the interest which some

in the

person of Rev. Bro. Spencer, and his sermons and addrésses on various topics
were well appreciated.
Although the
Michigan Y. M. did not officially report
itself we had the pleasure of receiving
two of Hillsdale’s graduates, Bros. J. 8.
Harrinton and Chas. Clarke.
The weather throughout was favora-

ble, and in point of attendance and interest this Y. M. has not fallen behind its
predecessors. It will of course be quite
unnecessary to give even a synopsis of

if well carried out, can not fail to tend

to

peligious topics were discussed.

ference.

And

whenéver

the

interest

a failure.

we

believe

it

The social meeting
that

it was

raised

good

were led
to

be

the notes is paid—which is expected to be
annually—it will be indorsed on the back
of the motes; also a receipt given if de-

sired.

a

to exclaim:

there.

Amount

for Missions—cash, $70;

$20.

The

attended.

Saturday ». ». was

rich feast and many

pledges,

iy

The following named were chosen dele.
gates to State Association: Revs. 0. E.
A. Hopkins, I. Dalley, G. Stevens, P. Garris, I. B. Stinebaugh, J. Rhoad, G. W.

Henry.

Alternates, Revs. J. A. Sutten, I.

S. Parsons, T. C. Inman, K. T. Higgins;
Bros. Norton, Lane,
ler, Sponseller.

The Ministers’

Cook, Michener, Wali

held the

Institute was

following Monday.
The productions were
good but there was not the usual interest,
probably caused by so many returning
J. B. Lasu, Clerk.
home.
West Mansfield, O., June 30.
0, itt

Rinisters and Churclyps.
Eastern.
—

Maine.
John Hinckley, of No, Gray, who bas taken:
the Morning Star from its commencement,

is still living in that town, at the age of 91
years,

8

months

amd

4

days.

Doesn't

that

And as to the pledges given, instead of inow what the reading of a good paper will do

notes, they can be paid the same as the interest on the notes and to
son,—and the avails will

the same percome into the

hands of Rev. E. D. Lewis for current expenses. The sums paid to me for current
expenses,—which did not include interest
on the notes,

as that was

back of them—was
Morning

indorsed

duly

Star at different

times,

$11.50 by Rev. E. N. Wright
Prairie

church,

on

credited

received

excepting

from
at

the

in the
Rolling

Y.

M.

and

which was included in the report made at
the Y. M. and turned over to the Treasurer of the Board, Rev. E. D. Lewis.
I have
deemed it necessary to make these
nations, so that there need be no

explamisun-

derstanding about it hereafter.
R. CooLEY.

reported

Hampshire.

baptized

two

converts

Massachusetts.

On July 3, the Blackstone church welcomed
six additions to its membership: thee
by bap-

Central Ohio Y. M. held its annual session with Grand Prairie church, June 10-=
12. All the Q. Ms. reported by letter and
delegate.
The Loraine Q. M. ‘reported
progress.
‘The Rochester
amd
Kipton
churches have enjoyed some revival and
several have been added to the church.
The latter is completing its house of worship, a fine brick building, this summer.

church

New

Rev. Geo. H. Pierce

at East Rochester last Sunday.

Oentral Ohio Yearly Meeting.

The Canterbury

for a man?
The Gray church has just finished repairing
and now occupy a very neat and beautiful
house of worship.
At the last circle a vote of
thanks was given to Bro Wm. Harmon, who
has had the oversight, and to others who have
materially aided in the enterprise, as also to
the Methodist Society for the use of their
church while repairing. The Society has also recently repaired the parsonage, paid off old
debts, are raising for missions at the rate of
fifty. dollars a year, and now have a commodious house of worship,#and the best of all is
the fact that they
have incurred ne debt.
While being thus prospered they ask the prayars of the brethren for a revival.

more

than usual prosperity, the result in a great
measure of the earnest labors of its former
pastor, Rev. S. D. Bates.
Some of the.
churches are without pastors and their
spirituality rather low.
The South Bloom church enjoyed a revival and several wereadded to the church.

tism and three by letter.
New York.

_ Rev.

Bishop

home

in

Asbury

Oxford,

Russel

Chenango

died, at his

Co., of heart dis-

ease, on the 24th of June, in the 80th year of
his age.

;
Pennsylvania,

The church at Bellevernon is enjoying prosperity.

It has been presented with a commun-

ion service by Captain. W. W. Williams
family, valued at
edges a donation
and congregation.

$30. The
of $106.25

and

pastor acknowlfrom the church

a,

Western.
Ohio,

An esteemed
munication~-too

correspondeng
lengthy
for

sends a comipublication—

The other churches of the Seneca and Hu-

about a pleasint

ron Q. M. are also making some advance
under their efficient pastor, Rev. J. C.
Robinson.
J
Marion Q. M. reports that the church
with which the Y. M. is held had been
blessed with revival and several additions.
The other churches are generally supplied

Broadway.
It was the last Sunday in the
quarter and was made especially interesting by
a large attendance at the Sunday-school and
an appropriate sermon to the children by the
pastor, Rev. A. H. Whitaker.
The church
was beautifully decorated with flowers, ever-

with pastors. A general steadfastness
maintained, but in some churches a lack of
benevolent

Harmony Q. M. reported that the Broadway, York and Union churches have been
blessed with revivals during the past winter.

A good degree of steadfastness has been

maintained

in

all

the

churches.

There

greens,

mottoes,

Sunday

-&c¢.

in

The

the

church

at

correspondent

urges the importance of ministers of the gospel
giving more attention fo the instruction of
children.
Rev. J. W. Martin, pastor of the 2d Rutland

Towa.

The little church at Fairbank
is feeling
somewhat encouraged.
There were aceessions
to the membership at the two last covendnt
meetings, and more are to follow.......The

church

at South

Hazelton

is holding on its

seems to be a growing interest in all our
berevolent work. The interest in the S.

way.

S. cause
has not abated we
think, and
yet there has not been that advance that

by conversions.
A good Sabbath-scheol and
prayer-meetings are sustained.

we could desirein a work se important.
A resolution was passed urging not secta‘rianism,
but more denominationalism in
this direction. There is a growing interest in the cause of temperance throughout
the Y. M. Christian men and women are
awaking to the necessityof God’s people

taking decided ground against this monster evil, not only

in

their. capacity

as

church but at the ballot-box.
Passed the following resolution :
‘That this Conference is decidedly
favor of prohibition by State

a

in

Constitution

and. approve the decision of the recent
Temperance Convention at Columbus, to
demand of the Legislature
"of Ohio that
they submit the question of prohibition to

the people; and if the existing parties do
not commit themselves to the measure, to
institute a party that will.”
There is a growing sentiment against

the use of tobacco, especially by those occupying important positions in the church.
Resolved,
** That the nse of tobacco is
a filthy habit, a monstrous evil, intemper-

ance in itself, a stepping stone to drunkenness, and should be discountenanced and
discouraged by all Christian people.”
We think that we can safely say that the

Woman's

Mis.

Soc.

is

‘doing

effective

Resolutions were passed expressing our

who, salls for
Ir new feature was proposed I 1ips, our State missionary

At the session of Q, M.,

second week of June, hearts

held

were

there

made

the

glad

Minnesota.
EY
Rev. A. J. Davis writes: ** 1 have just returned

from a four weeks’ trip of attending the

Chain Lake, Root River and Blue Earth Valley Q. Ms. and the Southern Minnesota Y. M.
The

annual reports of the churches

and

the

Quarterly Meetings to the Y. M. show a good
healthy growth for Zion the past year. Our
people plainly see that the spiritual part of the
church-work rests upon the solid foundation
of the Rock of Ages, and their wish is to have
the human part pluCed on as permanent a plan
for human wisdom to devisf.
as it is possible

The Yearly Mebting session was an excellent
number in attendance and a
one. A large/

live working/ spirit munifest. Our Ministers’
Conference, in answer to a brief notice, was of
special profit to both ministers and laymen
present. A permanent organization was ef-

fected and officers were appointed for the ensuing year. The ministers voted to hold »

Ministerial Convention

this fall, in September,

at Wykoff, Minn., expecting that the brethren
of Towa and Minnesota Y. Ms, will join us In a
three-days’ feast.
Revs. C. L. Calkins of
Pilot Mound, and J. M. Young of Frankford
were appointed a committee to perfect arrange-.

The Y. M. secured pledges to the
ments,
amount of one thousand and thirty-five dollars
towards building a meeting-house at Nashville
Center. The brethren, sisters’ und friends of

that church responded nobly

for the work,

Our sisters are becoming more interested in the

Woman's Mission. One aged lady, Sister John

has given them fifteen dollars to aid the
Backas,
work. Mrs.E. E. Davis procured the uames

ladies as subscribers for the

of twenty-two

Missionary Helper. - We are glad to note thix
the new expressed symawakening interest,

come,”

“

Wl
\

wl
I

OH

Ll

.

church, baptized, June 19, two young persons,
who were added to the church.

lacked teo much of *‘ the one thing need-- appreciation of the work and urging all
ful”.
Ew
itn
ministers and churches to proceed at once pithy and growing willingness to help. The
We trust, however, that those who at- to raise money by collection, subscription great distance we have to travel and the new
tended it, went to their homes strength- and otherwise, to defray the expense of ness of the country are serious hindrances,
only oan overened and encouraged to do the Master's outfit and passage of Sister Nellie I. Phil- that ‘lime and perseverance

Work.

:

Baker, J. J. Mills, J. C. Robinson; Bros.

on

In point of spiritual interest this Y. M. ‘work; other Q. M«™ are aising the card
Kas not specially good; while not by system or quarterly collection,

any . means

meetings for worship were weli

paid in ad-

the welfare of the cause. The questions
of Temperance,
Sabbath-schools and interest in the cause of Missions has not
abated. We are not workidg uniformly
Missions received due notice and other
In some Q. Ms. the
throughout the Y.M.

moral and

- The preaching was done by Revs. Mills,
Gleason, Whittaker, Robinson, Ball, Baker, Higgins. The discourses were ‘able

vance is indorsed on the back of their
notes, and included in the financial report
made to the Board, also to the Y. M. Con-~

enterprises.

Baptists Ireld its 3rd annual session with
the 2nd Zorra church, beginning on

and sisters.

a few

finances and

spirituality and interest in our

Ontario Yearly Meeting.
The Ontario

to our Y. M.

Further, that the Morning Star and Misstonary Helper be taken, as a means of dis.
seminating missionary intelligence
and
keeping alive an interest in Sur denomina:
tional work.

sion upon some subjects grew lively.

Home Mission work.
The Y.M. is an incorporate body, with a Board of Trustees
who are elected by the Y. M. Besides this,
the Y. M. elect annually a Home Mission

«9. That this resolution be referred to
the Q. Ms. for their action, and that their

clerks be requested to report that action
at our next Y. M.”
‘ Whereas in the order of providence
it has pleased the all-wise Father to call
our highly-honored and dearly-beloved

in regard

India this fall. Also that we renew eur
pledge to support the Springfield Mission
and its worthy pastor, Rev. C. A. Gleason, and urge Q. Ms. to promptness in their
Soir utions, as a deficiency already ex-

and well received.
The
business was
transacted harmoniously although discus.

To the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting.

met at

‘¢ A blind and wounded ex-Confederate gol- ||the
business transacted.
In following
dier tenders his congratulations on your ime
out the usual order of business for such
proved condition, May God raise you to preserve thé peace gnd dignity of the nation.”
occasions resolutions were adopted, which

a smooth notch in the bul- “a late number of the Lewiston Journal, which
He tried dozens of times to make" purported to ‘give the relative numerical
it catch again, but in vain: It seemed to strength of the largest evangelical denomina
him that a miracle had been wrought for tions in the United States. In the statement
him, and he said to himself, ‘‘Jim Gar- referred to, the number of Baptists was. given
field, the Lord thinks you are worth sav- a8 2,874,339, and of Methodists. (the next
ing! now trust Him,”
:
largest) as 1,742,922, The Herald has discovrun through

Russia has been sadly famous for its warks.

political murders. The awful death of
March at the hands of
last r
Empero

+

“« His Excellency J. A. Garfield: ~

the Emperor of Austria and. the King of but the rope kept ‘ uncoiling gpd paying
Ttaly in 1853, Queen dsabella of Spain and out, and only sunk him deeper by its
. the King of Naples:in 1856, the Queen of* weight. At last it held, and pe climbed
© Greece in'1862, and ex-King Amadeus of ‘on deck half drowned. What made: that
rope hold he could not guess, for it was

+

to

witnessed the murders of General Mezent-

1820, of the Duke of Pafma in 1854, of
. Prince Michael of Servia in 1868, and the

the

the individual’s happening
the comet was first visible.

skilled physicians, careful nursing—all -dents; but only two of them, Washington and
these have contributed to the desired end ; Garfield, have been communicants. Jackson,

‘Che murder of Kotzebue in ‘Germany in

©

by

* German Emperor iu 1878, the same

1819, of the Duc de Berri

Lyme oa

discovered

powerful agency in sustaining him thus

far. Good health, 4' strong physique,
“to the two attempts upon the life of the -hopefulness, a previously correct life,

!

tled that'the present comet was

Quarterly

East Zorra, Oxford Co., Ont., June 28.

a private individual, But we presume that ual interest and
the diseovery consisted in nothing more than |}. The Holland

_ to murder Bismarck are familiar instances
. of the madness of fanatics. In addition
year

Benomarational

& J. M. Bailey to Penobscot.
On Wed. P. M. a missionary meeting
is begun, the better.
Itis folly to suppose that the best years can be spent in was held in which Bro. Fernald gave an
interesting address on the benevolent.
indulgence and baseness, and afterwards
causes which he represents, followed by
by some luck or magic, ‘greatness and able addresses from Mrs. V. G. Ramsey
goodness will be conferred. No; we are and Mrs. Prof. Hayes of Lewiston on Wom;
all creatures of habit and law, and the an’s Missions.
Conference accepted the report of a
conditions are inexorable. If knowledge
council appointed to conduct the exand its advantages would be possessed, amination of Rev. E. Blake and voted

which God will use for good the assassin’s

have gone to the

the hand
lead, hot
poured
and behe was

is enter-

and grossly. Even of those who have
good advantages, and use them to some
extent, a large proportion fail in the essentials. They allow frivolousness,love of
ease and indulgence to waste their oppor-

and that that will be one of the ways

are prominent facts in French history.
with

and chastity
him

effective weapon.
While the Nation has
prayed for him,he has let it be known that
he could also pray for himself, and that
his religious belief was his most abiding
ally. What a powerful
example his
case has furnished the generations that
are able to witness it. We believe it
will prove a great blessing to the age,

Ravaillac, and the murderer’s tragic death
The knife

resist the first shock of

calmly, and so to rob death

for. his deed,

monarch was placed in his hand,
burned off in a slow fire; melted
pitch, resin, and the like were
through a tunnel into his bowels,
fore consciousness forsook him

this

denial he is being amply rewarded now.
Let no one miss that lesson. God's grace
and the President’s Christian faith have
enabled him to contemplate the crisis

and in 1817 the Prince Regent narrowly
escaped death from an assassin’s bullet
as he was driving to the House of Lords
to open Parliament.

P=

Without doubt

and virtue have ever cost

than

The murder of Henry IV of France

re-

the injury, and if peas

. thirty years before that, England’s Prime
Minister Perceval was shot dead in the
". lobby of the House of Commons by Bell-

ingham, who was hanged

calm,

There

at future

Yearly sessions, viz., the

ing on Thursday before 2nd Sabbath in

Never were there greater encouragements for the young than now. Prog-

ress is the watchword.

to be adopted

The next Yearly meeting will be held
IZ"IN our next issue we hope to giveat Iona, County of Elgin, on the direct
the programme of the meeting at Ocean
line of the Canada Southern R. R., beginPark, commencing Aug. 2nd.

ed. His courage and cheerfulness have
His physicians, who
been wonderful.
are men of great experience, declare that
they have never had a patient who, with
a full knowledge that death was so immi-

er enabled him to

half-dozen

‘They look mainlyat results rather than
the means of securing them. They mean
to be prosperous and happy, leaders in
society, and directors of thought; but
think little of the means of attaining such
distinction. Many indulge in present

Methodist Episcopal church (North) was given as the, whole number of Methodists in the
country.
The total number
of Episcopal
Methodists is 3,387,711.
:
a

and four laymen, Otisfield by two

Whatever may be the outcome of the
case, therejean be no doubt that the President owes his" life, up to. the present
time, to his previous correct habits, and
to the sustaining grace of God. The form-

times since she was shot at in Hyde Park
on the 10th

0-0

EARLY MENTAL OULTURE.

bodies of Regular Baptists (North, South and
colored) ; while only the membership of the

be much more rational and promising.

been very different.

_ confined to the more restless inhabitants
of the continental countries.
Even the
good Queen of England has had her life
threatened

O-0-O

him

he has steadily although slowly improv-

pass the first critical stages.’ If he had
lost heart at any time during the first few
days, his present condition. must have

complished,in the old world have not been

or

President, and that he will ‘still keep

week before, there was created such a
panic in the village and surrounding
country that the meeting was thinly attended and sparsely represented, though
10 one was exposed to it. Cumberland

signed and hopeful.

Mexican and South American
states,
where ignorance and fanaticism abound,
have furnished the quota which this continent has contributed to the bloody list.
But the assassinations, attempted or ac-

attempted

for

nial, or to use their powers and opportunities for the best purpose. Would they
reverse the process—apply themselves
diligently to lay a good foundation, and
make the most of their early days, letting
the future shape itself, their course would

‘has had muCh to do in enabling him to.

the growing intelligence of the people,
for if the facts prove anything they prove
that the fanatics who are morally capable
of such dark deeds are mentally incapable of any sound political reasoning.
Excepting the attacks upon our
Presidents, Lincoln and Garfield,

the heroic

ber of Freewill Baptists was added to the aggregate number of communicants in the three

. On account of a case of small-pox the

nent, was at the same time so

It

increasing

depends

ered that in compiling these figures the num-

more

gratifications, reluse to. practice self-deINCIDENTS OF THE GREAT CRIME.
has not yet passed all
The President
the critical points in his progress towards
recovery, but there is reason for great
hope in the fact that he has met all’ the
phases of his injury so bravely, and that

not easy to account for this fact, except
on the theory that sovereigns go less proteqted than formerly and that there are
severe than

Coolness, the control of

the reasoning powers and the purpose
to think soundly and judge correctly
never became the peoples of the earth as
they do to-day.

subject of political assassinations

more fanatics.

better work yet in store

of political reasoning.

their madness adds a most serious factor

be

might be easily surprised on. looking up,
¢he record. More than forty attempts
have been made on the lives of European
sovereigns during the last forty years and
in almost every ease some political vagary was the moving cause. Indeed, there
have been more attempts on the lives of
foreign rulers during the last century than
in any other equal period of history. It

is

and

has

Bright visions of the fyture pervade the
The agitators have never benefited them- minds of youth. Théy have different
selves by their course in Russia, nor tastes and aspirations, but all desire and
would they if they had succeeded in Ger- hope to obtain eminence. Those successmany, France or Italy. The assassins ful in the various professions and departare fanatics, incapable of leadership, but ments of business have their chief regard,
- none the less dangerous. That they have as they have no idea of occupying a low
included the United States in the limits of or medium place.

POLITICAL ASSASSINATIONS.
One who has given little or no

We trust that the Lord

murder-

assertion made above, that such

Editor.

on business, remittances of money, &c., should

and

1764,

in

Peter 1II had been strangled in prison
about that time.
The most of these murders prove the

13, 1881.

REY. Ww. H. Bowen,

also

murderéd

.

wr

:

THE

.

3
the Winneconne church,

Woman’s | Meeti
at. evening the
Mission. Soc. emieFained a lage sudionpe pr

ew

spir-

e missionary

Ce

Anson

in the Q. M. In all about $17.00

it is increasing

:
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THE MORNING
Poetry.

inet for a sister's library, or to frame a

so foul, from long habits of smoking he ‘was pale as death. - Later he went up to |

favorite engraving for a Chirstmas pres-

can not break off, that he is compelled

ent to a dear, kind

_ UNKNOWN wil

What

a loss

1 heard & song, as the morning came,
‘When the eastern sky was all aflame,

not to know how to mend a chair that refuses to stand up strong, only because it
needs a few tacks and a bit of leather

A song I never before had heard,

here and there!

Some of us can not even

From the warbling throat of singing bird.

drive

Low and flute-like, clear as a bell,

tempt to saw off an obtrusive piece of
wood, ten to one we should lose a finger
in the operation.
It is a pleasant relaxation from books
and study to work an hour every day in &
tool-shop ; and my friend, the learned and"
lovable Prof. Oliver Wendell Holmes,
finds such a comfort in *“ mending things”

Pleasantly on my ear it fell,
Sweet as the scent of new-mown hay
When the twilight slowly fades away.
A sacred altar proud Athens raised
To the Unknown God,—his name be praised,
Let the fairest rose-bush be thy throne,
O Queen of the Morning,—bird unknown,
‘Was it a bird to earth unknown,
Or was it an angel from God’s throne;
Strayed from its native skies away

when

To lead the march of an earthly day?
At the break of day the song I heard,
Beautiful song, with never a word.
Strain that lingered for many a day
After the bird had flitted away.
The dearest songs the heart ever hears,
Even the strains that move it to tears,
Are virgin thoughts, unmarried to words,
Voices sweeter than song of birds.
— Egbert L. Bangs in Golden Rule,

:

LAMENT OF MOSES.

1 look with longing toward that goodly land
‘Where hope in sweet fruition golden shines;
1 linger on-the swollen Jordan’s strand

To cadch the odor of its fragrant vines,
And strain my weary eyes but to behold
That goodly

mount

whose crestis

crowned

with light,
. Whose favored flocks, secure in such a fold,
Feed daily from the hand that shelters
at night.

them

O Lebanon! thy cedars grandly wave
Above the streams that leap thy rocks among!
O Lebanon, from many a rocky cave
Flows the low music birds stillleave unsung..
O Lebanon, distilling pleasures rare
From breath of flower, from song of bird
and bee,

Will not thy fragrant forest fill the air
‘With one sweet breath of melody

for me?

O God, my God, that with such might dost
Teign
And lead us by thy wonder-working hand,
Canst thou not take away my sin and stain
And lead me, too, into that blessed land?
Alas, alas! for you, whom I have led
Up to the foaming Jordan’s sacred brink.
He smites me and I cover my bowed head;
’Twas thus I smote the Rock that gave you
drink!

But I shall climb to Pisgah’s radiant hight
And view, afar, the land all glorified,
While he who now deuies my prayer, my
sight
Shall keep undimmed, while, clinging to his
side,

I feast my eyes upon the glowing vales;
Behold

the frondent palm-trees heavenward

wave;
The distant blue sea’s lightly tossing sails;
Then hide me in my lonely, lowly grave.
—R. G. Plummer.

Famalp Gincle.
- IF 1 WERE A BOY AGAIN.
Let me tell you, my dear lads, some of
the things I would do,if I were a boy
again,—some of the

too often

neglected

acts I would strive to accomplish, if it
were in my power to begin all over anew.
This paper was written expressly for
you young fellows who are beginning to
think for yourselves, and are uot averse
to hearing what an old boy, who loves
you, has to say to his younger fellow-students.
I think I would learn to use my left
hapd just ‘as freely as my right one, so
that, if anything happened to lame either

of them, the other would be all readyto
write and * handle things,” just as if nothing had occurred.
the world why
a

mother.

There is no reason in

both

hands

should not be

educated alike. A little practice would
seon render one set of fingers just as expert as the other; and I have known peo-

ple who never thought, ‘when a thing
was
ought

to be done,
to doit,

which

particular hand

but the hand

nearest

the

‘object took hold of it and did the office
desired.

I would accustom myself to go about
in the dark, and

not be obliged to have a

lamp or candle on every occasion.

Too

many of us are slavesto the daylight,
and declineto move forward an inch unless everything is visible. One of the
most cheerful persons I ever knew was
a blind old man, who had lost his sight
by an accident at sea, during early manhood.

He

went

everywhere, and

could

find things more easily than I could.
When his wife wanted a spool of cotton
or a pair of scissors from upstairs, the gallant old gentleman went without saying
a word and brought it. He never asked
anyone to reach him this or that object,
but seemed to have the instinct of know-

ing just wheré it was and how to get at
it.

Surprised

at his power’ of finding

‘things, I asked him one day for an explanation ; and he told me that, when he was
a boyon board a vessel, it occurred to him
that, he might some time or other be de- prived of sight, and he resolved to begin

a nail

straight; aud, should we

his active

brain

at-

needs repose, that

to

forego much that is pleasant in existence,

and live a tobacco-tortured life from year
to year. Poor Pipes! ‘he is a sad warning’
to young fellows who are just learning to
use the dirty, unmannerly weed.—James
T. Fields. "I ALWAYS WIN.”
_¢ Have you any particular antipathy
against cards, Mrs. Allen ?” asked a mer-

gleaned from the field of biographyor
tradition that delightfully confirm this

“Then you don’t like to see us play.”
“I didn’t say that,” said the elder

Probably the latest is that embodied in
the anecdote we are now to record and to
give to the daylight of the press for the
first time. It has been hidden away in
the cells of a modest family memory for
more than a century, but was incidentally
related to the writer a few days since, by
an aged friend living near, who is the
grandson of the persons now to’ “be men-

woman, with a smile.

But

finish

your

verdict of history.

arrangements to publish in pamphlet form ,the 3
proceedings of the National Temperance Convention which was called to meet at Saratoga
Springs, June 21, 1881. It will contain the

. Lothrop & Co.

various reports,

12mo. pp. 253. ($1.25).
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child efforts, yet some of the most important
truths deduced are for older people. We enjoy reading of Carl’s efforts to help David Folsom to a better life, but we heartily rejoice

when Judge

Hunt,

laying

aside

as Scribner &

The

from his carriage, and re-arrange buckles
and straps about his horses when an accident occurred, while a clumsy coachman stood by in a kind of hopeless inactivity, not knowing the best thing to be
done. The ex-President told me he had
learned about such matters on a farm in
his boyhood, and he was never at a loss
for remedies on the road when his carriage broke down.
.
If I were a boy again, I would learn
how to row a boat and handle a sail, and,

above all, how to become proof against
sea-sickness. - Of ‘course, every young
person now-a-days, male or female, learns
to swim, so no advice on that score need
be proffered ; but, if I were

a boy

again,

I would learn to float half a day, if necessary, in as rough a bit of water as I could
find on our beautiful coast. A boy of fifteen who can not keep his head and legs

all right in a stiff sea ought to—try until
he can. No lad in these days ought to
drown—if he can help it!
I would keep ¢“ better hours” if I were
a boy again; that is, I would go to bed
earlier than most boys do. “Nothing
gives more mental and bodily vigor than
sound rest, when properly. applied.
Sleep is our great replenisher ; and, if we
neglect to take it naturally in childhood,
all the worse for us when we grow up.
If we go to bed early, we ripen; if we sit
up late, we decay; and soover or later
we contract a disease called insomnia, allowing it to be permanently fixed upon
us, and

then

we

decay

even

in

youth.

Late hours are shadows from the grave.
If I were a boy again, I would have a
blank book in which I could record, bebefore going to bed, every day’s events
just as they happened to me personally.
If I began by writing only two lines a
day in my diary, ¥ would start my
little book, and faithfully put down what

happened to interest me.
On its pages,

I would note down

the

thing to him. But he was passionately
fond of cards, and because of the fact that
he invariably won, he was

always

ready

to make up a party, at home or abroad.
“I don’t know how the fact first leaked
out, but it was whispered among his ac-quaintances that he—played for money.
«¢ This of course, reached his

mother’s

ears latest of all,and she would not believe

it.

She watched her boy with trembling

eagerness.

He bought a horse,

always fine clothes,

and

he

his appearance

respected man.

Miss

before

all

But repentance came,

the

world—and

ised never again

to

touch

this

he

He

and among

them is this especial one,—I

profufe in their thanks, and

American families, it certainly will never

in-

cease to be honored and

loved.—Illinois

Chistian Weekly.
ER
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SEIZING OPPORTUNITIES.
A lady once writing to a young man

had

the navy,

who

was

almost

a

in

stranger,

thought, ** Shall I close this as anybody

grew

into his original beauty ; lifted the hopes

would or shall I say a word for my

of all who loved him; was engage ‘to a
lovely girl, and by her tempted to play,
only a social game; to drink, only a social glass; and the consequence was he
was ruined!

ter;” and, lifting up her heart for a moment, she wrote, telling him that his con-

havéno continuing city,” and asked if he

could say, “I ai

¢“ The love of gaming and of strong

and

this time his ruin was complete. -“One night he rushéd home like a
crazy man. His mother tried in vain to

calm him.
A shudder

pany.

The arrow shot at

went

iii

over

“Yes, he cursed her

the. little
because

Trem-

it off. Back
you so much
an orphan,
me like that
years ago.”

a venture,

hit home,

and the young man shortly after rejoiced
in the fulness of the blessing of the gos-

She was alone, and he, stung

to insanity, raved and tore his hair,

to come.”

bling she folded it, {nd sent
came the answer: * Thank
for those kind words. I am
and no-one has spoken to
since my mother died, long

drink rushed back npon him like a torrent of iniquity. Again he played for
money,
again he was brought home
drunk, again he committed a crime,

Mas-

stant change of scene and place was an
apt illustration of the Word, *‘ Here we

and
com-

pel of peace.

How often do we, as Chris-

tians

close

a

know

have

no

letter

to

hope

those

‘as

we

anybody

would,” when we might say a word for
Jesus!
Shall we not embrace each op-

she had

allowed him in the days of his innocence

portunity in the future P— Selected.
Rev. Phillips Brooks

hands she had taught him to play.”

tells the sweet

story of Dr. Vinton’s conversion. He
was driving about the Pomfret hills, a
young, raw-boned and big-limbed, skepti-

¢‘I could never do that,” said the young

man with blue eyes.
‘“ So he would have said at your age.
A more affectionate son never lived.

nro

A New Hampibire school teacher~Josephine
E, Hodgdon—has used her taste in reading to
good

advantage.

She

was accustomed

to

in-

terest her pupils by making choice and appropriate selections. for them from JIongfellow’s

4

cal physician, when
persuaded him to read

gy.”

a judicious friend
*‘ Butler's

Analo-

This book satisfied his reason.

tellectually he was no

longer

must prove

stimulating

and

attractive to the

young people.
Doubtless other authors will be
drawn upon in the same way, and both the
parlor and the school room derive benefit from
the method.
The Methodist Book Concern (New York:
Phillips & Hunt) publish in pamphlet form the
‘| papers that récently appeared in the Northern
Christian Advocate discussing the question
Is Saturday or Sunday the Christian Sabbath? The author is Rev. William Armstrong,-

of the Methodist.

Episcopal

church,

and

In-

a skeptic.

Things stood thus with him when he was

his

object is not so much to defend any one day as
the true Sunday as it is to refute the doctrine
of Sabbatarianism and to defend the Sabbath.
He writes clearly and argues strongly, and his

positions must commend
who

have

given

themselves to those

altention

to

the

question

AND

NOTES.

Co.

(publishers

of Scribner's

Century

Co.

The title of

Scribner's

July numbers

of these magazines are

the

first

to bear the new corporate imprint.
Scribner for July contains a paper of special
and timely interest, * The People’s Problem,”

in which the writer takes

the ground that the

time has come for the people of this country to
gov ern-

the

* alter

right to

their

exercise
ment.”

illustrated

and

of literary

Besides a wealth

matter, there are also, in this number, the concluding chapters

of two

brilliant

novelettes,

W. Cable
* Madame Delphine,” by George
(begun in May), and * A Fearful Responsibil-

ity,” by W. D. Howells (begun in June). The
May, June and July numbers, containing these
two complete

$1.00.

novelettesy-are offered-for

contains

The July number of St. Nicholas

many brilliant features for vacation-time, in*
cluding chapters of two capital serials for boys

Ww.

and

by Rossiter Johnson

Stoddard;

0.

‘ How to Stock and Keep a Fresh Water
Aquarium ” ; a full-page portrait of Dengre-

mont, the boy violinist;
Artists,” with
ete.

some

* Stories of Art

sxquisiie reproductions,

Governor-elect Porier id at the Indiana
teachers’ meeting the other day that he believ-+
ed that * the best preparation of the boy for a

virtuous life is to interest him in good reading.
I remember that a few years ago, when

one

of

my boys was a little fellow, I noticed that he
was réading what I thought was
able novel. I said, ‘I don’t like

an objectionthis business

of novel reading,’ #hd thought he ought not to
read the book any

more.

But before I insisted

on his giving it uphe said, * I wish you

would"

read one of these books I have been, reading.’
I took up the book, and found it to be a boy’s
book about ¢ The Coral

Islands.’

It chanced

to be Sunday morning, and I did not go to
hear any preacher that morning, or afternoon
either, and was not content until I had read

the book through. [Laughter.] Why, such
books put into a boy’s hands are perfectly
irresistible. You can catch the drift of a boy’s
mind and character by tumbling out before
him promiscuously u lot of books better than
perhaps in any other way; and it is while a
boy is reading books in which be is interested
that he is shaping what his life will be, I
know a boy very well, who is not far removed
from my own family, who has developed a
remarkable fondness for the sciences, and all

from reading a popular series of books treating
‘on water, heat, electricity, aud other matters
of that kind, each of which is worked up into

astory.”
*

“Tilusions; A Psychological
Study,”
by
James Sally, is the next volume of D. Appleton & Co's. *‘ International Scientific Series.”

The first edition, 17,600 copies, of Victor
Hugo’s * Quatre Vents de PEsprit ” is already
exhausted, and a second edition is in press.

The

fith

and

last

volume

of M.

Ernest

Renan’s “ Origin of Christianity ” is in

press,

and is devoted . to * The Middle
will soon have ready a volume

Ages.” He
of collected

historical

bearing

and

literary

studies,

the

laconic title “ Questions.”
Harper & Brothers are the American
pub.
lishers of Mr. Joseph Hatton’s * To-day in
America,” which is nearly ready.
They are
preparing, also, to publish Mr. Paul du Chail
lu’s
Land of the Midnight Sun,” which
will

appear simultaneously
France and Germany.

in

England,

Sweden.

The National Library in Paris coatains 2,078,000 volumes, which is more than twice the
number to be found on the shelves of the
British Museum.
Austria leads all other European countries in the number of its public
libraries, which contain 5,475,798 volumes divided among 577 libraries. :
Mr. Richard Grant White will soon

contrib-

ute a series of illustrated ‘articles om ** The
History of Opera in New York,” to Scribner's
Monthly.
These papers are said to be a part,
_ only, of an historical and eritical work en mu-

sic in ‘America, which Mr. White

has

had

in

contemplation for a long time.

Biglow & Main (New York) issue an edition
of their Sunday-school ‘hymn book Good as

as the editor of the Nouvelle Revue,

for pur-

suing

The

Gold, containing the words

part of her work on the contemporary

Juliette Lamber

only, and

ducing the price of it that the question

so reof sup.

plying the schools with it is greatly simplified.
It is one

of the best

of the

Sunday-schoal

song books, as many can testify who have used

it.

her

favorite

(Madame Adam)
Greek

studies.

finds time,
first

Greek

poets has just appeared under the title ¢¢ Ecole

Ionienne.” It will be
followed by a volume
treating of the ‘ Ecole
de Constantinople,”
“ Ecole d’Athenes,” and ** Ecole Epirote.”
In The Magazine of American History for
July the editor, Mr. John Austin Stevens, has

a paper on the ¢* Return of the French—1782...
183,” which is the last of the studies on the
nounce an important literary undertaking in
services of the French in the Revolutionary
the shape of a subscription library. The vol- War. He also invites contributors to write
umes will appear monthly at the rate of $6.00 for a new department of historical bibliogper year, and it is promised that each number raphy, in which will “appear ‘‘special refershall contain about 300 pages, and be composed, tence lists on American. subjects, suggestions to
of the works of the best and most favorite
book collectors, caléndars of manuscripts and
authors. The first issue of the series com> Messrs, 1. K. Funk & Co,

(New

York)

-a neatly bound
covers,

gilt

volume

lettering,

with
and

an-

- It is

blue leatherette
containing

two of

Bulwer’s novels—** Leila, or the Siege of Grenada,” and ‘‘ The New Utopia ”—printed on a
good quality of book paper.

analytical

It contains

numerous

essays

on

appropriate

remarks

oh

these

sources

of

his~

tory.”

The London Echo speaks of a lettge ¢ which
if genuine, would be

a valuable

contribution

to the ¢ Junius’ controversy’ that has judt come
into the possession of a private Antiquarian
Society.

The American Agricultural Association,
which is an organization of farmers and those
interested in the tillage of the soil, publishes a
Journal, the first number 3f which is at hand.

It was sent by an Irishman

in

Mao-

itoba to a cousin who is a doctor in the north
of London, and purports to be a letter from
his grandfather, who was a compositor in the
employ both of Woodfall
and of the ' firm
that printed the bulk of Sir Phillip Francis’s

acknowledged writings; that he made known
his discovery of the identification of the
sumption. Lying on her sick-bed, she promises to be a yseful aid in the work of the | hands’ to Francis, and was bribed. to lifewhispered she had something to say to Association, Its mechanical appearance is long silence by the payment of a large sum
much fin its favor. Two dollars, to cover of money, given in annual installments.”
him; and, when encouraged to speak, also
registration fees and. this year’s dues, gives
“ The work of Mr. Jefferson Davis,” says.
said she had not the courage, but con- one membership in the society and entitles him
disappoint some readfessed that it would relate to his being at to the Journal and admission to the exhibi- The Atheneum, * will Those
who turn to his
ers and weary others.
pence with God. ‘* To-morrow morning,” tions of the organization. Address Joseph H.
s will find that he has
revelation
for
volumes
she added, ‘ when I am stronger, I will Real, 127 Water 8t., New, York.
little that is new to tell, while these who hope
tell you.” And to-morrow morning she
to get from him a concise and clear view of the
The National Temperance Society (New “organization of which he was the soul and the
was dead. The incident made a permanYork) have addedto ‘their former packets of chief will be repelled by the vast amount of
ent impression on Dr. Vinton. He could four and eight page 12mo. ets, packet No. 4,
dissertation with which he cumbers his
not cease to ask himself what that little embracing
the 12mo. tracts from Nos. 151 to pages.”
girl would have said to him.on that mat- 200 inclusive, making 246 pages. This is a valA new work on ‘America, by Mr. Rranser
ter. He framed one thing after another, unable packet of tracts written by some of the
Rae, will soon appear in London. Ibis based +
and thus, in calling up before his con-. ablest workers in the temperance cause, and . won his letters to The London Times, and
Newfoundland tostience the persuasions he himselfinvent- very useful for individual distribution.
first part is entitled,
/
Maritime Min-s
Canada’
to
Guide
a
ba;
ed for the little girl, he persuaded himManito
The National Temperance Society have made ing and Prairie Provinces. 2
self inio an ‘experimental piety.

called to attend a little girl dying of con-

subjects by men of established reputation, and

;

and

treated,

mends the undertaking to popular favor.

to touch the cards, because with her own

or a pratyy enh

vi

ed,
:
“Good morning, General Washington.
I am very happy to see you.”
To this the general pleasantly responded,

that ever after the name of Washington
had a still warmer place.in their hearts.
With their many respectable descendants
in this country, represented by several

prom-

a card;

and, as he saw her official escort,exclaim-

they were

sensible, and for two weeks raved in delirium.
“¢ No one can know what the torture of
a mother is'when her son. disgraces her
done.

I think you will find mine much more
manageable.” The lady of course, gladly
accepted the the kind proposition, when
they rode on together, until they reached
her husband's tent, who_soon came out

wife.
The engagement isannounced.
Wainwright
decides to live in America and in reply toa
suggestion from a friend says, ** I should like
‘very much to run for Congress.”
This is the end of the *‘ Gentleman of Leisure,” and we are left to infer that he was no
longer a mere pleasure seeker, with only the
impulsesof curiosity and self-gratification to
occupy his time.

I have had the honor of bringing with me writings in prose and verse. Those selectiong
are now published, both as leaflets and a
such a good friend of yours to see you.”
We may well believe that Doctor Bioren pamphlet volume, under the title of Longfeland his. wife were equally surprised at low Leaflets, the two forms being inclosed in
a pasteboard box, the bound ' volume being for
this act of condescending politeness on. the teacher’s use and the leaflets for distribution
the part of the Commander-in-chief, that among the scholars. They are illustrated, and

~ ¢ Every night the troubled mother sat
up till he came home; but his hours grew
more and more irregular. His business
was, at length, neglected; his luck turned; he grew haggard and moody.
". *“Wint couldbe done? Nothing. He
was wedded to his idol. Not only did he
play, but he drank ; not only did he drink,
bat he pledged things not his own, in the
indulgence of his passion. Finally he
forged the name of his employer, fought
in a drunken fray, ‘was brought home

Permit me to exchange sadfiles,

*« Well, I think you should be, sir, since

was that of a restless, dissatisfied man.

habits of birds and animalsas I saw them , cursed her.”
and, if the horse fell ill, down should go’
his malady in my book, and what cured
him should go there too. If the cat or
dog showed any peculiar traits, they
should all be chronicled in my diary;
and nothing worth recording should
escape me.
:
There are hundreds of things 1 would
correct in my life, if I were a boy again;

had

trouble.

NEWS

Monthly will become The Century, with the
next volume. St. Nicholas is slightly changed
as to its sub-title, being now St. Nicholas, an
Hiustrated Magazine for Young Folks. The

he sometimes breaks a piece of furniture
Naomi are learning lessons of charity, Jeriy
on purpose, that he may have the relief of game, and then, perhaps, I may tell you
is being taught by example and affliction to
my reasons for disliking cards.”
putting it together again much better
become a patient, helpful,submissive
girl. Thus
‘Two young gentlemen and two young
old and young, boys and girls, meén and women
than it was before. He is as good a meladies formed the party. The former
can find something in the book which shoul
chanic as he is a poét; but there is nothwere general favorites in society, with
be a help to better lives.
ing mechanical about his poetry, as you
characters forming day by day, for they
all know who have read his delightful’
A GENTLEMAN OF LEISURE.
A Novel.
By
:
‘were quite youthful yet. The one with tioned.
pieces. An English author of great reEdgar Fawcett.
Boston: Heughton, Mifflin
black hair and black eyes, played quietly,
¢ the time of the Revolutionary war,
&
Co.
18mo.
pp.
323.
($1.00).
.
pute said to me not long ago, ‘Professor
if not languidly; the other, with blue there lived in the city of Philadelphia a
Mr. Clinton Wainwright is the gentleman at
Holmes is writing the best Iinglish of our
‘eyes and hair of golden bronze, showed Swedish physician and his wife, by the leisure. He is an: American by birth but has
time.” . And I could not help adding,
name of Bioren.. They were of the Lu- spent the . greater part of his life in England.
interest and excitement in the game.
‘Yes, and inventing the best stereoMrs. Allen sat quietly watching their theran faith and worshipped in the an- His sympathies are with the mother country.
scopes, too!”
regretful exclamations, the eagerness to | cient ¢ Gloria Dei” church, on Swanson Business obliges him to cross the ocesn. He
I think I would ask permission, if 1
bad expected to be amused and. also bored.
win, the chagrin of losing. Her eyes street. Mrs. Bioren was of the Leiken The story opens two days after his arrival,
happened to be born in a city, to have the
were fixed upon the young man with the family, one of the oldest Swedish names when he meets a gentleman whose acquaintopportunity of passing all my vacations
flushed cheeks and shining Blue ‘eyes, in America. Her husband was patriotic, ance he formed the year previous in Switzerin the country, that I might learn the
reading the earnestness, the excitement, became a surgeon in the Continental land. The same evening he is invited by hisnames of trees and flowers and birds.
the passion of his soul, as the game ad- army, and was with his regiment in the banker to a dinner-party. His first impressions
We are, as a people, sadly ignorant of
of New York society are confusing. He doesn’t
battle of Germantown, the result of which
vanced.
’
.
all accurate rural knowledge. “We guess
find his American ideal. Some customs please
At last the triumph was his. Exultant- made Philadelphia the undisturbed seat him as being in better taste and more elegant
at many country things, but we are cerly he announced it, with the added words, of Government.of the new Republic for than he expected, and thie young men displease
tain of very few.
pot
the remainder of the struggle.
<¢ [ always win at cards.”
him by their lack of national pride
and
It is inexcusable in a person like my
Immediately after this battle the Amer- worldly ambition.
*‘I knew somebody else who always
amiable neighbor «Simpkins, who lives
Throughout the story there is a fine satire on
won at cards,” said the lady in a low ican army went into camp at Chestnut
from May to November on a farm of
Hill near the city and a little to the east New York sets and cliques. Individuals who
voice.
:
sixty acres in a beautiful wooded country,
While lying there, the aspire to lead the first classes are portrayed in
¢¢ Come, Mrs. Allen,” said one of the of Germantown.
urenviable colors.
not to know a maple from a beech or a
merry girls, * you said you weuld tell us men for recreation were occasionally inbobolink from a catbird. He once handMr. Wainwright becomes interested in the
dulged in sports and games, such as ball- people he meets. Indeed it must have oced me a bunch of pansies and called why you dislike cards. We're just in the
mood to listen, for I have been badly playing, e. g., in which they were some- cupied his attention some time to learn to
them violets, and on another occasion he |
times uproariously free and wg the pronounce such- names as Spuytenduyvil,
beaten, and 1 don’t like to be beaten.”
mistook sweet-peas for geraniums.
Bodenstein, Gansevoort, Binghamton—to say
“I think I told you,” said Mrs. Allen, welkin ring with their merry sho
What right has a human being, while
nothing of Mrs. Lucretia Bateson Bangs, Mrs.
*¢ that I knew somebody who boasted that
At one such time Mrs. Bioren attempted
the air is full of bird-music, to be wholly
he always won at cards. He was very on horseback to visit her husband at his Eleanor Polhemus Brown and Mrs. Lucia
MacIntosh Briggs, the intellectual celebrities
ignorant of the performer’s name?
A
much like you,” she added, turning to military quarters, but encountering the of the book.
boy ought also to be at home in a barn,
Frank. ¢I saw the likeness when I first soldiers thus engaged, found herself unThe gentleman at leisure finds his leisure
aud learn how to harness a horse, tinker met you.
able easily to control her steed, which had filled with interest for a young lady who is un)
:
up a wagon, feed the animals, and do a
‘I have no hesitation in saying that become frightened by the noise and con- kindly treated in society by her sister and who |
hundred useful things, the experience of twenty years ago, this young man was fusion of the scene. In the midst of this promises to contract a disagreeable. marriage
which may be of special service to him in one of the handsomest and most promis- perplexity, a fine-looking officer rode up simply to please this sister. His interest increases to such an extent that when she finally
after-life as an’ explorer or traveler,
ing persons in the city where he lived. and thus politely accosted her: ‘* Madam,I
when unlooked-for emergencies befall Sought by every one on account of his wit perceive that your horse, being unused to breaks away in indignation from such en.
him. I have seen an ex-President of the and vivacity, life was a very pleasant such situations, is giving you some tangl ement he | Suddenly asks her tobe his
United States, when an old man, descend

tO
Sn so

Series ” of hymn and tune books, * Songs for
the Sanctuary,” etc.) has now been changed to

and friendliness interests himself in helping
the degraded drunkard to become a self-reliant,
and

together

Monthly, St. Nicholas,
* The Spiritual Songs

the press of

that the Judge

resolutions,

The name of the corporation formerly knowr |

business and the influence of prejudice, goes
to the stricken man and in ‘genuine sympathy

At the same time

essays,

a

with a fall report of all’ discussions and ads
dresses. A first-class shorthand reporter w
engaged for the occasion.

The lesson which this book would teach is
that it is only through great sorfow and tribu-

great man was both a true hero and a
true gentleman. But new illustrations of
these long well- established features of his
noble character, have been occasionally

Hiterary Bebict,
80 As BY FIRE. By Margaret Sidney. Boston:

THE COURTESY OF WASHINGTON.
No additional proof is needed that this

ry girl of a silver-haired woman, whose’
face was not yet old.
«Yes [.have,” was the slow answer.

* That night after he had been
would be more careful of my teeth, Seeartials
ing, since I have grown up how much ly soothed, and had gone to his room, a
suffering is induced by the bad habit of pistol-shot was heard. Mercifully the
early in lifeto rely more on a sense of constantly eating candies and other sweet mother fainted; mercifully she was
feeling than he had ever done before. | nuisances, I would shut my saouth to all spared the sight that others saw.”
«Did he kill bimself, then?”
And so he used-to- wander, by way of allurements of that sort, Very hot and
1 would studiously
¢¢ Instantly, When I recovered from a
practice, all over the ship in black mid- very cold substances
night, going down below and climbing avoid. Toothache in our country is one long illness” —
¢¢ What! was he"—
ta
around anywhere and everywhere, that of the national crimes.
I would have no dealings with tobacco,
*‘ My only son.” There was a tremor
he
t, in casg of blindness, not become wholly helpless and of no account in any form, if I were a boy again. My in her low voice, as she added, *‘ When
in the world. “In this way, he had edu= friend Pipes tells me he is such a martyr I recovered I hadno child. Not yet forty,
‘himself to do withopt
eyes when it to cigar-boxes tliat his life is a burden. my hair was as white as you see 'it now.
The habit of smoking has become such a Do you wonder that I hate cards ?”
ame his lot to live a sightless man.
«Oh, but how then could you' sit and
ould
learn the art of using ‘tools of tyrant over hii that he carries a tobacco
think I would insist on bowsprit at his damp, discolored dips see us play?”
** Because I wished to warn you;
lo, even if I knew there every hour of the day; and he begs me to
Yer
to
i when I warn all the boys of my acquaintance,’ .cduse there are some oy
i in after- and say to them ‘emphatically, ‘ Don’t which uecess is more baleful than de| learn to “smoke!” He tells
me, feat; because one of you put nie strangeis! —to construct, a meat box to sadly, that his" head is sometimes in ly in mind of my blue-eyed boy.”
Her eye fell upon Frank L——. He
such a dizzy whirl, and his brain

fei hh

her and thanked her.
«It was growing upon me, the passion
for play,” he said. ‘I felt it; but with
God's help, I'll never touch a card again.”
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From

. SOUTHERN GIRLS.

writer, and briefly

Helen Campbell in The Boston Herald.
It is useless to bring Northern standards to bear in such judgment. The
Southern girl of to-day owes her chief

years age.

dimples and baby-like softness to generations of immunity from any personal
labor. The tiny feet have small knowledge of the uses of feet, and falter if urg-'

The siénder fig-

ed to a walk of a mile.

and

corseted

are

ures

slender in a fashion now

unknown for the North,

happily nearly
.and tom baby-

helpless-

fragility,

up, delicacy,

hood

more

still

made

advising

him

to

all over

grew lumineus,

most of every personal attiaction. Paint
and powder are brought into requisition
long before girlhood is passed, and, with
the love of colors and the passion for
girls from even

dress in general, a set of

the ** first families of Virginia” have a
slightly Bowery or the shop-girl expressbe the

would

however,

ion, which they,

last to recognize. The slender hands are
loaded with rings of varying values; gold
chains, lockets and every imaginable possibility of gilt and tinsel for hair ur general ornament make the breakfast table in a
large school more suggestive of an evening party than of quiet work, or the sim‘plicity of genuine “girlhood. Each one
bears with her an immense ‘‘ slat sunbonnet,” into whose depths no ray of sun
«can reach, and which helps to preserve
. the waxy pallor dear to the feminine
Southern mind. Brilliant coloring, or the
least tendency toward embonpoint, are
but

deadly offenses against the unwritten

come.

must

woman

tions,

under’ whose

code

powerful

but

of course,

There

all

laws

. schools, in which the chief

great

into

and gathered

South,

of the

best blood

the

ing of many representing

aim

seems to

be to give as many showy accomplishments
as possible, and rush each one
throughs the course of study quickly
“enough to allow graduation at sixteen or
seventeen.
Sweet-voiced, supple, graceful creatures, the most of them,

with

a

curious

self-possession and yet a certain timidity
and shrinking which gives an indescribable charm.
There is little or no selfreliance—none of the sturdy qualities;
the ownership of which is stamped upon
‘the Northern, and especially the New
Englapd

girl,

ineffaceably.

To

reason

with a Southern girl is a useless and hope-

less undertakéic. Thé emotional nature,
strong in any ease, is cultivated to the
highest pitch. They are full of sweet
and generons impulses ; affectionate and
demonstrative to excess; passionate and

enjoying their own capacities for storm,
and the calm that follows storm. Clinging, dependent, conservative in thought—
so far as they may be said to think—Iloving old ways, simply because they are
old, and witha passionate loyalty to every Southern belief and practice, simply
because it is Southern,—you may know
what type of woman these girls become,
and how slow must be the process which

we

sand

arms, made stars on

each

hatciiet and war

for

other's

club

his

belt,

“Fire Cloud,” we

said, and grew

Jong,

which is, in

fact

a request

for

being the oldest man
death was sudden and

off

solution of the whole problem of the universe. :
Then there are the letters that come
and packets of
with books, pamphlets,
manuscript, some of them disguised but
deliberately planned traps, and others
traps in which the snare is not intended.
The writer of these paragraphs—a suffireciently unimportant person—once
ceived a letter from abroad asking private
questions (such as the ‘ number, ages
and sexes” of his family, and the profession he had been brought up to); and
the latter was so contrived that it was imossible to answer it at all, without giving the writer much of the information he
asked for. The same insignificant person
once received a packet of MS. to examine

with a request that he would reconcile
the Divine Goodness with the number of
bad smells there are in the world.
> rors

HENRY OLAY'S COURTESY.
Dr. Moorman

in The Cincinnati Commercial.

I think I never saw a more perfect gentleman than Henry Clay. He was always
considerate of the feelings of his brother
man, and even when sorely tried never
said or did anything which could possibly offend the lowliest of them. I recall
an instance of this. There lived here in
former years a man named Garbard, who,

though a rough fellow, was an ardent admirer of Mr. Clay and a personal ac-

quaintance.

p

During one of Mr. Clay's visits Garbard
came up to the Springs, arriving at nightfall in a sad condition of intoxication,
He wanted to know where Mr. Clay was,

With
and insisted upon seeing him.
some difficulty we persuaded him that he
must wait until morning, and he finally
said : ** Well,

see

me

just let

tracks; that wili do me to-night.”

a

house, and found
distinguished gen-

friend to Mr. Clay's
him surrounded with
tlemen,

with

started

I

morning

The next

foot

his

and

both of this country

abroad.

There were Senators and Judges and forpresent, all engaged
eign Ambassadors
some

1 believe,

in discussing,

The

policy.

question of foreign

intricate

geatle-

men present would throw out some problem or other, like a tub to a whale, for

Mr. Clay to play

Mr.

it were.

with, as

Clay was seated at the end of the room
furthest from the door, when who should

If the thousands

to bed as well as usual, was taken

our

and

twenty-two, of whom eighteen are now living.
In 1848, he made a public profession of religion, and united with the SecondF. B. church
in Rutland. In 1850, he made au overland
trip to California, and after remaining a year

time

returned home.

These

gentle,

emotional

women

have

and admires, too, the courage with which

changes

have been forced.

But one

grows hot with indignation at the cold and

cruel indifference

to what

our Own: peo-

. ple bore; at the forgetfulness that

wives

were widowed and mothers left childless
with us also; at the utter incapacity of
understanding, and heart and soul of
men and women, too, whose own suffer.

ing has not taught them the lesson of all
suffering—charity and pity and forbearance toward all created things.
The life thus far given is that of. the
country alone. The city holds much the
same type, modified
‘by “different conditions. The Southern “woman of society
18 very charming, often finely accomplish-

ed, and always with a cordial grace

+ courtesy, even to her

own

sex.

never

was

discussion

and the party a)l came
grounds after that, but
exemplification of * a
lime to the ridiculous”
nessed.

man

the

resumed,

down on to the
it was the finest
step from the subthat I ever wit-

REMINISCENCES OF BRYANT.
Mrs, E. 8. Leggett in the Detroit Post and Tribune,

. We had staid later than

usual

talking

in the library—{alking about Heidelberg
and the old castle, and the German

ple and Longfellow.

We

peo-

State.

and

who were hacking at a stick of wood to
saw it, two fellows with a clumsy saw,

pliments with the undisguised relish of a
child for sugar-plums, and, as with their

country sisters, the maiuspring of all

thought and life is marriage; marriage
early and marriage often, if” widowed at
an early enough date to still be fascinat-

ing.

n short, the faults of Soy
are precisely the faults hrm Women
and undeveloped women the world over

‘ To be a coquette in every movement

and ‘aetion is,the study of three-quarters
,of the female population of the globe i»
and, if coquette be too strong a word for
the mass, their own adjective ranks next
as distinctive of all the Southern desires

in man, woman or child. “So sweet” is
the characterization one hears of éverythe . woman - who

wife, how she tried to educate some men

jerking at it and

taking

so

much

time.

their rest

having

little things,

a low, merry laugh, and a smile af-

ter it that showed

good joke.

that

he fully

felt the

**Well,” he said, ** while my

wife was rejoicingin hér free lessonabout
the industry of home und ‘the way we

thinks of something else than her foot ‘or do,’ a man in small authority came up to
her and said in a stern Way, * You Ameri-

‘her hands, or the prettiest things "to be
said next, runs:the risk of hearing :
Yes,

._

you

but

know."

somehow

-

she isn't sweet,

cans must

not: disturb

onr countrymen

with wild stories of easy labor; you will
have great trouble ; we do well enough.’ ”

Then other incidents and sights were

>"ro-re

‘“I'never contract bad habits,” said Rob-a
* insonto his wife.
“No,
lpy Son"
te nerelpy.
was the
ally expand them,” was
A

talked of, and * views afoot"—so it grew

late whep

we started tor home —but

our

friends sfid ‘* we will walk with you part
of the way.” Can you guess why it was

During his entire life, he had

‘Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza,

Of noble instincts, a pure patriot, and

Croup,

PARTICULAR
NOTICE.
Obituaries
should
be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize ‘the Morning
Star it

is but just that CASH should

accompany

at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER
VERSES are inadmissible,
words.

“It does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with most preparations, but

KILLER

PAIN

°

For

!-

ic

|

||

I, E. CALDWELLL

CARNESVILLE, GA., Feb. 28, 1881.
For twenty years I have used your PAIN

in my family.”

It is safe,

sure,

and

reliable.

No

ghould allow it to be out of the family.

mother

.

H. I. NavEs,

several

That

Y

DAVIS

I regard

its presence

days suffering

from

Why suffer Bilious pains and aches?
Why tormented with Piles, Constipation?

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.

EATTY’

ORGANS, 18 useful stops, 5 sets
reeds only $65. Pianos $125 up.
Address
BEATTY,
Aa-1llus. Catalog. Free.
Washington, N.
J.

are

BITTERS

IRON

FREEMASONRY
EXPOSED!

for all diseases re-

recommended

highly

quiring a certain and efficient tonic ; especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of “Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, etc. Enriches
the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves. They act
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic symptoms, such
as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn, etc. The only
Iron Preparation that will not blacken the teeth or give

headache.

By Rev. C. G. Finney,
A Distinguished Author, Noted

late President of Oberlin

Write for the A B C Book, 92 pp. of

Sold by all druggisfs.

BROWN

CHEMICAL

VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

OF THIS COUNTRY,
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BEST CONSTRUCTED

EQUIPPED!

BEST

and hence the

LEADING

|

RAILWAY

—OF THE
AND NORTHWEST

WEST

all points

Its main line runs from. Chicago to Council
Bluffs, passing through Joliet, Ottawa, La Salle,
‘Geneseo, Moline, Roek 1sland, Davenport, West
Liberty, Iowa City, Maren. 0, Brooklyn, Grinnell,

Des Moines (the capital of

Towa), Stuart, Atlan-

with branches from Bureau
tic, and Avoca:
Junction to Peoria; Wilton Junstion to. Musca~
tine, Washington, Fairfield Eldon, Belknap,

Centreville,

Princeton, Trenton, Gallatin, Came-

ron, Leavenworth, Atchison, and Kansas City;
Washington to Sigourney, Oskaloosa. and KnoxFarmington, Bonaparte, Ben
. ville; Keokuk to
tongport, Independent, Eldon, Ouumua, $ddyMoines;
ville, Oskaloosa, Pella, Monroe, and Des
Mt. Zion to Keosauqua; Newton to Monroe; Des
Moines to Indianola and Winterset; Atlantic to
Griswold and Audubon; and Avocato Harlan
positively the only Railand Carson. This is
road, which owns, and operates a through line
from Ghicagn into the State of Kansas,
Express Passenger Trains, with PullThrough
, run each way daily
man Palace Cars attachedare
KANSAS CITY,
between CHICAGO and PEORIA,
RTH and ATCHILEAVENWO
COUNCIL BLUFFS,
8ON. Through cars are also run between Milwaukee and Kansas City, via the “ Milwaukee and
Rock Island Shott Line.”
The nm ty Rock island hid js ma hificontly
bed issiniply perfect, an
road.
equipped.
track s laid with steel rails.
What will please you most will be the pleasure
of enjoying Jour meals, while passing over the
prairies of Illinois and Iowa, in one of
beautiful

our magnificent Dining Cars that accompany all
Through
Express Trains.
You get an entire
meal, a8 good a8 1s served in

for seventy-five cents.
AP

peo

any first-class hotel,’

reciating the

cord church. This is the twelfth member of
our church called away by
death within
eighteen months.
hile 8
veterans are
thus falling may the mantle of their faithful
ni

Council

1 ¢. CA

AUF

ACE

CARS

FS, KANSAS

purposes, and Palace
Cars for sleeping
Ste
g Cars for arith DUIS Sky Oneother
Di
is a SMOKING
Cars
Palace
our
of
‘eature
gies
SALOON where you can enjoy your * Havana”
at all hours of the day.
\
Magnificent Iron BiidRes span the Mississippi
Missouri riversat a Joints crossed by this
and
Bluffs,
line, and transfers are avoided at Council
Kansas City, Leavenworth and Atchison, connections being made in Union Depots.
principal R. R. connections of
The
great Through Line are as follows:
this
At CH10AGO, with all diverging lines for the
East and South.
;
At ENGLEWOOD, with the L.S. & M.8., and P.,
Ft. W. & C. R. Rds.
At RASHINGTON HEIGHTS, with P., C. & St.
R
At LA SALLE. with Iil. Cent. R. R,
At PEORIA, with P.P.& J; P.D. & ESL B. &

W.;

!

8. L. & Pac., and C,, B. and Q. R. Rds.

are

CITY,

Vice President and General Manager.

SALT

:

SAN

s

Green

Bay,

TT.

JOHN,

Columbus,
West.

Oshkosh,

and

all"

Also, for

Sheboygan,

Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Huron,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Quat-

onna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota, ‘Wisconsin and the Northwest.
At Council Bluffs the Trajns of the Chicago &
North-Western and the U. P, Ry’s depart from, ar-

Depot.
rive at, and use the same joint Union
made
are
At Chicago, close:

Shore,

the Lake

connections

Michigan

Central,

and Pennsylvania,

with

Baltimore &

and

Chicago

Ft. Wayne
Pan
& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee and
tes.
Points.
Junction
at
Handle Ronis: fons made
It is the ONLY LINE running

Ohio,

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars
AGO and COUNCIL BLUFFS.
CHIC
Pullman Sleepers on all Night Trains.
BETWEEN

Insist upon Ticket Agents selling you Tickets
via thig road. Examine your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not read over the Chicago ;
'
North-Western Railway:
a~
If you wish the Best Travelling Accommod
tions you will buy Jou tickets by this route,
OTHER.
NONE
TAKE
$9.AND WILL
All Ticket Agents sell Tickets by this Line.

°

~

MARVIN

HUGHITT, 2d Y. P. &Gen’l Hangs,

Chicago.

I»

NGILL

en
¢
Agent, Lia
Pas CHICAGO,
and Passenger
Ticket
General

FRANCISCO,

in the Territories and the

ilwaukee,

NeColo-

Siemx City,

Rapids, Des Moines,

Cedar
fous

run

al

Wyoming,

LEADVILLE,

LAKE,
Deadwood,

'ol., Peo, & War.; Wab, St.
& N: W. R. Rds.
L., Keo,
HW. 8 J. R.TopekaR. & Santa Fe;
Atch,,
t ATCHISON, with
rT

Address,

CABL

in

Dakota,

Bluffs, Omaha,

DENVER,

ill. Mid.; and T. P. & W. Rds. ee and Rock
Rook ISLAND, with “Milwauk

At
Island Short Line,” and Rock Isl’d & Peo. Rds.
At DAVENPORT, with the Davenport Division
.
C.M. &8t. P. R. R.
At WEST LIBERTY, with the B. CO. R. & N.R.R.
At GRINNELL, with Central Iowa R. R.
At DEs'MoOINES, with D. M. & F, D. R. R.
‘At CouNocIL BLUFFS, with Union Pacific R.R.
At OMAHA, with B, & Mo. R. R.R. (in Neb.)
At COLUMBUS JUNOTION, with B,C.R.&N.R.R.
AtOTTUMWA, with Central Iowa R. R.; W.,

Cent. R. Rd 8.
West
At KANSAS CITY, with all lines for the
and Southwest.

PhIposcS (and the immense passen

can

Con-

n

Iowa,

braska, California, Oregon, Arizona, Utah,
‘rado, 1daho, Montana, Nevada, and for

GO, ROCK ISL AND & PACIFIC RY
CHICA
Creat Connecting Link between the East and the West! -

three chil

of

&°

is The

to give

members

Ao

C,

Vayllalia Viirenie

Whatever oceasion demanded he was ready in

are

FON

A

{

Sabbath. In his secular as well as religious work
he endeavored to act upon: the adage: « What-

dren, all of whom

0

> C, “ton

& North-Western
RAILWAY

enry
Lat
billiedthe

rg Pr

Northern Illinois,

ever is worth doing at all,is worth doing well.”

and

ohSEG

It is the short and best route hetween Chicago and

death he was absent from his class hut a single

Bro, H, leaves a wife

‘Bevis

ne

age, during the year immediately preceding his

testify.

—)THE(—=

Chicago
oo

advanced in

personal experience

re-

l Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete.
Y
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sent Free,

For several years he had been a faithful teacher

from

and

n BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

verted in 1841 in Garland, Me., and baptized by
Rev. Noah Parkman, and
united with the
church.
About four years after, he removed
to Cambridgeport, Mass,, and united with the
M. E. church, there being no church of his
own faith in the place. Here he remained five
years, when he removed to East Weare, N. H.,
and united with the church in that place.
After two and a half years he removed to Concord, N, H., and united with the church, of
which he remained a faithful and highly es-|

writer

He

to secret Bocietiot

yl

was born in Hebron, N. H., Mar. 7, 1814; con-

as the

Ohio.

cents.
They also keep a full assortment of Anti-Masonic Books, and publish the Christian Cynosure a

CO., Baltimore, Md.

16. page weekly paper opposed

JOSHUA HEATH died at his residence on
Rumtord St., Cencord, N. H., Apr. 5. He

light in trying to comfort and encour®#®é

D. D.
Preacher,

College,

nounced
Masonry soon after his conversion to
Christ.
Messrs. E, A, COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Price in Paper covers 35

useful and amusing reading —sent free.

H. P, MANSUR.

manner

the blood

by causing free action of these organs and
restoring their power to throw off disease.

A PERFECT STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.

ELLEN JONES died in South Wakefield, May
80, aged 36 years, Kor several years past she
had resided in Lawrence, where she indulged
a hope 1n €hrist and united with the C. Baptist church.
She was much beloved by a large
circle of velatives and friends who are left to
mourn, but not as those without hope, as she
died in full hope of immortality and eternal
life. Pinding strength failing, she returned to
the old homestead, thinking soon to recover, but
she failed rapidly, until gently and calmly
she
passed away to be with Jesus, whom she A
so well. Brothers and sisters will miss her
from their circle, which is so suddenly broken,
but their loss is her eternal gain.

Christian

SICK?

DISEASES, FEMALE WEAKNESSES,
AND NERVOUS DISORDERS,

.

modest

WE

WILL SURELY CURE
KIDNEY DISEASES,
LIVER COMPLAINTS,

diarrheea, accompanied with intense pain, when I
tried your PAIN KILLER, and found
almost instant
relief. H. J. NOONE.
:
21 MONTAGUE ST., LONDON, ENG,
. During a residence of twenty-three yars in India,
I have given it in many cases of diarrhcea, dysen- tery, and cholera, and never knew it to fail to give
relief.
R. CLARIDGE.

mourn her departure, but with the blessed
hope of a glorious reunion in the world to

wad not easily discouraged, and

ARE

humors are therefore forced into
that shouldbe expelled naturally.

A

A TRUE TONIC

punctual teacher in the Sabbath-school and

and to take his share of Tegpougibitiey.

on

It is put up in Dry Vegetable Form, in tin
cans one package of which makes
quarts of
medicine. Also in Liquid Form; ¥ery Concentrated, for those that cannot readily prepare it,
rs
t#It acts with equal efficiency in either form.
Si
GET IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST.
PRICE, $1.00 rs
WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,
(Will send thé dry post-paid.)
BURLINGTON,

her loss is deeply mourned by her class as well
as by the church and the community at large.
She leaves behind a husband, one son, father,
mother, brothers and sister,as well as a large
circle of friends. She loved the Saviour who
died for her and up to the last, though unconscious of all other surrounding friends, smiled
when the name of Jesus way
mentioned.
Thus we count our loss her gain.
THOMAS H. SMITHERS.

a

OR DRY FORM

AND THE EIDNEYS.

4

in East Troy,

though

LIQUID

Acts at the same time

Because we allow these great organs to
become clogged or lorpid, and poisonous

in my

severely

+

Use KIDNEY-WORT
and rejoice
in health. Y

PHIDELIA H., wife of William Hayes, died
in So. Strafford, Vt., May 12, aged 44 years.
Her sufferings though. short were intense, but
endured with remarkable patience.
She was a
faithful, gentle and loving wife and mother, a
kind-hearted, sympathetic friend, and beloved
by all who knew her. She was a most efficient

in our Sunday-school and

NE

WHY

Its price brings it
No family can safely be without this invaluable remedy.
within the reach of all. For sale by all druggists at 5¢. 50¢. and $1.00 a bottle,

PERRY

P

J

& Co. Rochester, N. Y.

I= Wok

BURTON-ON-TRENT, ENG.

T had been

|
|
|
|
|
{
|
|

Saco, ME., Jan. 22, 1881,
Have used PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KiLLER for twelve

use

s@~We offer “Warner's Safe Ton-

IN EITHER

household as an indispensable necessity.
1. S. POTTER, U. 8. Consul.

||

Haveused it many times for bowel

and

Or-

Ee

Pa., June 9, of general debility, aged 59 years,
REV. H. PAYNE.

come.

7

&

!

observation

|

KILLER

complaints, and it always cures. Would not feel safe
without a bottle in the house.
B. IVIE.
years,

to it.

Bitters” with equal confidence.

4

. ONEIDA, N.Y, Feb. 19, 1881
We began using it over fre, os ago, and it
always
gives immediate relief.
Would hardly dare
to go to
bed without a bottle in the house.
-W. O. SPERRY.
CONWAYBORO,
8.
C.,
Feb. 22, 1881.
|
Nearly every family in this section keeps a bottle
the house.
DR. E.
MORTON.
°
U. 8. CONSULATE,
CREFELD, RHENISH PRUSSIA, eb. 8, 1881
|
I have known PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER almost
from the day it was introduced,
and after years of
|

a 7!

Liver and Urinary

H. H. WARNER

is a sure cure for Diarrhea, Dysentery, Summer Complaint,

instant relief.

ANDREW, son of Charles Case, died in East
Troy, Pa., June 5, of cholera infantum, aged
2 years.
CATHERINE, wife of Andrew Fitch, died
in Granville, Bradford Ce., Pa., June6, aged
71 years.
She was a member of the F. B.
church for many years. She leaves a husband
and five children to mourn and a large circle
of friends.
While for her to live was Christ, to
die was gain.

and

the Kidneys,

GENTS WANTED for the Best and FastestSelling Pictoral Books and Bibles,
Prices reged 33 per cent.
National Pub. Co., Phila. Pa.

|

in mar-

THEM.

ans, use nothing
but “WARNER'S sAFE
IDNEY AND
LIVER CURE.”
It stands
UNRIVALED. Thousands owe their health and
happiness

DR. WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
with the signature of ““ I. BUTTS” on the wrapper.
50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers generally,

BAINBRIDGE, N. Y., March 22, 1831.
PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER never % ails to afford
instant relief for cramp and pain in the stomach.
JOSEPH BURDITT.
NicHOLVILLE, N. Y., Feb. 2, 1881.
The very best medicine I know of tor dysentery,
cholera morbus, and cramps in the stomach. Have
used it for years, and it is sure cure every time.
Jurius W. DEE.
MornGoNa, Towa, March 12, 1881.
1 have used your PAIN KILLER in severe cases of
cramp, colic,and cholera morbus,and it gave almost

4,0, Pirrs.

died

irritation,
y

DO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles bearing similar names. Be sure you get

Cholera, Cholera Morbus, etc., and is perfectly safe.
Read the following:

Full Size (largest

TRY

At this season, various diseases of the bowels are prevalent, and many lives are lost
PERRY
DAVIS’
through lack of knowledge of a safe and sure remedy.

Miss NORA M. STEARNS died in Deerfield, N.
She
H., June 1, aged 20 years and 10 months.
was a very promising young lady, a light of
her home and a comfort to her parents and
She early gave her heart to the Lord:
friends.
and earnestly and decidedly served him till
called to go up higher, Her faith in the Savjour was a great comfort and support in her
last sickness.
She was very mature in mind
and thoughtful beyond her years; in character
lovely and amiable, which drew around her
many endearing friends who mourn their loss;
but not us those who have no hope.

PRATT

Trial Size, 50¢.

Summer Complaints.

of eight

TiuciNpa E., wife ofC. J. Mitchell, of Evanss
ville, Wis., departed this life June 5. She had
been for twelve years a most exemplary member of the Evansville }'. B. church, having
been converted to Christ at the age of 15 years.
She died in faith, having a strong hope in
Christ. Sermon from Rev. 14: 13,
F.M. WASHBURN.

Miss MARINDA

ties.

| ket) $1.00.

A WELL-KNOWN’ PHYSICIAN WRITES:

loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays
thus removing the cause of complaint.”

SUMMER
ai

A Thorough h Blood Purifier. A Tonic Appetizer. casei to the taste; Anvi
rating to
the body. The most eminent PHYSICIANS recommend these Bitters for their euraitve proper-

including

disease. For sale by all Drugper bottle; six bottles, $5. Pre-.
Walter -Clarke,
proprietor .of-the
Remedy, West
Buxton, Me.

the copy

LINE

A PERFECT SPRING AND
" MEDICINE.

CONSUMPTION. .

in Boston, without benefit. Six bottles of Claxke’s
Rheumatic Elixir cured him, and he has had

no return of the
ists. Price,$1
ared by Rev.
puropean Cough

M

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,

contracted Rheumatism while in the army, and
for twelve long years suffered, he thinks, as much
as aman could suffer. Was treated by some of
the best physicians in this ‘State, and afterwards

@bitwaries.

and

Every affection of the

Rheumatism
Permanently
Cured.—Mr,
Daniel B. Dodge, Edgecomb, Me., testifies that he

Don’t neglect them. —Mrror and Farmer.

Asthma,

‘Whooping Cough,

|’

and therefore completely fills the

“My wife,” said Mr. Bryant, * was
taught that bit of social economy that time
was money and'she was moved to help
humanity, so called to the men, telling
them that in America a boy could do in
half the time, with a saw and buck, what
they spent an hour upon, with the expen- teemed member till death. Bro. Heath loved
diture of so mugh muscle. Thinking she ‘the chirch of Christ and believed it to be the
had instructed these men she, was satis- duty of all Christians to be connected with it
fied, and closed her window. This bit of unless unavoidable circumstances prevented.
loved the prayer and conference meetings
advice, so gratuitous, she felt glad to give He
and all the social means of grace, and was selthinking to be good is to be happy.” hy
dom absent from the regular church meetings.

B. loved to run his wife on

REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THEGURE OF
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,

a Sespiset of ‘tyranny, he early imbibed a
hatred to human slavery.
His name will go
down to history "as one of the first John
Browns, in open warfare with that institution.
Although unassuming and living a plain farmer’s life, he was a perfect specimen: of noble
manhood, and a true friend; to the needy and
afflicted, he was kind ‘and benevolent; to the
oppressed, a defender that had no fear; a true
husband, kind and indulgent parent. His family have sustained a loss for which earth has no
recompense.
The sympathy of thé community
was manifest at the funeral; services by Rev.
S. H. Barrett. The father of the deceased,
Joseph Giles, was among
the pioneer. F.
Baptists in Maine.
3
CoM.

bil for a perfect remedy.
If you have a lame
back and disordered kidneys use it at once.

had laughed

They

probation is a passion ; they devour com.

‘and

The

and

further,”

went off.

over the story that Mr. Bryant told of his

pose a little, it is true ; their love of ap-

thing desirable

tempt anything

ONE OF “THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE

been prominently identified with all the public
interests of the township,
He possessed robust health, and was acknowledged the most
powerful man physically in this part of the

come marching into the room but Mr.
‘Garbard.” He had with him, too, an Italfew or no interests beyond their own or ian dwarf, in fantastic dress, with bells
their neighbor's houses. What the world on his hat, who was a ventriloquist and
is doing.means to them nothing and less a mountebank generally. Of course the
than nothing. Their religion is.that of appearance of such a couple in such an
their fathers and their fathers’ fathers. assemblage created no little commoDEeacoN SAMUEL ROWLEY died at Fabius,
;
N. Y., May 17, aged 75 years. He was stricken
Their mental food is in magazines like tion,
Garbard pulled his hat off and march- down in a moment. He had been that day to
Frank Leslie's or Peterson's. They glory
upon a daughter, some five miles distant,
in the encyclopmdic winnowings which ing up to the man of Ashland, said: call
and returned.
His hat was found in the road
make up Miss Evans’ novels, and buy +t Good morning, Mr. Clay.”
a few rods from his house, the horse in the
« Good morning, Mr. Garbard,” said yard and he in the wagon, dead. Bro. R.
them from admiration of her learning,
.
united with the F. B. church of Fabius, July
and because she is a *‘ daughter of the Mr. Clay.
«Well, Mr. Clay,” continued the other, 31, 1841, was ever true to its interests, whether
suony South.” And these ‘‘ daughters”
or otherwise; a man of peace,
are providing more and more furniture «I know you are a good judge of men prosperous
iberal in his support of the gospel according to
and are fond of music, so 1 brought this his means, honest in all his dealings with his
for book-shelves, some three hundred
He can imitate fellow-men. A good man has gone to his rest.
names being found in a dictionary of man up to amuse you.
The crowded church at his funeral attested the
Southern authors, unknown,
save in a any kind of an animal in the world, and
which the public entertained for - him.
few notable instances, beyond Mason I'll have him go through his programme respect
We miss his familiar face in all our church
for you.”
and Dixon’s line.
gatherings.
May the gord Lord have his grief.
Their knowledge of politics sums up
Everybody .else in the room was stricken family in his holy keeping. He leaves
in the statement made, with flashing abashed nt the man’s forward manner, J a wife, two sons and three daughters. Sermon
eyes, that they ¢ hate Radicals"—that but Mr. Clay arose and stepped forward by the pastor of the church, from Ps. 116: 15.
IrA Day.
term not .used, as at the North, in" a as though he was interested in the ex=i
MARYA. , wife of Franklin J. Furlong, died
religious sense, but applied solely to any treme.
Northerner who seeks to live his own
Then the feilow began his imitations. in Acton, Me., June8, aged 32 years and 8
months. : She was a member of the Acton &
life in his own way. The bitterness of the I could not stand it, and went out of the Milton
Mills F', B. church and was an earnest
early war days is still. strong-veiled and room, as did many others. Finally, Mr. and devoted Christian; of a joyous and sunny
half-forgotten, but showing its face at the Clay went up to the fellow, and taking disposition, she was beloved by all with whom
she associated. She found Jesus at the early
slightest criticism on possible Southern a five dollar bill from his pocket, said:
years, and it might be said of her, as
shoricomings.
They suffered cruelly,
« I appreciate your efforts, but I know ofageoneof tenanciently,
* She walked with God.”
and one pities the inevitable sorrow and you must be extremely" fatigued from
She leaves a husband
and two daughters, an
hardship of that hard and sorrowful time, your exercises, and trust you will not sat- aged mother and many relatives and friends, to

undoes the work of generations.

|"

Grimes, he also had eleven children, making

and comfort destroyed by complication of liver
and kidney cemplaints would give nature’s
femedy; Kidney-Wort atrial they would be
speedily cured.
It acts on both organs at the

same

ill, and be=

fore the fumily could be aroused, passed quietly away without uttering 2 word.
His father
moved to Marietta, in 1813, and to Rutland in
1815. In 1818,the subject of this sketch was
married to Elizabeth Smith , by whom he had
eleven children. By his second wife, Nancy

poetic.

that now have

in the township. His
unexpected.
He went

fore-

‘Complication.

a

laid down.

:
H.- x. Woop.
OHN 8. GILES, born in Belgrade, Me., Feb.

28, 1795, died in Rutland, O., May 14, 1881,

telling the Druids.
The silent oak, the
fittin
writer more or less directly that he wants. swamp lights; the dark vista, the splas
many year's experience of life before he of the waters, the tall, majestic man, solAn emn in the strange garb.
meddles with such matters atall.
enthusiastic young letter-writer thinks
of putting a question, ten pages
nothing

generalization

my

comes, not from the knowledge of a few
here and there, but from the long watch-

the

;

The swamps were filled with fire-flies..
They looked like golden birds or flying
flowers. We halt improvised something
about ¢* the deadwood light,” Often this
picture comes to me, as something mystical, half sacred, like a story of the

n not deal with it without writing a pret-

excep-

are

shook

the work which the departed have

then ran about and away from him, pretending to be *‘ afraid of the big Indian.”
He locked warlike—our Greek father
would have said God-like. ¢ Lightning,”

without disturbing his mind—which is
probably
a rather callow one—in some
particular in which you feel bound not to
assume any such responsibility? How
trying, too, i8 it to have to deal with the
writer of a letter of admiration which
also discloses self-complacency or very
gross ignorance, or which puts some -imjgro
‘portant question in a shape in which you

the

make

to

1s

on,

childhood

‘¢ Beautiful,”

heads, put a grand one on Mr. Bryant,
burnished his shoes, drew a belt around
his waist, filled his beard, put a plume in
his hat, glittering and tall; we made a

ness, are taught as the proper expression In long pamphlet, or without
ood—the only expression that

an from

bank.

and rubbed the bright stuff all about

be

are you to do when the letter shows that
the writer has
totally mistaken your
meaning, while he addresses you in such
terms that you can "not put him right

of womanh
can insure the interest or sympathy of
The first duty of every wommanhood.

the sandy

ness fall on those who remain, that with new
vigor and zeal they may take up and carry on

we exclaimed, and fore away at the fibrous, phosphorescent things ; our hands

sure and turn whatever truth he had
grasped into life and deed.
But what

characteristics to forces set in motion 200

The delicate hands owe their

the Spectator.

Letters of admiration and thanks may
be very trying and difficult «to answer.
We believe
Mr. Carlyle employed something like a stereotyped form for such
cases, saying a civil word or two to" the

|

‘WEDNESDAY, JULY 13, 1881.

so light under the oak in the road when
the night was dark? Great lengths of
roots like coarse threads—dead roots,hung

&

CO0.,

37

Park

8. M. PETTE
auRow, New York, are our Agents, and are
thorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest
:
y
.
»
rates.
[3

.

N]

(OURIOSITIES OF LETTER-WRITING.

.

wide, the smallest craft in

which

the

passage

across the Atlantic has ever been attempted.
| They are both skilled seamen and are proOn Friday the International Monetary Convisioned for sixty days.
ference at Paris adopted a resolution proposed
The Pope has issued an. encyclical letter,
by the French and American delegates, exdated June 29, dealing with the recent attempts
pressing a desire that negotiations shall be
on the lives of sovereigns, in which he deSilver Conference.

opened between the States which participated

- in the Conference, and that the Conference be
summoned to meet on April 12, 1882, to settle
the details of a monetary convention, which it
was hoped would be concluded: by that time,
The Conference then finally adjourned.

The decided effort of the

Conference to re-

store silver as a legal tender, and the natural
readiness with which this effort has been encouraged by all delegates and by all governments,have resulted here in raising the price of
silver several.points,and the buyers for India—
now an important
s—utter the usual com-

plaint, which, however, is not¥ntitled to spe-

cial eonsiderafion,f8.such a rise in prices is
among the legitimate results of the efforts put
forth at Paris.
Large

Fire in Cincinnati.

A fire in Cincinnati, O., on Thursday afternoon, destroyed Marqua & Son’s children’s
carriage manufactory, the Union furniture factory, Closterman’s chair factory and Meadow’s
furniture factory, besides badly damaging several other buildings. One person was killed,
and 915 thrown out of employment, and the
property loss is estimated at a million dollars,
The

Assassin’s Punishment.

A despatch to the Advertiser froon Washington says:
¢ The maximum of punishment to be dealt
out to the assassin of President Garfield is attracting attention.
The gravity of the crime

can not be determined until the result of the
\ injuries are fully known.
Under the law, if
the President dies within a year and a day, it
will be murder.
It is generally understood
that in this case the district attorney will want

the full amount of time to determine the effect
of the wound.
If the President should temporarily
recover in the meantime the assassin
will be held in solitary confinement in jail.”

«

v

*

“Latest News.

The news this (Monday) morning from the
Executive Mansion is full of encouragement.
The President continues to gain steadily, and
his physicians und attendants are hourly becoming more sanguine of his

ery.

ultimate

recov-

While secondary hemorrhage is no long-

er feared, the danger of blood-poisoning still
exists, and to this feature of the case the best

|" skill of the doctors will now be directed.

Th

President’s wonderfully recuperative powers
and calm courage, however, are working won‘ders in his behalf.——One vote was taken for
Senators at Albany

on

Saturday,

Messrs. Mila.

ler and Lapham, the new Republican candidates, receiving
68 and 67 votes respectively.

Messrs. Potter and Kernan obtained the full
' “Democratic strength as usual, Mr. Conkling
. securing31 votes,as on previous days, Mr.

“Wheelers
yote for the long term was 19; and
"12 other Republican votes were divided among

' six other candidates.—A

new

. Ministry has been formed,-with

Australian

Sir Byran

~ O'hoghlen as Premier-—The Governor of
+" Tripoli has forbidden Europeans to travel in
© the interior without authority of the Grand
The
French Minister at Tunis has
rmment
to prepare for a pro0 Slax a Gabes, and also

ca-|

clares that the precepts of Christ are

ly fitted to comprise

eminent-

both those who obey and

those who command, and to produce between
the two sections of a community that unity of
purpose which engenders public tranquility.
Even Palestine feels the impulse .of modern
progress. A new city is going up on the west
side of Jerusalem, outside of the gates. Along
the turnpike to Jaffa runs the telegraph wire;
and onthe plains of Sharon stands the large
‘ Jewish Agricultural College,” surrounded
by a model farm, and
thrifty
nurseries.
Bethlehem is a thriving town,—largely, it is
nominally Christian—and it carries on extensive'manufacturies in mother-of-pearl.
The Star routes in Arizona and New Mexico alone are expected to furnish indictments
against thirty persons, At this rate, Washington will need a new
. jail.
.

The Hon. S. S. West, hitherto English” Minister to Spain, has been appointed the successor of Sir Edward Thornton as Her Majesty’s

representative at Washington.

entirely

the

The

bullet

aimed

J
at

Garfield reach the na-

tion’s heart. There is no one in the public service whose death would awaken in the people
such a sense of personal
loss. It is not alone
the office that honors the man, but the man that

honors the office.— Christian Register.
But, nevertheless, to our mind, it is as sure as
the law of cause and effect itself, that, but for multitudes of other persons, and multitudes of crude

notions and wild,insubordinate judgment floating
about in the general air, this deed of horror and
wickedness would not have been wrought.—Congregationalist.

The individual whose mental

unbalance

drives

him to conclusions so hasty and unwarrantable is
himself almost a fit subject for that incarceration

which, had it been visited upon Guiteau after his
mental and moral depravity had been conclusively shown by numberless acts in Chicago, New
York or Boston, would have saved the nation this

great shame and disaster.

Injustice begets injus-

tice. In this hour of terrible trial let no citizen
forget his solemn obligation to be just to his fellowcitizen, lest by indulging in unworthy suspicions

or unsupported accusations he sow to the wind to
reap the whirlwind.—N. H. Journal.
A chief lesson has been the supreme

sacredness

of the family as the unit of the state. When James
A. Garfield was shot, the country was

just

recov-

ering from its anxiety for the health of the President’s wife. He had watched over her sick-bed
night and day, administering her medicines with
his own hand, doing the service to the farmer's
daughter who became the partner of his early
hopes and the mother of his children, from

which

the commencement

Picnic lemonade, for once, ceases to be

ter for the jest of the hardened

mat-

cynic.

Ata

Fourth of July jollification in Missouri, the
lemonade, it is found, was poisoned with acid.
Eight persons have died, and one bundred are
said to be i
critical condition.
The vender
was arrested, but it is not to be supposed that
he was guilty of a greater crime than carelessness.
There is a rumor, which we earnestly hope
will-prove to be true, that Secretary Windom
has ordered a careful investigation to be made
into the history and results of competitive examinations in this country
as a means of im-

proving the civil service, with a view to adopt

the system in his own department,
the exhibit of facts shall commend

judgment.— Independent.

provided
it to his

It is stated that 100,000 buffalo hides have
been sent out of the Yellowstone country alone
this season. , Last year the output only reached
35,000, the usual average.
Many of the present
¥18ld of skins were doubtless taken from the
carcasses of the dead animals frozen in the last

terrible winter; but the slaughter of the
has increased every year with

settlers into the valleys,

the

herds

irruption

of

They are shot down

like sheep, out of pure wantonness, in most
cases left to rot untouched where they
fall, the
dollar or two which the hide would
not
Leilg worth the trouble or.time of removing it.

Inthe meantime every dead buffalo is so much
food taken from the half-starved Indisn.

[c& THE boarding house of Parsonsfield
Seminary has been repainted. The buildings
and grounds are now in better condition than
they haye been for some time, Miss Clara M.

Smith of Turner, Me., a graduate of New
Hampton Literary Institution,
has heen en-

For cleansing the system

Pupils

belongingto

the

ok {

Me

gcd

stood

with

many hearts could think of nothing

wife and the poor mother.

but

the

poor

but so few weeks ago, when the proud Chief

As a Liniment for horses Henry & Johnson's
Arnica and 0il Liniment is unequaled.
1t

but now we are glad that the

family

not forgotten even in the most solemn pageant

the state.—N.

was

of

Y. Independent.

Leaves of trees absorb no water, but they

consists

there

is no

TALLOW.

danger

in neglecting a cold in warm weather; but this is
often a fatal mistake. Remember that Dr. N. G.
White’s Pulmonary Elixir will give instant relief.
4128
CEPHALINE will cure Epilepsy.
tisement in another column,

Read

as

227

crop

IPS) PAD
;

Con-

Lung Complaints.
87

bE

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.

toes, and particularly so on the light land of New:
On heavy, clayey or muck

soils crops

might
be as good, bug they would not be equal in
3

Amateur fruit.growers are very chary of pexforming the operation know as "thao
otit the

promising crops on their trees and vines.

They

|

cures

Prostration

of

POPULAR

.

By Rev. Geo, E. Merrill.
Third edition now ready, with index; introduc.
tion containing account of work of the committee
.|

of revision.

Lothrop

&

Co.

-

|\
|

,

IS NOT A PAD,
Such as

| for immediate

action

upon the

for

y

Liver,

DE ein. lcs cm
ands of testimonials have been

ver-

a8: been a

and

thous-

ws o5

received as

blessing to my

to

poor, af-

flicted mother. She tried evi] WAY things aL
hoe sick headache, but'never found any relief until she took the Liver-Aid, It has, indeed, been
valuable to her. She is now using her fourth

ttle.

I told our druggist how excellent it was

and assured him that he might safely recommen
has fe host known Tonio: M br sick hiondache,
says it is not adve;
half enough.
you will let it become better known. ugh
pe
.
Mrs. M, A, SHIVLER.
y
. 447, W. 224 8t., New York.
For sale by all Dru

bottles for $5.

gg

{sts at #1

r

=.

Boston.

per bottle, or six

J

Nervous

Hw
fh

System,

e

no

In fact, Vegetine is the best remedy

yet discov-

ered for the above diseases, and is the only reliable Bl 00D PURIFIER yet placed before the

publie.

BY

H.R. STEVENS, Boston, Ms.
Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

Useful to Everybody !

as

Gold.

SS

to

church

w

Send size 6f room,
oral di

dith

$30 per 100.
$10 per 100.

BIGLOW & MAIN,
76 East Ninth Street, New York.
81 Randolph Street, Chicago.

tf

On PENSIONS
50% 2052000
ds yet
ENTS

entitled, P

given

procured for Inventors,
Soldiers
ocured,
bought
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Headache

DYER’S

D yspeptic

:

and

Liver

Pills.

Headaches

of 40 Years® Continuance

have

been Cured ty Them.
They are the
Great Mandrake Liver Pill.
TESTIMONIALS.
Rev. A. Ridlon, (Cong.) Hallowell, Me.,
«] take great pleasure in recommending
* Your pills

says,
your

you claim for them.”
B.) Melvin Village, N.

give the best of satisfac-

tion. Please send me 40
boxes.
F. W. Kinsmun (proprietor
of Adamsom’s
Cough Balsam, a valuable remedy), Augusta, Me.,
says, * Dr, Dyer’s pills are better than they are

recommended io be, and their sales are rapidly increasing.

Deacon T. G. Earle, of Park

Providence, R. I., says,

St.

F.

B.

Church,

* 1 have used Dr. Dyer's-

pills for headache and dyspepsia, and have
m
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mem!

Foiends, North Vassalboro’,
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of them than
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1,

or
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and had to eat gruel for 1
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back

was

80
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ik to wach.
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warm
them in
hands were so cold
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with ease.
ven good satisfaction).
they have gt
tind
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m a Deacon a
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AYER.
DR.

DYER—

SEASIDE!
MOUNTAINS !

Daan Sm :—I have used your Oe en Ointment
for piles and your pills, Iwas so low when I commenced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends
have been
.and physicians despired of my life. I comfortable
cured by your pills, and now enjoy
health. " They work like a charm. One pecs
t i them Lisa Sogiintied use requires a less dose.
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ling Collections of the best All
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« I have been afflicted with endyspepsia
or years,
months at one time,

Church

an Internal Remedy
Liver Complaints,
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from all other medicines 1 ever uaca, :Saslely

The Great LIGHT.
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But
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ceived more benefit from one box

12mo. Cloth, gilt top, - - $1.00.
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The remarkable cures effected b: Vegetine have
induced many physicians and APOIhOCaIr whom
Ne know to prescribe and use it in their own famies.

H,, writes,

BOOK.

THE STORY OF THE MANUSCRIPTS.

LIVER

the

pills, for they do more than
Rev. S. P. Fernald,
(F.

.

A

CURES

Dr. GROSVENORS’

ulceration

| medicine has ever given such perfect satisfaction
as the Vegetine. Ii purifies the blood, cleanses all
of the organs, and possesses controling power over the nervous system.
S

and

W

le

:

- For Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Habitual Cos
tiveness, Palpitation of the Heart, Headache, Piles, Nervomsness,
and General

ENDORSED!

For sale by B. F, RACCKLEY,
H.,
GEQ. C. GOODWIN & O., GENERAL AGENTS
iE
BOSTON.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

J \

y

Ba Specimen Copy sent by Mail on receipt of price.
B@~ Specimen pages and Catalogues with
full list o
Publications sent Free on request.
hh
y
Y

CAUTION. ow Aki a sale Worthless vd
deem it due the afilicted to warn them. Ask for DAYS
KIDNEY PAD, and take
no other.
.

.

{

:

\

price: Regular, $2.00; Special, for obstinate cases of
long standing, $3,00; Children’s, $1.50. Address,
DAY KIPNEY PAP €0., TOLEDO, OHIO.

offender.
The use of this aperient will carry off
naturally, and almost imperceptibly, the offending
cause.
The disease is removed and the head

BILLIOUSNESS,, POOR APPETITE, INDIGESTION,
to get rid off, and at the same time it is one of the
DYSPEPSIA
Dizziness, PiLes, BoiLs, JAUN+ DICE,
HEARTBURN,
SOUR STOMACH,
most nutritive plants raised, either on a farm or
RHEUMATISEM, NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS, SCROYina garden. When once started it is a most
ULOUS SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IMrapid grower, crowding out everything else, and it
PURITIES AND SALT RHEUM,
is most prolific of seeds; few plants, however,
The Liver-is the Largest Organ of the Tluman
Body.
1t.is
the largest because it has the most to
are so rich in gelatine. It is an excellent feed for
do. It is intimately connected with the digestive
swine.
:
and nervous systems, consequently any derangement in the Liver produces Constipation, and a
The army worm which was said to have made
‘hundred evils in its train, and also occasions
its appearance some time‘ago in different sections nervous
diseases without number; résulting if
“of the country is, after all, not the army worm
unchecked, in paralysis, insanity, or death. Dr.
Grosvenor’s
Liver-Ald 8 ‘n wonderful medicine
proper, which does not make its appearanée
till

The potato beetle so far is giving less trouble

H

. will
be sent by mail (free of postage) on receipt of their

The stomach, overburdened until its recuperative power is weakened, revenges itself upon the
poor head, which it makes to ache and torture the

of Nebraska

than for a number of years past, and it is a long
time since potatoes were looking so well asat present.. A cool, mist summer is favorable:
for pota«

}

We have
the most unequivocal testimony to its cura,
tive powers from many persons of high character, intel,
ligence and responsibility. Our book, “How a Life was
Saved,” giving thé history of this new discovery, and a
large record of most remarkable cures, sent free. Write
for it.
DAY'S KIDNEY PADS are sold by druggists, or

There are martyrs to headache who might be

cured by using

in

The worm referred to is the Bronze Cut

B

AD
a want very
by of fo
ont,
|
devoted yearsof study and experiment to find—a Specific for Diseases of the Kidneys, Bladder, Urinary
@rgans and Nervous System—and from the time of its
discovery has rapidly increased in favor, gaining the
approval and confidence of medieal men and those who
have usedit ; it has become a favorite with all classes, and
wherever introduced has superseded all other treat
ments. In short, such
is its intrinsic merit and superi
ority, that it is now the only recognized reliable remedy,

.

worm, and belongs to a different species.

§

IS STRONGLY

Pursiane is a weed which every one is desirous

July.

wels.

Music Edition, in Boards, 192 pages,
Words only,

i

Have Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, BronInfluenza,

De

HE. LATEST SUNDAY-SCHOOL SONG BOOK, BY
. LOWRY AND DOANE.

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
Make from $55 to $50
per week selling goods
for E. G. RIDEOUT & CO., 10 Barclay St., New
York. Send for their Catalogue and terms:
1y34-

producing materials of a certain quality mn the
greatest possible quantity with the least expense
of mouey or time,
It is estimated that the grain

Jammation,

Good

War

ner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.

-| 2t28

for 1881, if the present outlook holds good the balance of the season, will aggregate 105,000,000 bashels. This is an increase over 1880 of fully thirty
per cent.
The deer in Barnstable County,N. Y.,have become
so numerous under the'protection of the law which
imposes a fine of $100 for killing one of them, that
farmers are seriously complaining of the damage
by deer to cultivate crops.
At
present time there is an over-production
of poor butter and cheese. With a’ continual increasing demand for a superior article, the easiest
way to reduce the over-production of the former
is to increase the production of the latter.

60

The market is firm for rendered with

Nothing so quick-

ly regulates the system and keeps it pure

7

For Pains in the Back,
Hidney Complaints, Dropsy, Female Weakness; Leucorrheea,
arising from internal ulceration, and
uterine diseases and Gemeral Debility, Vegetine BS
Don the causes of these complaints. ‘It invigorates and strengthens the whole
system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays in-

- PREPARED

' That White Tongue

demands immediate aftention.

: Sahat. rise
Arie Tom
ope ein

For Ulcers and Eruptive Diseases of the
Skin Pustnles, Pimples,
Blotches, Boils,
Tetter, Scaldhead, an
Ringworm, Vegetine has never failed to effect a permanent cure.

adver.

throw

essentially

and al d

ggo!
m atin, can
cured through the Picod.

Vegetine

a steady demand.
The sales have been at 6% @
Te # 1b. Grease has been selling at 4% @ S%c ¥
Ib, as to quality.
Rendered, ¥ 1b, 6% @ 7c; Grease 43% @ bxe.
. ASHES.
Pearls, ¥ 1h, 53{@6c; Pots ¥ B,4X @

think

‘taken up by the roots.
agriculture

fat Hogs sold at 6’

5 Meuy people seem to

off daily hundreds of millions of gallons which are
The art of

¥ Bb, Western

Dairy skins, ¥
Deer Skins, each........ Eansavres van
Calf skins, ¥ Ib
Pelts, each.......
1AMD sRINB.vsvssiiviircnnesensssisnssonens

ceases to ache.

“ Bural and Domestic,

The best

Costiveness.
The most effectual way
to overcome a' costive habit isto take a small dose of
Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters before each meal, and
follow it for a week or ten days; the cure will be
mild but sure.

Mag-

istrate of fifty million men, turned, after taking
his inaugural oath and reading his inaugtral message, to kisd his wife and mother.
There were
those who said then it was not dignified,it was the-

sustained.

.»

cures Sprains, Bruises, and Lameness, at once,

un-

They recalled the day,

are

1b. Sheep and Lambs, in lots, sheared, rang-

ed froms @5%c
@ic
i

covered heads and women wept piteously as the
single car swept by that bore one woman.
How

quality.

year.

matter

his love. And she came.
Two great railroads
took her to Washington with all the speed that
steam could command. The busivess of the country stood aside and ceased its throbbing movement that one weak little woman might fly to the

did

past

of all morbid

prices

lots of Northern sold at 9 @ 9% ¢, dressed weight,
and 6 @ 6X0 ¥ Bb, live weight. Western have been
taken atdX @ 6x0
¥ b, live weight, for good to
extra, and a few premium lots brought 65 @ 6Xc
# Bb. Milech Cows are in moderace receipt, but not
p as active as a few weeks ago.
Sales
have been
made at $20 @ $35 each, with extras at $40 @ $45,
and a fancy milker at $60. Veal Calves are in less
supply and firm at 6 @ 6)¢c ¥ ® for choice. Spring
Lambs are firmer, with sales of Northern atx @

ing her that he had been seriously hurt, how seriously he could not tell; that he was himself, and
wanted her to come on soon; and that he sent her

England.

the

Beef Cattle and

and warding off diseases, no medicine possesses
such efficacy as Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters.

and

gaged as Preceptress., The Institution will
try to do better work the coming year than it
teachers’ class will
be assisted in engaging a
school, For further information address the
Principal, T. F. Millett.

watch-

public.

AGRIOULTURAL ITEMS.

ranged the business of the whole country.

Veal, Worcester Co
ty, choice 10. g llc; Veal,
Worcester County, common, 6 @ 9c.
LIVE STOCK.
There has been a fair demand for

GOOD ADVICE. We advise every family to keep
Downs’ Elixir always on hand. 1t is the best
remedy for coughs and colds ever offered to the

Croup,

Men

12.

Beef, hind quarters, choice,¥ B

11 @ 12¢; Beef, common 8 @ 10c; Beef, lore quarters,
choice 6 @ 7c: Beef, common to good 4 @ bc.

of his career, and have

sumption, and all Throat
50 cents and $1 a bottle.

husband that needed her.

$125; Ber-

$12 @ 13; Swale Hay, $11 @ 12; Rye

@ $26; Oat Straw, § 08

FRESH MEAT.

ed with pride the growth and expansion of his
business, from its beginning te its present mammoth proportions.”
:

The business of the country, though most
profoundly concerned in the life and welfare
of the President, has borne the strain of these
(From the American Cultivator.)
gloomy days with calmness and dignity, confiA head of lettuce, two feet across, was lately exdence and a patriotic spirit. There is nodoubt{ hibited at Santa Rosa, California.

that the death of the President would have de-

Straw, $25

@

and Northern—
@ 17; Fine, $14

Mutton, extra 7 @ 9c; Mutton,common to good 3 &
The Washington Star (N.J.), published at the
5c; Spring Lamb, choice 12 @ 16¢; Spring Lamb,
common to good,8:@ 10c. Veal; choice 8 @ 10¢;
residence of Mr. Beatty, whose organs we advertise, says :—‘ We have known Mayor Beatty from | Veal, fair to good Kd 8; Veal, common, 4@ b¢;

chitis, Whooping Cough,

he had been carried to his chamber, his first act
was to dictate a dispatch to his invalid wife, tell-

AND STRAW.
Eastern
coarpe $15;
Good, $16

@ 15; Poor,

Use Pearl’s White Glycerine Toilet Soap.

the most exalted position and the most absorbing
As soon as

HAY
Choice,

prickly heat, and makes the skin soft and smooth.

business can absolve no son of

Eve.

iooseberries, ¥ bu $200 @ $2 50; Cherries, ¥ Bb,

8 @ 10c; New Apples. ¢ crate, ic
muda Onions, ¥ crate, 75 @ $1 00.

Syphilitic Diseases, Canker, Faintness at

bod
p
a

SB

how

Healy’s Vegetable Tonic Pills revitalize the
J whole system, remove cancerous tendencies and
digsolve tumors. They relieve Uterine Catarrh at
once.
.
|
“Pearl’s White Glycerine cures
sunburn and

quart, 10 @ 1bc;
lackberries. ¥ quart, 15
Blueberries, Northern, ¥ bu, $4 00 @ $4 50;

stron,

on

prove

Journal and Courier.

atrical;

Eight thousand inhabitants of Northampton,
nngland, the borough represented by Charles
Bradlaugh
in the
British Parliament. have
signed a petition praying that he be excluded
from the House of Commons.

to

ries, ¥
18¢;

tine is made exclusively from the juices of
ly-seleeted barks, roots and herbs, and so
ly concentrated that it will effectually eradi.
cate
m the system every taint of Serofula,
Scrufviohs Honus}
> SNE
Gan cerous
Humor
sipelas, Salt
eum
Ve

care

be

At Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, the two
Apaches,
hundredth anniversary of the landing of Wilthe last of a once large and powerful tribe,
liam Penn and the founding of the Commonhave been hiding and committing depredations
wealth of Pennsylvania was celebrated.
Nearin and about Sierra Candilera for months, and,
ly 100,000 persons attended.
although constantly
pursued
by
Mexican
troops, have so far not been punished or ~ Itis possible that a quarrel may occur becaught.
3
tween France and England over a claim that a
A party of mining gentlemen just arrived at
portion of the coast of Newfoundland is virtSt. Louis from Chihuahua confirm the above
report. They had a narrow escape themselves
ually French territory and that® people who
from an attack by the Indians, and state that
fish there should net pay tribute to England.
they met the south bound stage which was also
At the Teachers’ Association at Paratoga
attacked by Indians, who killed the driver,
wounded one passenger and captured and carthe report of a committee was read showing
ried off Thomas Pugh, son of ex-Senator
that nearsightedness was rapidly increasing in
George E. Pugh and nephew of Governor
the schools, caused by the children being kept
Hendricks.
The day before these gentlemen
too close in their :study of text books, and
passed through the mountains, a band of ory
more
blackboard lessons are recommended.
Indians aftacked Lieutenant Gonzales of
the
Mexican
$rmy and killed seven of his men.
The Russians have occupied the entire north
bank of the river Attlek as far as Kuchan,
The Dead-Lock Virtually Broken.
leaving the ownership of Derguez in question
At a Republican caucus in Albany on Fri:
The commander
at Askabad is continually
urging the Merv chief to accept Russian rule.
day, 66 ‘‘ Administration” men were present,
He promises that their teriitory shall be proand no others.
After a number of ballots the
tected.
caucus unanimously chose Congressman WarTwo adventurers, John Traynor, an Irishner Miller as candidate for ex-Senator Platt’s
man, and Ivar Olsen, a Swede, sailed from
place, and Congressman Elbridge G. Lapham
for Mr. Conkling’s seat. The latter received
Bath, Me., last Tuesday, in a dory fourteen feet:
65 votes and the former 62—not a majority of long, twenty-one inches deep and five feet
the Legislature.
;

wanting

Southern States are identified with the rest of the
Union, it is wanting no more.—Charlestén (S. C.)

6c.

wehbe

Nam and about thirty-five renegade

The

thing were

:

price-list

issued by Burt’s Eastern Agency, 281 Grand St.,
N.Y., has been received; the illustrations are all
| new ‘and prices very moderate.
Sample copies
mailed tree upon application from above address.

You* Can Positively be Cured.
Thousands of Testimonials
s
Prove It.

9

ties toward God and their country.

and

2 @

POTATOES. There has been a liberal suppl of
new Southern Potatoes, which are selling a PA a
$2 50 ¥ bbl. Old Potatoes have no
quotable
price. Sales have been made at 40 to 60c ¥ bu.
BERRIES,
&C. The Strawberry
season is about
over, and prices are nominally 5 @ 10c ¥ quart.
|. Other Berries and Fruit are selling at other quotations, but are subject to sudden ehanges.
Native Strawberries, ¥ Soar, 5 ; 10c; Raspber-

ha
Catalogue

skim,

EGas. Eastern, dozen 17817%c¢; New Yorkand
Vermont, 17¢; Canada, fresh stock 164 @ 17c;
Western, 14} @ 15¢; P. E. Island, 16 @ 16}c.
PEAS. Caoada, choice, ¥ bu, $105 @ 1 10;
Canada, common, 73¢ @ %¢.; Green Peas, Northa
25 @ $1 50; Green Peas, Western, $150 @

From the cradle to the grave all are subject
to coughs and colds. Adamson’s Botanic Balsam is a certain cure in the most obstinate
cases.
New trial size, 10 cts.
Illustrated

@ 9 ¢; Common

.

bey bed

which has befallen the President, and there are’
earnest prayers for his speedy recovery: 'Fhis is
due to his course, to the horror of the South of
assassination as a means of redressing political
wrongs, and to an honest and unselfish love of the
country and its government. They who like the
Southern people the least have never accused
them of double-facedness and insincerity. If any-

to good, 8):

AH
2
20
17
15
Fair

aa

Potomac to the Gulf there is griefat the blow

The French Senate has adopted an amendment to the Compulsory Education bill, offered
by M. Jules Simon. It provides that elementary schoolmasters shall teach pupils their du-

and forage they take.

to-day.

He who neglects to use DAY’s KIDNEY PAD, for
any disease of the kidneys, bladder or urinary organs, courts suffering and invites death.

cer, or any Disease of the Blood ?

22
20

Me hed

chief.

is

NEW WESTERN.
Crean.enes,
choice, # 1b....coavnenieniad 2 a
Do
do
fair to good,...
19
@
Dairy packed, ChoiCe....cevvvsrerensees.18 @
Ladle packed, CHOICe.ccsveeiraanneesandd @
Do
do
fair t0 g00d....ceees.18 @
CHEESE, Choice,full cream, bh 9) @ 10c;

@
@

OD

war

South

4 days, urinary affec-

tions, smarting, frequent or difficult urination, kidney diseases. $1. Druggists. Depot Lothrops &
Pinkham, Dover, N. H.

New York, choice. .....cocaus +21
AI
10 B00Gse
esis ravecrisins W171.

=

strong in money and men as the

Yet there is an outpouring of sorrow and love such
ag this country has never seen before.
From the

pre-

Do
Do

22
23
22

MM

From the death of the President there was nothing to gain, and by it there was little to lose,

BUCHUPAIBA.

Handsome

46 i | Reader, Have You Got Scrofula, Scrofalous Humor, Cancerous Humors, Can«
AH

££

Victoria’s

strong

45°@

EF

Nam,

once

tetas vines

BUTTER.
NEW NORTHERN,
u
Creamery choice
# I...ceves seesrennnaas 23 @
Do. Fair
to g0od....eseveeeas ceseseneinl0 @
Dairy lots, Franklin Cty, Vt.,, # b.......22 @
Dairy lots, Vermont choice,
# b.........21 @
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under

in the

stitution.

Mexican Central Railway. A detachment of
The French in Tunis are conducting their
troops sent out to investigate the affair found | ‘burglary and robbery of a whole nation with
only five bodies. The massacre was commit
characteristic urbanity and politeness, treating
ted by the remnant of Victoria’s band of the natives well and paying for all the food
Apaches,

take

aaa

BY
48

aes

cans, and a portion of a surveying party of the

No 1 White..... Sawin

TW AA ETE PC A

59

@ 88%
@ 53

NE

Paso, upon thirteen dead bodies, all Ameri-

Stales

man upon whose life depends to no small extent

the results
the

these

the prosperity and-happiness of a great people.
That life is trembling in the balance, and while it
is 80 there will be no Democrats or Republicans,
no men of the North or South, bat a land filled
with a people sad at heart and united in sympa.
thy for the stricken family.—Atlanta (Ga.) Con:

The second experiment of lighting the House
Commons by electricity during a debate

were much more satisfactory than at
vious trial.

of

+08
«07

No grade..... sesaavarens veasessesensasnsedi @
Oars. Extra White........ eassssasas 41@

Dover, N. H.

New, quick, complete cure

.583°@

....seeternniasnscans
resus ina .

FN

people

was made on the 24th ultimo, and
|

the fact that the heart-

Two runners from Sitting Bull’s camp have
reported to Poplar Agency, Montana, that 29
lodges of hostiles in camp just north of the line
are anxious to surrender to the authorities.

of

in Mexico.

rejoice in

iest expressions of sympathy
came from the
South, and we know even the warmest of them
does not fully convey .the deep interest that the

A dispatch from Odessa states that the har-

pass, and the conductor gave orders to the engineer who forgot them and passed the station.
The collision was in a deep-curved cut.
po

On the 5th inst., a party of Americans traveling in their own conveyances from EI Paso del
«Norte to Chihuahua, Mexiee, came suddenly
at the Sand Hills, about forty miles south of El

We, therefore,

It is reported that two hundred persons were
poisoned near Keota, Iowa, on the 4th inst, by
ice-cream made in a copper-bottom boiler.

vest prospects in Southern Russia ‘are so brilliant that if they should be realized the abundance will be unprecedented.

at Pulberton ‘station, to let the picnic train

of Americans

people in America who give and will give us trouble.— Boston Advertiser.

oc cvnsasivaivanssians

No 2 Mixed,
SLeAMEeT, ve ieess
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another load. The train despatcher ordered
the conductor, Frank Matlock, to a side track

Massacre

to cure political evils by acts of personal violence.
This is not the American way,but the way of some

has unaniof Midhat
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picnie excursion which was backing north for
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YEDSON DUNTON.

Address all orders to the pro
DR,
D. DYER, & SON,
Bufiham, Waldo Co., Maine.

MORNING“STA

$2.00 per year, if paid strictly in
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0
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of payment on the label of
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our risk
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Also many other books, Send for List.
Books mailed to any address for the retail price.

| OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston.
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High ARO;

:

Wells’ Health Renewer. Absolute cure for ner.
vous debility and Weakness of the generatve func
tions.
$1, at druggists.
Depot Lothrops &

@

600
@
600 88
LH50 @
65
@

Corn Meal ¥ bbl..
250 @ 265
Rye Flour...c. cavveisismneisavsinsea
37 @ 625
Oat Meal, common to good Western...525 @&@ 575
Oat Meal, fancy brands........ Ceivans 581 @ 600
CORN. Yellow and extra do............60 @&@ 61

15¢ boxes. :

SKINNY MEN.

«..600

or

wounded by an accident on the Kentucky Central Railroad, twelve miles south of Covington, Ky., on the afternoon of the Fourth of Ju-

:

The thing desired found at last. Ask druggist
for Rough on Rats. It clears out rats, mice, roaches, flies, bedbugs.
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shows itself here, as it does abroad, by attempting

the murder of Abdul Aziz.
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Sold by all druggists.

ry shows, fond of assassination or the violence of
bloodshed, is mixing itself with the blood of every
‘nation upon the earth,
These new elements are

and

Patents,

Chemist,

System.
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killed

Boston.

only by A.B. WILBOR,

and Invigorates the ‘Whole
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were

Manufactured

and the

worse. - Its old English stock, at no time, as histo-

Pasha and the other prisoners implicated in

Railroad Disaster.
persons

for the better

all

ee

The Turkish court of cassation
mously contirmed
the sentence

M.

Tisuot, the French ambassadorat Constantinople.
Seven

nation is changing both.

subscribed $250,000 as a fund for Mrs. Garfield,
to relieve her family from all anxiety .for the
future.
3
:
i

The Sultan has
receive

Herbert Bismarck,

_ The New York chamber of commerce has

nis from Tripoli. The ;Telegraphe also says
the relations between France and Turkey are
agdin

sufficient at least to give him a certain control of
his own household, may be novelties, but they
are necessities, and will come in good time.
This

and

Consumptive
-: Symptoms, 1t has no superior, if
equal. Let no one neglect the early symptoms of
disease, when an agent 18 at hand which will cure
all complaints of the Chest, Lungs or Throat.

or in

travel, outriders for his carriage, and a ceremonial

eldest son of Prince Bismarek, will shortly be
attached to the German legation at Washington.

Tu-

of our

Humors,

Rencvates

A

It is expected that Count

the future

Scrofulous

Blood,

a

that 50,000 Turks and Arabs have entered

never

right citizens, we must commit

country.— Providence Journal.
A President's guard of some sort at home

The Albanian insurrection continues in the
mountain districts, and Dervish Pasha, the
Turkish commander, is unable to repress it.

Africa.

strained to the utmost extent.

country,

Cough,

the

a

Biela’s | “Observed quietly in most parts of the
not
owing to the President's condition.

was

was

The report that France proposed to monopolize 120,000 troops for service in North Africa
is officially denied.
The forces now in Africa
are deemed sufficient to quell the Sfax insurrection.
The semi-official Telegraphe, of Paris, mentions a report among the Arabs of Tunis

declared that he will

Day

Whooping

Purifies

BOSTON, Saturday Morning, July 9, 1881.
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SPRING WHEATS.
‘Western superfine.
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$400 @ 450
Common extras..
450 @ 500
Wisconsin......
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comet was known to separate, but
seen in the actual separation.

celebration

the

the

and

rn

separation has been actually observed.”

The

by

to

Oil

bt

boers is expected to be effected
of August.

separate from the same and form into a new
nucleus, the division being sharply defined.
Thisis the first instance on record where such

period

Cod-Liver

great popularity of this safe and efficacious preparation is alone attributable to intrinsic worth. In
the cure of Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis

FS

in

the same direction as the tail and gradually

The duties which are to be met, must be faced
with calmness and wisdom. It is not for the first
time that'this country bas been called to mourn or
to doubt; nor is it impertinent in a secular paper
to remind its readers that there is One who rules
and reigns,to whom the destinies of this land have
ever, judging by the past history of it, been dear.
To Him, doing what we can as intelligentand up-

Vegetine

Produce Report.

Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beams, dried apples, &c. Cellar No, 3,
Quincy Market, Boston.

BR

A jet was seen to proceed from the nucleus

925—an increase of 66,000 over -same
ast year.
:
The retrocession of the Transvaal

Wilbor’s

and social order—N. Y. Tribune.

The immigration to July 1st amounts to 243,

Boston

of satisfac-

will afford a vast deal
the b
‘tion at the end of the season.

PP

On Wednesday night, as Professors Stone
and Wilson were observing the comet at the
Cincinnati Observatory, it was seen to separate before their eyes, forming a double comet.

is

A little nerve at

{"tiful harvest of the best quality.

Pot

The total abolition of slavery in Egypt
soon to be declared by the Khedive.

THE MARKETS.

is one of the surest ways of securing a beau-

‘

The people themselves are to ‘blame, because
they have tolerated too long those methods of
political warfare which threaten free institutions

The Australian ministry has resigned.
- The Comet Split in Two.

crop

TION.

The comet has been photographed.

:
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